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To: Co-chairmen and Members of the Central Waterfront Planning 
Committee, and Chairman and Members of the City of Toronto 
Planning Board 

Your report of November, 1974, "Programme for Planning, The 
Central Waterfront," articu lated the need for a new approach to 
planning which would ensure that environmental concerns would be 
given at least as much due as social, political, and economic concerns. 
There is a key paragraph in that report that deserves repeating as it 
provided the motive and spur which has led to this report by WMRT: 

n the past, planning in the Central Waterfront has tended to deal 
with the needs, goals, aspirations and activities of people influenced 
by the development of the Central Waterfront. However, the char
acter and influence of land, water and air on which these activities 
are carried out constitutes at least as major a directive to planning. 
Sites have specific personalities of their own-some tolerate heavy 
use, others do not; different sites have different soil characteristics 
which influence their ability to take building loads; they host dif
ferent plant and animal communities; they have different topograph
ic and climatic conditions; and they have different aesthetic char
acteristics. The inventory of various natural phenomena, followed by 
evaluation of the capability and suitability of the various sectors 
of the Central Waterfront to take different uses (or to be retained as 
"no-build" areas) is regarded as a major priority." 

The first step taken to achieve this occurred in January, 1975, with 
the formation of two Environment Study Groups-Land and Water
consisting of staff from agencies in all levels of government to pre
pare a comprehensive inventory of all environmental aspects of the 
Central Waterfront. The work is contained in an Information Base 
report consisting of seven sections: Climate, Vegetation, Wildlife, 
Physical Geography, Air Quality, Noise and Water, which has recent
ly been transmitted to you. 

The second step taken was the hiring by the City of Toronto Plan
ning Board in October, 1975, of WMRT. Their mandate, simply put, 
was to develop the means whereby the C.w.P.C. could achieve its 
goal of a new approach to planning. 

This report provides planning tools which should be used by mem
bers of the C.W.P.C. and its Area Task Groups to develop policy 
recommendations which will reflect intelligent response to the op
portunities and constraints provided by the Central Waterfront en
vironment. It is, accordingly, set out in a series of sections that by 
their sequence and internal organization ensure that the reader can 
understand every aspect of the process. 

The five critical resource maps reproduced in the report are also 
available at a larger scale to facilitate their use. These are available, 
free of charge, from the Waterfront Site Office, City of Toronto 
Planning Board, 235 Queens Quay West, Toronto M5J 1A6. 

I believe that WMRT has fulfilled their mandate admirably, by 
developing a method which should have great application and con
sequence to the Central Waterfront, and ultimately, to the Metro 
Toronto Region as a whole. I take great pleasure in forwarding their 
report for your use. 

Yours sincerely, 

DE TOLLY, TECHNICAL CO·ORDINATOR OF THE COMMISSiONER OF PLANNING, Cl TV OF TORONTO PLANNING 



This report presents the findings of the Environment Synthesis commissioned by 
the Central Waterfront Planning Committee and the City of Toronto Planning 
Board as a part of their Programme for Planning addressed towards preparation 
of an Official Plan for the Toronto Central Waterfront. Funding for this study 
was provided by the City of Toronto, the Ministry for Natural Resources [Ontar
io] and the Ministry of State for Urban Affairs [Canada] . 

The Information Base reports prepared by the C.W.PC. Environment Study 
Groups provided the base data, while the members of the C.w.P.C. and its Area 
Task Groups reviewed the study in progress. Numerous staff members of the 
various agencies working with the C.w.P.C.'s Technical Committee provided 
additional technical information. Peter de Tolly, Doug Ferguson, Linda Cardini 
and other staff members of the C.T.P.B.'s Waterfront Planning Group enabled 
realization of the study through their indefatigable work of coordination and 
review of work in progress. 

The study was conducted by Wallace, McHarg, Roberts and Todd, Architects, 
Landscape Architects, Urban and Ecological Planners, 1737 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103, U.S.A. Narendra Juneja, Senior Associate 
Partner was in charge with Anne Whiston Spirn as the Project Director. Carol 
Reifsnyder reviewed and generated additional data for vegetation and wildlife. 
The wildlife interpretations were reviewed by Clive Goodwin, Executive Direc
tor, The Conservation Council of Ontario. Review, interpretation and identifica
tion of future data requirements for geology, hydrology and soils is the work of 
WMRT's consultant, Dr. Arthur Johnson, Assistant Professor of Geology and 
Regional Planning, University of Pennsylvania. Dr. Johnson received valuable 
help from Marta Griffiths of the Ministry of Environment [Ontario] . Climate 
data were provided by Roger Smith, Climatologist, under a contract funded by 
matching contributions provided for Central Waterfront planning by the Federal 
and Provincial Governments. Beth Kitchen of WMRT staff performed the review 
of noise studies. William Robinson and John Czarrlowski prepared the graphics. 
Jane Laughlin was responsible for report production; Margaret Dewey for 
composition. John Purkess and Robinson assisted its production. 

The graphics in the Data Review section of this report are reproduced from the 
original Information Base reports provided by the C.w.P.c. The photographs are 
from Toronto Harbour Commissioners, the Toronto Star, Rick Phillips, Peter de 
Tolly, Doug Ferguson and Neil Turnbull. 

The report was printed by Press, 1315 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 19107, U.S.A. in December 1976. 
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PLANNING BACKGROUND INTRODUCTION 
The Central Waterfront is a unique resource for the entire Toronto 
area. The waterfront has been manipulated by man for the past cen
tury and a half, yet it still harbours plants and animals which are rare 
in the region It is also an environment that has attracted a wide 
range of human activities from recreation to industry. The natural 
processes and man's activities are intimately linked in such an en
vironment; together they give it its unique character. Today the 
Central Waterfront is beleaguered by conflicting demands for the 
accommodation of future uses. industry, housing, and recreation 
on the one hand, protection of valuable natural and cultural 
resources on the other. 

Since July 1973, the Central Waterfront Planning and Technical 
Committees have been working to reconcile these conflicting de
mands. The Central Waterfront Planning Committee (C.W.P.C.) 
was formed to coordinate planning activities for the Central Water
front. The is composed of representatives from all gov
ernment agencies with jurisdiction in the Central Waterfront
city, metropolitan, provincial, federal, and special purpose (such as 
the M.T.R.C.A. and the T.H.C.), and of representatives from cit
izen groups with special interest in the waterfront. 

The mandate of the C.W.P.e. is to make recommendations to the 
participating agencies on all Central Waterfront planning matters, 
but most particularly to bring forward to the City of Toronto new 
Official Plan policies. The interagency e.W.T.C. advises the Planning 
Comm ittee, and is composed of staff representatives from the City 
of Toronto Planning Board and other participating government 
agencies. Technical work is coord inated by staff of the City of 
Toronto Planning Board. 

To achieve its mandate, the adopted a two-phase work 
programme, with the first phase consisting of a study design and 
the second, the conduct of the main study as defined in Phase I. 
In November 1974, the C.W.P.e. published its first-phase report, 

L Waterfront. Th is report iden
tified key issues needing resolution, made recommendations on 
those needing immediate action, and defined the nature, extent, 
and direction of the second-phase, main study. The main study 
comprises two steps, the preparation of a series of Information 
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Base reports, and the preparation of policy recommendations. 

The Central Waterfront environment has been described in an In
formation Base Report consisting of seven sections: Climate, Physical 
Geography, Vegetation, Wildlife, Air Quality, and Water. 
These have been compiled by staff of the various agencies working 
with the Technical Committee. Information Base Reports on Hous

Industry, Recreation, Transportation, and Waterfront Prece
dents have also been published. The first step of the main study is, 
therefore, essentially complete. 

In 1977, the C.W.P.C. and C.w.T.C. will prepare Official Plan Part I 
Amendments for the entire Central Waterfront and Part II State
ments for various sub-areas. This environment synthesis was under
taken to aid that planning process by identifying important re
sources of the natural environment, by relating them to social values 
expressed by the CWP.C. agencies and citizen groups, and by 
recommending measures which will ensure that these social values 
are sustained. 

METHOD 

"Planning is not 'one-shot' exercise in which a master design is 
carefully prepared to be implemented in every detail over a period 
of years Public objectives and local situations are changing con
stantly, and plans must be both action-oriented and broad, as well 
as strategic, capable of constant updating to accommodate such 
changes. The Work Programme is therefore geared to provide a base 
of information and a machinery for the regular updating of both 
information and plans. This will make planning for the Central 
Waterfront an ongoing concern for all the participating agencies and 
the public." (C.w.P.C., Programme for Planning, 1974). 

The purpose of this environment synthesis study is to provide the 
City of Toronto with the tools to evaluate alternative courses of 
action in terms of their effect upon the natural environment of the 
Central Waterfront. In recognition of the need to respond in the 
future to new information, specific needs, and to changing public 
objectives, the study ;s organized in a way that facilitates regular 
updating. 

The method employed consists of a description of the waterfront 
through a review of all available data concerning the natural envi
ronment, an identification of social objectives for the waterfront, 
an interpretation of the data in light of those social values, and the 
recommendation of future actions required to achieve the social 
objectives. Since each component of the study is explicit, the im
plications of data inputs and their interpretations can be clear
ly perceived in every step. 

The study consists of three major sections:
 
INVENTORY includes the review and analysis of all available data
 
and the recommendation of future work required to refine these
 
data.
 

INTERPRETATION includes the identification of current social ob
jectives, the reorganization of data into resource categories-Air, 
Land, Water, Life, and Location-which relate to the social objec
tives, the identification of opportunities and constraints for accom
modating future land uses, and the description of performance re
quirements necessary to achieve the stated social objectives. 

SYNTHESIS includes the demonstration of a method by which the 
study can be put to work in formulating a plan of action for the 
future, a summary of important waterfront issues, and an outline of 
future planning action by CW.P.C. 

First, the data collected over the past four years by the CW.P.C 
and cooperating city, metropolitan, and provincial agencies are 
reviewed. The purpose of this review is to identify inconsistencies 
or deficiencies in the information, to augment the available data 
where necessary through literature search and limited field work, 
and to identify areas where further research is needed. 

Once the available data have been accumulated and reviewed, the 
relationships among elements of the natural environment and the 
processes which govern those interactions can be identified. Data 
are aggregated into broad resource categories. The categories Air, 
Land, Water, and Life describe the features of the natural envi
ronment, and Location identifies features of the cultural environ
ment. 

Social values ascribed to environmental resources of the Central 
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Waterfront are identified. Social values determine the relative impor
tance of specific environmental features to society and are therefore 
the basis for the recommendation of future action. Concerns about 
the Central Waterfront have been expressed by public agencies and 
private groups in published documents. These concerns, identified 
as social objectives, are related to the environmental resource cate
gories of Air, Land, Water, Life, and Location. 

In Inventory: Data Interpretation, features within each of the five 
resource categories are mapped and assigned a social value based on 
the identified social objectives. Implicit in the resource value of each 
feature are opportunities for related human activities. At the same 
time, the conditions necessary to sustain a feature's value to society 
entail the regulation of all future activities by performance require
ments. Meeting these performance requirements entails a certain 
amount of effort. This effort is expressed as varying degrees of con
straint imposed by a particular performance requirement on a spe
cific land use. 

Resource features are reorganized into categories which require 
similar regulations in Interpretation: Resource Interpretation. These 
regulations are described in the form of performance requirements 
for future actions. 

APPLICATION OF THE STUDY 

Each step of this study provides a set of tools which may be used 
in planning the future of the Central Waterfront. The first step, 
review of the Information Base, establishes an understanding of 
the waterfront environment, and the second step documents the 
need for future research in specific areas. The third step, identifica
tion of social objectives, establishes a comprehensive list of social 
concerns which may now be discussed and evaluated in terms of 
their relative importance. In the next two steps, social values are 
attributed to environmental features. The implications of social 
values are established in terms of opportunities and constraints 
for specific activities. To the extent that a resource offers great 
opportunity and imposes little constraint for a particular land use, 
it is deemed to be "suitable" for that use. Thus, these steps provide 
the tools to assess the suitability of land for all prospective uses. 
The sixth step, performance requirements for future action, pro

vides the means to ensure that public health, safety, and welfare are 
maintained, that valuable resources are preserved, that the waterfront 
environment is enhanced, and that development is accommodated 
with minimal cost. The performance requirements can be readily 
translated into by-laws and ordinances, or can be used to guide 
and evaluate future development plans in the Central Waterfront. 
Detailed design strategies and guidelines for specific projects within 
the waterfront are outside the scope of this study, but are readily 
derived from the performance requirements. Two examples which 
demonstrate the application of these tools to determine the most 
suitable locations for recreation and development conclude the 
study. 

It is not the purpose of this study to identify the most appropriate 
use for each part of the Central Waterfront. Such decisions must 
await determination of the demand for specific land uses and the 
resolution of conflicts between competing uses. This study does 
enable citizens of Toronto to assess the environmental consequences 
of any proposed action, and thus to weigh the alternatives 
judiciously. 
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INTRODUCTION INVENTORY 
From 1974 to 1976, members of the Central Waterfront Planning 
and Technical Committees studied the natural environment of the 
Toronto Waterfront and published the resu Its of this effort in a 
series of Information Base publications which include· Climate, 

, Water, Vegetajion, Wildlife, and 
These publications provide the data for the Natural Environ

ment Synthesis Study. The data, as presented and synthesized in this 
study, will be used to assess the impact of planning decisiof'ls on 
the waterfront environment. The first part of the study is a summary 
of the natural environment of the Central Waterfront. The Informa
tion Base publications should be referred to for a more detailed de
scription At the conclusion of this section important relationships 
between elements of the natural environment are identified and 
recommendations are made for future studies to augment the data 
base. 

Geology is the framework upon which the landscape of Toronto 
rests. Natural and man-induced processes operate within that frame
work to shape the landscape elements of climate, physiography, 
soils, ground and surface waters, plants, animals and current land 
use. In the Central Waterfront, the hydrologic system of Lake On
tario adjoins the landscape system and interacts with it. This sys
tem comprises hydrodynarnic elements (waves, currents), water 
quality, lakebed sediments, and aquatic plants and animals. The 
interactions between the landscape and hydrologic systems dom
inate the natural processes of the Central Waterfront and determine 
its special characteristics. 

In this chapter elements of the landscape and hydrologic systems 
are examined separately climate, air quality, geology, physiog
raphy, hydrology, lakebed sediments, surficial sediments, vegeta
tion, and wildlife. In addition, two primarily human elements of 
the environment are presented. noise and land use. This separation 
of elements is convenient, but artificial. All operate together in the 
environment to form a dynamic, interacting system To understand 
this system, one must both understand the parts and comprehend 
how they fit together to make the whole. One can then evaluate 
the impact of human activities on the natural environment. At the 
end of this chapter, therefore, important relationships between 
landscape elements are examined 

DATA REVIEW
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CLIMATE 

Southern Ontario has a climate with adequate precipitation and 
tempera tures from sub-freezing in winter to very warm in 
su mmer Approximately 200 high and low pressure systems move 
through the region annually, causing frequent va riations in weather 
The climate of Southern Ontario is modified by the proximity of 
Lake Ontario. Summers are not as hot, not as co ld , and 
spring storms not as intense as they would be without the presence 
of the Lake. Many of the effects which characterize the lakeshore 
climate are localized and seldom extend more than a few kilometers 
inland Thus the Impact of the Lake is felt to a great extent in the 
Central Waterfront and to a lesser extent in outlying Metropolitan 
T oronto This influence accounts not only for warming in winter and 
coo ling in summer, but also for a diurnal lake breeze, fog, and 
increased w ind speeds in the Central Waterfront. 

Temperature moderation occu rs in all seasons along the wa terfront. 
Average wintel' temperatures on the Toronto Islands are about two 
degrees Celsius warmer than in the northern suburbs, and average 
spring and summer temperatures are one degree Celsius coo ler. In 
spring and early summer, temperatu res along the waterfront are 
reduced by the cooling effect of lake breezes. The lake breeze is 
a product of the temperature difference between land and water 
and is independent of the prevailing w inds. It occurs when the speed 
of wi nds blowing off the land is under 20 kilometres per hour and 
w hen the prevailing air mass is warmer than the water. A weak lake 
breeze (16 kph) penetrates less than two kilometres inland and has 
a cooling effect of 3 to 5 degrees Celsius, whereas a moderate lake 
breeze (32 kph) penetrates 10 to 15 kilometres and has a cooling 
effect of 6 to 8 degrees. The diurnal cycle of the Toronto lake 
breeze can be divided into four stages. night, morning, day, and 
evening, as shown in the adjacent diagram. The lake breeze mitigates 
the effect of the urban heat island on the Central Waterfront. This is 
most apparent in May when the lake breeze reaches its greatest 
intensity 

Temperature va riations occur w ithin the Central Waterfront as 
well as between the waterfront and downtown Toronto. Average 
temperatures are probably one degree Celsius higher along the 
mainland waterfront than on the Toronto Island s and in the Eastern 
Industrial and Outer Head land areas. 

January (1941·19701 

.LAllGE TOWNS 

Generalized Minimum Temperature for 
Clear, Calm Conditions-Winter 

Mean Maximum Temperature-May 
C.W.P.c. Information Base, Climate, 

1976. 

April (1941·19701 

WEAK LAND BREEZE 

NEARLY CALM CONDITIONS 

BREEZE BELOW SOOm 

STABILIZATION AS LAKE BREEZE D IES OUT,
 
LAND BR EE ZE SETS IN
 

Diurnal Model of the Lake Breeze 
Source: C.W.P.C. Information Base. Climate. 
1976. 
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Average Annual Snowfall (1941-1970) 
(Figures in em.! 
Source: C.W.P.c. Information Base. Climate, 
1976. 
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Average Number of Days with Snowfall 
Source: C.w.P.c. Information Base, Climate, 
1976. 
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Average Number of Days Per Month 
with Precipitation 
Source: C.W.P.C. Information Base. Climate. 
1976. 
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Average Precipitation Amounts 
Source: C.W.P.C. Information Base, Climate. 
1976. 
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Return Periods of Heavy Rainfalls 
Source: C.W.P.C. Information Base, Climate. 
1976. 
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Maxi mu m Recorded Rainfalls in Short 
Periods 
Source: C.W.P.C. Information Base, Climate, 
1976. 
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Average Monthly Frequency of Fog 
and Haze at Toronto Island Airport 
Source: C.W.P.C. Information Base. Climate. 
1976. 
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___ 

Percentage of Possible Sunshine 
Source: C.W.P.C. I nformation Base. Climate. 
1976. 

Regional variations in rainfall are due to the characteristics of partic
ular storm systems rather than to an interaction between the Lake and 
land. Monthly summer rainfall in the Central Waterfront is almost i
dentical to inland rainfall. Heavy rains may occur in any season but 
the most intense rainfalls occur in summer. The heaviest 24 hour rain
fall exceeds 5 cm in most years. Snowfall is 30% less on the Toronto 
Islands than in the northern suburbs of Toronto due to the transfor
mation of some snow to rain after winds have crossed the open wa
ters of Lake Ontario. 

Lake Ontario has a slight influence on humidity in the Central Water
front. In spring and summer, average vapour pressure is slightly lower 
on the Toronto Islands than inland; in other seasons it is slightly high
er. There is little variation in absolute humidity within the waterfront. 
However, relative humidity may vary considerably. Sites in constant 
shade may remain moist for extended periods after rain or snow. 

Sunshine and visibility in the Central Waterfront are also affected by 
the Lake's proximity. Sunshine may be less frequent along the water
front in winter but more frequent in summer. Fog occurs at the To
ronto Island Airport an average of 22 days per year; twice as often as 
at Bloor Street, but half as frequently as at inland stations. The Out
er Headland and south shore of the Toronto Islands have fog 50 days 
per year, m6re than twice the frequency for other areas in the water
front. 

" 
Summer Winter
 
Sunshine Variation
 

Source: CW.P.C. Information Base. Climate. 1976. 
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OCTOBER 

H S'ASOIOl) 

Seasonal Wind Roses 
Source: C.W.P.C. Information Base, Climate, 1976. 

Toronto lies in the mid-latitude belt of westerly winds, and the 
east-west orientation of Lake Ontario increases the frequency of 
westerly winds. Winds from the southwest, west, and northwest 
blow 50-60% of the time throughout the year, usually at speeds 
of 15-30 kph, but occasionally much higher. Wind speeds are higher 
over the Lake. Therefore winds from the west, southwest, south, 
southeast, and east which have a long fetch over open water are 
especially strong In addition, the temperature gradient between 
lake and landmass may increase wind speed; a sharp gradient may 
double the wind speed near the shore. Wind speeds are greatest 
in winter and least in summer; the average wind speed at Toronto 
Island Airport is nearly 20 kph in winter and 13 kph in summer. 
Strong winds are also of longer duration in winter and may create 
severe discomfort. A wind speed of 40 kph causes difficult walk
ing conditions; a gale force wind of 55 kph is almost impossible 
to walk against. The direction and speed of moderate (24-39 kph) 
and strong (40 kph) winds are similar in all parts of the waterfront 
except in localized sheltered areas. 

• .. 
WINTER (DEC. SPRIN0 (MAR 2'-JUN 20) 

,/I ,.". .. 
AUTUMN (SEPT 

Seasonal Wind Maps 
Source: C.W.P.C. Information Base, Climate, 1976. 
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Relative Frequency of the Annual Extreme Frequency of 40 kph Winds 

Characteristics of Strong Winds in the Central Waterfront 
Source: C.W.P.C. Information Base. Climate, 1976. 
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AIR QUALITY 

Air quality in Metropolitan Toronto usually meets public health 
standards. However, certain weather conditions may cause pollu
tion levels to exceed these standards. A stationary high pressure 
system may create a temperature inversion, where cold air is trap
ped near the ground by warmer air above, gradually accumulat
ing pollutants. The Toronto region is particularly susceptible to 
hazardous pollution levels due to temperature inversions in the 
late summer and fall. In other seasons, the lake breeze may alle
viate this situation by increasing air movement, thereby dispersing 
pollutants. 

Air quality in the Central Waterfront is affected by both regional 
and local air quality There are three types of air pollution: gaseous, 
particulate, and odourous. Gaseous pollutants in the waterfront 
include carbon monoxide, sulphur dioxide, and nitrogen oxides. 
All may have serious effects on human health and on plant growth, 
and are covered by legislated standards (Environmental Protection 
Act of 1974, Statutes of Ontario). Overall, gaseous pollutants in 
the Central Waterfront do not exceed the required standards. The 
sources of gaseous pollutants are identified on the adjacent map. 
Industries are required to comply with the standards, but emis
sions from vehicular exhaust along transportation corridors are not 
now subject to control. 

Particulate matter is defined by type and size. Airborne particle
size elements may be chemical, organic, or elemental. Larger par
ticles are classified as dustfall, small particles as suspended partic
ulates or haze. Chemical particulate pollutants include lead, cad
mium, and copper. A/I are toxic substances which pose potential 
health problems to humans and wildlife. All may become concen
trated in the soil and in plants, remaining in the local environment 
for many years. Organic dustfall in the waterfront is primarily a 
by-product of grain-associated industries. Elemental dustfall com
prises wind-blown particles of soil and soot from diverse sources: 
unstabilized storage piles, vacant lots, railway yards, and chimneys. 
Sources of chemical, organic, and elemental dustfall in the Central 
Waterfront are shown on the adjacent map. Dustfall and suspended 
particulates in the waterfront regularly exceed M.O.E. (Ministry of 
the Environment, Ontario) criteria of 20 tons per square mile over 
30 days. 
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Gaseous Pollutants 
Source: C.W.P.C. Information Base, Air Quality, 1976. 
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Dustfall-Suspended Particulates 
Source: C.W.P.C. Information Base, Air Quality, 1976. 
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Odours 
Source: C.W.P.C. Information Base, Air Quality, 1976 

Offensive odours in the Central Waterfront are primarily associ
ated with transportation, industry, and public utilities. These in
clude odours from gasoline exhaust, incineration, sewage treatment, 
garbage, and meat by-products. Odours, if unassociated with toxic 
air pollutants, are difficult to control by legal standards. However, 
the effects of offensive odours should be considered in planning 
new land uses near the odour sources identified on the Odours 
map. 

The air quality in the Central Waterfront is affected by the prevail
ing wind direction. Southerly winds produce significantly higher 
air quality in the waterfront than in that area of the city core im
mediately north of the Gardiner Expressway. Northwest winds 
bring pollutants from the north and produce degraded air quality 
where all gaseous pollutants except carbon monoxide may exceed 
M.O.E. standards. Conversely, air pollution originating in the water
front may degrade air quality downwind, and reduction of ventil
ating lake breezes to the urban core may reduce air quality in that 
section. A concentration of high-rise buildings along the bayfront 
could adversely affect air quality north of the Gardiner Expressway. 

10 

NOISE 

Noise is any undesired sound. Despite the tact that individuals differ 
in their reactions to sound levels and types, high noise levels may 
have a profound effect upon people's physical and psychological 
well-being. Portions of the Central Waterfront have sound levels com
parable to the noisiest areas of downtown Toronto; other areas are 
unusually quiet given their proximity to the downtown. 

Transportation, industry, and construction are typical sources of 
outdoor urban noise which are found in the Central Waterfront. 
Of these, transportation noise is generally the most annoying Sur
face transportation-cars, buses, trucks, and trains-produces the 
most pervasive outdoor urban noise. Along highway corridors like 
the Gardiner Expressway and Lakeshore Boulevard, this noise is 
continuous. Air transportation produces intense but intermittent 
noise, and is a severe problem in areas near airports. High frequency 
noise from jet aircraft is significantly louder to the human ear than 

City Noise Contour Map 
Source: City Noise Control Study Based on 1973-1976 Data 
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Noise Monitoring Stations 
Source: Information Base, Noise, 1976. 

noise from propeller aircraft Thus, small jets using the Island Air
port are potentially more annoying than small propeller planes. 
NOise from outdoor industrial operations, such as steam discharge 
or metal crushing, may carry a long distance, especially over open 
water. Thus, industrial noise in the Port area and Bayfront may af

fect other parts of the waterfro nt 

The impact of other sounds in the waterfront is more difficult to 
assess. Sounds of people tal king, radios, and boat engines are ex
amples of miscellaneous noise derived from human activities. In ad
dition, sounds of winds, waves, and birds are associated with the 

waterfront. 

Since annoyance potential of noise depends on environmental 
context, it is useful to deflrle the noise characteristics of specific 
areas within the waterfront. For example, high sound levels in in
dustrial and commercial areas may be acceptable, whereas they are 
not acceptable in residential, institutional, or recreation 

Transportation Noise Corridors 
Source: Information Base, Noise, 1976. 

of waterfront. Transportation and industrial noise dominate the 
sound environment in these areas. Heavy truck and car traffic on 
the Gardiner Expressway and Lakeshore Boulevard, as well as in
dustrial operations and rail service contribute to the high noise levels 

Planes and helicopters off and landing at Island airport 
contribute noise to entire Central Waterfront. Aviation noise is 
the only noise produced on the Toronto Islands which would affect 
other parts of the The airport is exposed to noise from 
the mainland. The rest of the Islands are relatively quiet and are 
vulnerable to noise from industrial operations in the Port area. 
Cherry Beach and Aquatic Park (after landfill are com
pleted) are also relatively quiet areas which are potentially affected 
by noise from industrial operations. 

With the exception of the Toronto Islands few areas in the Central 
Waterfront have sound levels below the M.O.E. recommended guide
line for passive outdoor recreation (LEO 55 L50 52 dBA) 

Sound levels have not been monitored extensively throughout the 
Central Waterfront, and noise monitoring stations are concentrated 
in the Bayfront. The Bayfront and Port areas are the noisiest parts 
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GEOLOGY 

The bedrock underlying Toronto is the Georgian Bay Formation 
which is composed of shale with interbedded sandstone, siltstone, 
and argillaceous limestone. The bedrock is about 600 feet thick, 
and slopes toward the south; it is subject to severe weathering 
and breaks when tunnelled. Bituminous shales associated with 
oil seepage and pockets of natural gas as well expanding clay 
minerals occur within the bedrock. 

Glacial deposits overlie the bedrock throughout Toronto. 
cial deposits in the waterfront, however, are mostly landfills placed 
by man in the past century. Silt and clay glacial tills occur in 
hibition Park and recent littoral deposits make up the waterfront 
beaches. The thickness of surficial sediments ranges from 10 to 
30 feet in the Bayfront to over 80 feet in the Toron to Islands and 
Outer Headland. Deep surficial deposits in the port area reflect a 

valley in the bedrock underlying the Don River valley. 

-, 

_ ./_ 
Surficial Geology 
Source: Ministry of Natural Resources, Division of Mines. 

Bedrock Contours 
Source: Ministry of Natural Resources, Division of Mines. 

I 

Depth of Overburden 
Source: Ministry of Natural Resources, Division of Mines. 
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Historic Landfill Operations 

PHYSIOGRAPHY 

More than 10,000 years ago, in the late Pleistocene, the present site 
of Toronto lay beneath Lake Iroquois, glacial ancestor of Lake On
tario. The bluff near St . Clair A venue marks the ancient Iroquois 

Almost 200 years ago, when Toronto was founded at the 
site of a natural harboul-, most of the present land area of the Central 
Wa terfront lay beneath Lake Ontario The old shore line is marked by 
Front Street to the east and by Lakeshore Boulevard to the west of 
Fort York. Since 1835, man has augmented and altered the water 
front. Initially, the mainland was expanded into the bay . Then fill 
was added to the littoral deposits of the Toronto Islands and to the 
marshland at the mouth of the Don River Fill operations continue 
today on the Outer Headland. 

Topography in the waterfront ref lects the land's origin s The eleva
tion along the original shoreline at Front Street is about 255 feet 
above sea level . Fi lled land is fairly flat and averages 250 to 252 
feet in elevation. 

1913-1917 

_ .. 

Shoreline Alterations 
Source: C.w P.C. Informat ion Base, Physical Geography, 1976. 
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Flooding on the Toronto Islands 
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HYDROLOGY 

The hydrologiC regimen of the Central Waterfront IS dominated by 
Lake Ontario. Ground water levels, flooding, currents, shoreline 
erOSion and accretion, and harbour water quality are all closely 
related to lake dynamics. 

Ground water levels in the Central Waterfront respond to water 
levels in Lake Ontario and therefore fluctuate seasonally With chang
ing lake levels. The ground water level IS at an average elevation of 
242.8 feet above sea level, the average lake level Thus the ground 
water table is normally at least 5 feet below the land surface. In 
most years, the highest lake level IS 245 to 246 feet, Infrequently 
it may reach 248 feet. During these periods of elevated lake levels 
the ground water table may be only 2 to 6 feet below grade through
out most of the waterfront After an intense storm, the ground water 
level may rise temporarily to a height of 12 Inches above the lake 
level. If an extremely high lake level (248 feet) coincides With an 
intense rainstorm, the water table may be elevated to 249 feet, and 
areas less than 249 feet above sea level will be flooded. 

"
~,	 ~ ~  ,)� 

;''\- -'� 

/0'� -....",
.~, ,� '--.-

/'
/' 

.\� /," 

Note: Water Levels are shown in feet from chart datum. Chart Datum is 248.8 International� ,..,.._lO'U ..IGoo .....'tf.""hIHt'·t 

Great Lakes Datum (I.G. L. D.) Floodprone Areas of the Toronto Islands -- ..,,,. "O<»'~"""'I':~':";:~,~~:,,:,:::,::::,'  

Lake Ontario Water Level Changes (1950-1974) Source. City of Toronto Planning Board. 
Source: C.W.P.C. Information Base, Water, 1976. 
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The primary hydrodynamic processes operating in the Central Water
front are current movements, erosion, sediment transport and de
position, and water exchange between the Inner Harbour and Lake. 
Currents south of the islands are dominated by a westward flowing 
longshore cu rrent. Th is Iittora I current is a product of wi nd-gener
ated waves. The force of a wave depends on wi nd strength and the 
extent of open water traversed (fetch). Although high speed winds 
blow more frequently from the southwest, waves from the east 
have more energy, since fetch is much longer. Thus westward waves 
stri ke the shorel ine with the greatest force. The littoral d rift trans
ports eroded sediments westward along the shore, depositing/them 
where barriers are encountered. The Toronto Islands were originally 
formed from material which was eroded from the Scarborough Bluffs 
and transported westward by littoral drift. The volume of sand that 
reaches the Toronto Islands is decreasing now that the Scarborough 
Bluffs have been stabilized, and since barriers to littoral drift have 
been constructed east of the Islands. Consequently, substantial ad
ditions of littoral deposits which occurred in the past can no longer 
be anticipated. Southwest storms produce winds and waves which are 
now eroding Centre Island east of Gibraltar Point at the rate of 1.5 

WINTER 

W~o-' .,/' ;' ) 

250 Km. 

LAKE aNTAl/tO 

w~ 

(/~ 

Fetch Across Lake Ontario Wave Roses for the Central Waterfront 

:;� 
1879� 
1972� 
1975� 

YEARS� 

1879-1915� 

1915-1924� 

1924-1935� 

1935-1957� 

1957-1971� 

YEARS� 

1879-1915� 

1915-1924� 

1924-1935� 

1935-1957� 

1957-1972� 

YEARS� 

1879-1915� 

1915-1924� 

1924-1935� 

1935-1957� 

1957-1972� 

\ ~ \', 
~ 

PERIOD GAIN 
YEARS ACRES 

36 7.2 

9� 

11 20.5 

22� 

15 4.6 

PERIOD GAIN 
YEARS ACRES 

36� 

9 4.3� 

11� 

22� 

15� 

PERIOD lli~n~!
<;Ij~.N.' "~AYEARS A( If ... rlf 

36 -.05 

9 +.01 

11 +1.45 

22 -.73 

15 +.26 

NET CHANGE .1879-1972� 

LOSS 
ACRES 

4.2 

4.6 

LOSS 
ACRES 

9.1 

4.6 

11.3 

0.7 

GANIlOSS 
ACRES 

-1.9 

+.1 

+15.9 

-15.9 

+3.9 

+2.1 

RATE OFCUMULA
•TlVE ~~tE~9". 

+7.2 +.20� 

+3.0 -.47� 

+23.5 +1.86� 

+18.9 -.21� 

+23.5 +.31� 

-TlVE 

-9.1 -.25� 

-4.8 +.47� 

-904 -.42� 

-207 -.51� 

-21.4 -.05� 

CUMULA· 1~~1~9~. 

\~,  

\ 
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Lu I III I I III I r til I I iii� 
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WEST SIDE 

SOUTH SIDE 

MASS BALANCE 

FOR GIBRALTAR POINT 

Barriers to Littoral Drift Changes in Gibraltar Point Since 1879� 
Source: C.W.P.C. Information Base, Water, 1976. Source: C.W.P.C. Information Base, Water, 1976. 
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Current Velocity and Direction in the Water Mass Balance Based on Maxi

Inner Harbour mum Exchange Hypothesis 
Source: Rogers, Great Lakes Institute, Un Source: M.O.E., Unpublished Data 

published Data 

AT SURFACE TEMPERATURE DC AT 3 METRES 

DC AT 1.5 METRES DC AT BOTTOM 
DEPT IN 

metres per year, and northwest littoral movement has shifted the 
beaches at Gibraltar Point to the northwest for the past several dec
ades. The eroded material on the south side of Gibraltar Point has 
been balanced by accretion on the north side; the net change in the 
area between 1879 and 1972 has been a gain of 2.1 acres. 

The exchange of water in the Inner Harbour with lake water IS 

duced by winds, by seiche movement through the Western Chan
nel and Eastern Gap, and by discharge from the Hearn Generat
ing Plant. The mean retention time of water in the Inner Harbour is 
estimated to be between 5 and 20 days. Prolonged winds and changes 
in the cross-sectional area of the gaps induce secondary effects. 
The precise mechanism of water circulation in the Inner Harbour, 
however, has not been determined, and an understanding of this 
process is essential in determining residence times of pollutants. 
Water movement in the Island lagoons seems to be sufficient to 
prevent stagnation in most areas. Currents in the Outer Harbour 
are apparently induced by the Hearn Generating Plant which takes 
water from the Turning Basin, uses it for cooling purposes, and 
discharges it to the Outer Harbour. 

Man has altered the pattern of surface drainage over the past cen
tury. At one time, many streams drained from the Toronto re
gion into Lake Ontario. These streams have since been incorpor
ated within the city's storm and sanitary sewer system or contained 
within concrete drainage channels. Although invisible, the ancient 
drainage courses serve as a basis for the city's sewer system, which 
del ivers drai nage from the hinterlands to the harbou r. 

The filled land in the Central Waterfront is relatively flat, and most 
storm runoff in the Bayfront and Port areas is directed toward 
storm sewers or over the dockwall into the bay. Since the soil of 
the Toronto Islands is porous sand, most runoff seeps directly into 
the ground. 

Many storm and sanitary sewers have discharge outlets along the 
waterfront. In wet weather, storm and combined storm-sanitary 
sewers discharge suspended solids and coliform bacteria into the 
nearshore waters of the Central Waterfront. 

Hearn Generating Station Thermal Plume (April 1971) The water qual ity of the Central Waterfront is measu red by bac
Source: Ontario Hydro (1971) terial levels, by the amount of suspended solids, and by nutrient 
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Historic Rivers 
Source' C.W.P.C. Information Base, Water, 1976. 
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Sewage Treatment Plants and Percentage Loading by Source and Area 
Source C.W,P.C. Information Base, Water, 1976. 
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Sewer Outfalls 
Source C.W.P.C. Information Base, Water, 1976. 
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levels. Water quality in the waterfront can be expressed as a gradient 
from worst to best, from the Inner Harbou r to the Outer Harbou r 
to the Lake. This gradient is evident in conductivity contours shown 
on the adjacent map. This map clearly shows the Don River-Keating 
Channel as a major source of pollutants to the waters of the 
bour. Oxygen depletion in the Inner Harbour is not severe, since 
oxygen-rich lake water flows through the gaps and mixes with 
Harbour water. Suspended material in the waters discharged by the 
Don River and storm sewers and occasional oil spills contribute to 
the high turbidity levels in the Inner Harbour. Water along the 
front has a high incidence of fecal coliforms, due principally to 
sewer discharges. Levels of nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus) 
are highest at the outlet of the Keating Channel and in the Island 
lagoons. High nutrient levels in the Island lagoons may result from 
large waterfowl popu lations, ferti Iization programs in the Island 
parks, and discharge from septic tanks. 

Water quality of the Outer Harbour is much better than that of the 
Inner Harbour. Heavily polluted water from the Turning Basin is used 
by the Hearn Generating Plant for cooling purposes and discharged to 
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Turbidity 
Source: M.O.E. Special Survey 

Average Conductivity 1973 
Source: University of Toronto, 1974. 
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Total Phosphorus 
Source: M.O.E. Special Survey 
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Total Nitrogen 
Source: M.O.E. Special Survey 

the Outer Harbour. This discharge contains high levels of nutrients 
and col iform bacteria. Water qual ity along the western shore be
hind the breakwater near Ontario Place is considerably degraded 
by the many sewers which discharge there. 

The quality of water in Lake Ontario does not exceed M.O.E. wa
ter quality standards for coliform bacteria, nutrients, or suspended 
solids. It is a source of high quality water to dilute polluted waters 
of the Inner Harbour. 
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SUBAQUEOUS SEDIMENTS 

Subaqueous sed iments Iie beneath the water of the Central Water
front. They are derived from sediments deposited by littoral cur
rents, rivers, storm sewer outfalls, and landfi II activities. Su baqueous 
sediments range in texture from sand to clay. 

Lakebed sediments in the Outer Harbour and Lake Ontario are 
derived from littoral drift and consist primarily of sand. The lake
bottom in offshore regions is characterized by a bedrock platform 
with a patchy sand veneer. The sediments in the Western Gap are 
composed of sand and silt. Sand in the Western Gap may have been 
deposited by eastward flowing currents. Offshore areas to the west 
of Toronto Islands contain silty muds with admixtures of sand. The 
silt-clay fraction is an accumulation of sediments discharged by 
the Humber River. The Inner Harbour sediments are silty-clay 
deposits derived from the discharge of storm sewers and the Don 
River. 

Subaqueous sediments in some parts of the Central Waterfront are 
contaminated by toxic heavy metals (lead, zinc, mercury), by nu
trients (phosphorus, nitrogen) and by oil and grease. Under cer
tain conditions these sediments may contaminate the water. Col
loidal material present in the sediments (clays and organic mat
ter) may absorb phosphorus and heavy metals from the overlying 

- OUTFAll 

Subaqueous Sediment Types 
Source: Lewis and Sly, 1971; *Hutchinson, 1975; 1975. 
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Keating Channel Sediments, June 1975 Eastern Headland Sediments, June 1975 
Source: M.O.E. Unpublished Data. Source: M.O.E. Unpublished Data. 
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Inner Harbour Sediments, May 1974 
Source: University of Toronto 

water. Sediments can also release phosphorus and heavy metals to 
solution. 

Subaqueous sediments in the Keating Channel contain very high lev
els of organic materials, phosphorus, nitrogen, and the heavy metals 
lead and zinc. These are probably derived from industrial wastes and 
from sanitary and storm sewer outfalls upstream in the Don River. 
Since the Keating Channel requires periodic dredging, disposal of 
these highly contaminated sediments poses a problem. Contaminated 
sediments discharged into the Keating Channel by the Don River also 
affect the quality of sediments in the Inner Harbour. Many of the In
ner Harbour sediments are contaminated by toxic heavy metals (lead, 
zinc, mercury), by nutrients (phosphorus, nitrogen), and by oil and 
grease. Under certain conditions these sediments may contaminate 
the water. High levels of the heavy metals zinc and lead have also 
been identified in subaqueous sediments near the Outer Headland. 
These are probably derived from dredge disposal from the Keating 
Channel and trucked fill. Other areas of subaqueous sediments con
taining high levels of organic carbon and nutrients are located along 
boat sl ips in the Bayfront and in northern areas of the Island lagoons. 

SURFICIAL SEDIMENTS 

Surficial sediments in the Central Waterfront consist primarily 
of landfill. The glacial till of Exhibition Park and the littoral de
posits on the Island beaches are exceptions. A range of landfill 
types have been used in the Central Waterfront-dredged lake sedi
ments, soil, street sweepings, and rubble. Historically few records 
were maintained of fill content, and today it is difficult to pre
dict the precise composition of the surficial sediments in a par
ticular place. 

A generalized map of fill types has been drawn from old records 
and borehole logs. Hydraulic fill is primarily sand dredged from 
the lake bottom. The Toronto Islands and the northern portion 
of Aquatic Park are composed of hydraulic fill. Trucked fill com
prises an unpredictable mixture of silt, clay, rubble, and street 
sweepings. This fill material is found extensively throughout the 
Bayfront and Port areas. Additional areas are composed of both 
hydraulic and trucked fill. As landfill operations proceeded, old 
wharves, buildings, and boats were buried. These buried structures 
and artifacts render the composition of fill in the Bayfront even 
more unpredictable. 

The properties of the surficial sediments vary in accordance with 
the degree of compaction as well as composition. Hydraulic fill, 
with the exception of the most recent deposits, has been in place 
more than twenty years. It is assumed that these materials have 
reached a maximum natural compaction. Since trucked fill may be 
composed of materials such as wood pilings, artifacts, and rubble, 
the requ ired settlement ti me can not be pred icted and fu rther set
tlement may yet occur. Areas of buried structures are most sus
ceptible to continued settlement as the old wharves and dock
walls rot. 

The "soil" of the Central Waterfront, which extends only as deep 
as plant roots, is derived from these unconsol idated fi II materia Is, 
except where topsoil has been added or where soil has developed 
on glacial deposits. The surface layer may comprise sand, clay, 
or fi II. The su rface horizons on the Toronto Islands have a sandy 
texture and a relatively low fertility. The texture of soils in other 
areas of the waterfront must be determined from soil borings. 
The tendency for soils to produce runoff has been estimated based 
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Landfill: Types 
Source· City of Toronto Planning Board 
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Coal Piles in the Port Area 

on the characterIStics of the ground cover Areas of ImperVIOUS pav
Ing and bare sOil produce much runoff while areas of vegetation or 
sand have relatively little runoff Thus the Bayfront and Port areas 
will produce large amounts of runoff, whereas the Toronto Islands 
and Aquatic Park tend to be qUite permeable and will absorb most 
storm runoff 

Areas of sOil containing potentially phytotoxIc substances, namely 
salt. coal, 011, lead, copper, cadmium and other chemicals are Iden
tified on the basIs of past and present land uses Measurements of 
the lead, copper, and cadmium content In soil on selected sites within 
the waterfront have been tested Other known phytotoxIc metals 
such as zinc, are not specifically Identified but probably cOincide 
with areas of lead, copper, and cadmium accumulation Areas ex
ceeding M.O.E standards for tOXIC substances are located within 
the Island Airport, Bayfront, and Port The Islands appear to have 
no Significant sOil toxicity problems. 

VEGETATION 

The Central Waterfront has fourteen distinct vegetation assocla 
tlons, both cultivated and natural The natural associations Include 
beaches, dunes, wet meadows, lagoon edges, early successional and 
old fields, shrub thickets and hedgerows, and open and dense wood 
lands. The natural areas are particularly notable since they contain 
several species which are unusual In the Toronto region They occur 
predominantly on the Toronto Islands "From a strictly biological 
pOint of View, these wild areas presently eXisting on the Islands are 
perhaps the most Important anywhere in the city They are unique 
in harbouring certain rare plants and unusual plant communities, 
and also In being a major focal pOint of bird migration" (Catllng 
McKay, "On the Flora of Toronto Islands, Part I," Ontario Field 
Biologist, Volume 28, 1974) 

There are two types of beaches along the Island periphery mOist 
strands which represent the newest land formations and are more 
Similar to wet meadow and lagoon edges vegetatlonally, and the 
ory beaches and I-idges where water is at premium and where sun 
and sand burn, dry out, and abrade the plants Both of these areas 
are prey to Wind and water erosion 

Beaches are the Initial stage In a successional process wh Ich takes 

Beach and Dune 
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The second IS a common one In areas which have been created or 
disturbed by man The two stages of thiS succession process 
wh Ich are present In the Central Waterfront are the early succes 
slonal field and the old field These occur mainly In the Port area 
on vacant lots and on newly placed fill of the Outer Headland 
Although not especially significant for the species they contain, 
they do represent the steady progression of annuals, perennials, 
shrubs and trees on drier, somewhat more stabilized areas An 
nual grasses, clovers, mulleins, chicory, asters and Wild carrots 
are herbaceous plants tYPical of the early successional field, while 
the old field contains several of these species plus a rich growth of 
goldenrods, thistle, milk weed, shrubby willow, cottonwood and 
mulberry with some barberry and honeysuckle Areas of shrub
height thickets are found near the lawn portion of the airport These 
are dense, mOist and contain shrubby cottonwoods, willows and 
grasses 

The two lowland woodlands assoCiations comprISe many of the 
same species They are predominantly cottonwood-osier dogwood 
woodlands Dense woodlands have a well developed understory 
and occur on Snake and Muggs Islands Open woodlands occur 

near the Island Nature School 

A large portion of the Island, Exhibition Place, and Isolated areas 
along the Bayfront are given over to maintained grasses, shrubs 
and trees These are manifest as young parkland, reSidential, lawn, 
and mature parkland The native woody vegetation on the islands 
conSists of cottonwoods and willows, but In addition honey locusts, 
Norway maple, basswood and poplar have been Introduced and 
thrive, Characteristic of the mature parkland are the eighty to 
ninety foot willows and cottonwoods which are Imposing specimens 
yet have but a few years left Most of these were planted In the 
1880's as part of a park development program Future work should 
Include a study for the maintenance of mature parkland areas on 
the Toronto Islands 

Early Successional and Old Fields Mature Parkland 
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LAND USE 

The land meets the water at the Central Waterfront Transportation 
modes change from subway, buses, and cars to bicycles, ferries, and 
sailboats Views change from enclosed to expansive The Central 
Waterfront is an active port, an industrial center, and a focus for 
regional recreation 

For the most part, Similar land uses cluster in distinct waterfront 
areas Industrial and commerCial structures hug the Inner Harbour 
and channels m the Bayfront and Port areas Extensive parkland 
fronts Lake Ontario at Exhibition Place and Ontario Place, the 
Toronto Islands, and AquatiC Park, affording views of the city sky
Ime to the north and unencumbered views across Lake OntariO to 
the south Residential areas occur in the Harbour Square area and 
on the Toronto Islands 

Withm the waterfront are landmarks of historic and architectural 
Significance and many recreation resources-beaches yacht clubs, 
fishmg areas, and wildlife preserves 

The diverSity of the Central Waterfront IS the key to its character 
The challenge of future planning is to accommodate all uses With
out disrupting the natural environment 

I nd ustry in the Bayfront 

.--'� 
Toronto Island Park Sailboats in Toronto Bay The I sland Ferries 
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Woodland and Lagoon Edge 

place In the waterfront Initially a spil IS formed by littoral processes 
and colonized by early beach strand vegetation. As the SPit grows 
larger and stabilizes, dune ridge vegetation becomes established, and 
finally the woodland community. 

The successional beach species have adapted to the rigorous envi 
ronment which consists of wind abrasion, al ternatlng pen ods of 
scorching sun and overcast, wet weather and low nutrient availa
bility The species on the wet and dry beaches are disSimilar. Marram 
grass, sea rocket and seaside spurge, typical Atlantic coastline species, 
are found on the drier beaches, while toad rush, stream umbrella 
sedge, goosefoot, smartweed and bur-marigold are representative 
of the moister sands of the strand Shrubby willows and poplars 
are associated with older areas 

Beaches where well developed vegetation occurs are those near the 
airport, at Gibral tar Point and to a somewhat lesser extent on Centre 
Island near the school and on Ward's Island. A growth of annual grasses 
has accumulated along the sandy edges of Aquatic Park and on 
portions of Cherry Beach. 

Beach vegetation IS characterIStically low, widely spaced herba
ceous growth Only the most tenaCIOUS, intricately rooted species 

can survive sand movement and drift As a result a few hardy spe
cies thrive Although extremely tolerant to natural disruptions, 
they are extremely frail when subject to the human disturbances 

Wet meadows which once occupied a large portion of the Islands 
have been largely erased by draining and filling What now remains 
are small strips landward from the beaches near the airport and 
on Gibraltar POint, and the small low areas on Centre and Ward's 
Island It IS not always easy to differentiate between the wet strand 
and the wet meadow. The latter, however, IS more stable, vegetated 

Lagoon Edge Woodland 

by willow thickets which edge seasonal ponds, filled With water un
til summer These meadows contain most varied plants, among them 
BaltiC rushes, Nelson's horsetails, spike rushes, sedges, bulrushes, 
wet grasses as well as several colorful forbs The Toronto Islands 
have an extensive lagoon system The diverse vegetation associated 
WI th lagoon edges includes Bal tic rushes, Water horehound, and 
many other species 

There are two dominant successional trends that are operative In 
the natural vegetation associations of the Central Waterfront The 
first, which IS related to waterfront processes, is described above 
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WI LDLI FE 

In addition to typical wildlife species associated with urban areas, the 
Central Waterfront provides habitats for a wide range of other wi Id
life usually associated with a more rural area In fact, there are great
er concentrations of birds in the Central Waterfront than anywhere 
else on Lake Ontario with the exception ot Presqu'ile. This remark
able diversity of wildlife is due to several factors-the richness and 
abundance of both natural and parkland plant communities and the 
location of the waterfront on the shore of Lake Ontario and along 
two major migration flyways The most abundant and diverse wild
life populations occur on the Toronto Islands. 

Migrating species of birds, butterflies, and bats use the Central Water
front as a resting area on their long migrations The Toronto Islands 
and the newly created Outer Headlands are part of a system of stop 
over areas which extend along the northern shore of Lake Ontario 
and Lake Erie. With the exception of the Toronto area, other maior 
stop-over areas are preserved as national or provincial parks or as 
wildlife preserves. 

In addition to migrating wildlife which are present during part of the 
year, a large number of mammalian, avian, reptilian, amphibian, 
aquatic, and invertebrate species reside in the Central Waterfront 
year round. These resident species include wildlife typically assocI
ated with urban areas-racoons, squ Irrels, rats, and songbirds, as well 
as more sensitive wildlife which require protection from human dis-

TORONTO ISLANDS 

AND HEAD~A~~  PRESQU'ILE 
~,  

" Ontario Place 2. Island Airport 
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3. Hanlan's Point 4. Wildlife Sanctuary, Muggs Island 
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Migratory Stop-Over System 
Source: C.W.P.C. Information Base, Wildlife, 1976. 7. Port Area: North of Unwin Avenue 8. Port Area: Cherry Beach 
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Protected Shore Habitat 

turbance The urban wildlife are found throughou t the waterfront; 
the more sensitive wildlife are found mainly In native plant commun
ities on the Toronto Islands and Outer Headland 

The vegetation communities of the Central Waterfront provide food 
and shelter for wildlife. Beach and dunes are feeding and nesting 
areas for shorebirds and gulls The large breeding colonies of Ring
billed and Herring Gulls and Common and Caspian Terns are especial
ly notable. Snapping Turtles and Painted 1 urtles also lay their eggs in 
the dry, sandy areas of this habitat 

Wet meadows are no longer extensive In the Central Waterfront and 
are limited to the Toronto Islands The remnants are Important habi
tats for many wildlife species. Wet Meadows provide a breeding habi
tat for amphibians and the Great Blue Heron, and shel ter for other 
birds, as well as reptiles, mammals, and Invertebrates. Muskrats and 
migrating shorebirds feed In this wetland habitat 

Lagoon edges are important to both aquatic and terrestrial wildlife. 
The Island lagoons support a diverse and productive aquatic com

munity. Carp, catfish, bowfin, pike, bass, and other warm water fish 
species use the lagoons as a spawning and nursery area Approximate
ly fifteen percent of the total shoreline IS used for spawning and an 
additional fifty percent IS judged to be potentially useable Lagoon 
edges represent nesting, sheltering, and feeding areas for many birds, 
including the Great Blue Heron Reptiles and amphibians, such as the 
Snapping Turtle and Midland Painted Turtle live and feed along the 
Lagoon edges 

The woodlands In the Central Waterfront are, with minor exceptions, 
limited to the Toronto Islands. These woodlands are the habitat of 
many songbirds, owls, reptiles, and invertebrates, and provide shelter 
for migratory bats, large concentrations of Monarch Butterflies and 
Saw-whet Owls. 

Successional fields occur in many parts of the Central Waterfront In 

areas which have been recently created or disturbed by man. The ro
dent population of these fields is very high and attracts hawks and 
owls. Old Fields with dense shrubs provide shelter for songbirds and 
field birds. 

Parkland occurs throughout the Central Waterfront, both on the To
ronto Islands and to a limited extent on the mainland. Areas of trees 
and mown lawn are attractive primarily to urban wildlife species such 
as songbirds and squirrels. In recent years, a large population of Can
ada Geese has taken up year round residence in the waterfront park
land. Their large number constitutes a nuisance in these areas, and 
unsuccessful attempts have been made to induce them to migrate 

The open water of the Inner and Outer Harbours are wintering 
grounds for diving ducks. Oldsquaw, Common Goldeneye, Buffle
head, and Greater Scaup occur in large numbers in these areas Old
squaws are particularly abundant in the Central Waterfront. Black 
and Mallard Ducks, whose estimated population exceeds 6000 are 
found throughout the waterfront. Unlike the other ducks, they are 
dependent on man for food. 

The greatest diversity of wildlife is found in the natural, as opposed 
to cultivated or urban habitats. The regional and national significance 
of wildlife populations in the Central Waterfront is due mainly to the 
existence of these natural habitats. These communities are presently 
limited almost entirely to the Toronto Islands and Other Headland 
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DATA ANALYSIS 

The purpose of this sIUdy is to establish a framework within which 
wise planning decisions concerning the natural environment can be 
made. To achieve this goal it is as necessary to understand the rela
tionships among elements of the environment as it is to understand 
the individual elements. Relationships among elements may be due 
to spatial concurrence or may result from the interaction of natural 
processes A geologic formation, the soils overlaying it, and the 
plants growing in those soils are related by spatial concurrence. The 
erosion of shorelines by littoral currents and waves is a natural'pro
cess which relates many elements climate, water, physiography, 
lakebed sediments, surficial sediments, and vegetation. 

The Natural Factors' Interaction Chart tabulates the important rela
tionships among landscape and "Iimnoscape" elements and is a tool 
which can be used to identify those elements affected by particu
lar activities Chart symbols indicate whether the relationship is im
portant primarily to ecosystem function or to human use (social 
value) Each block of the matrix containing a symbol represents a 
direct relationship between elements. The sum of all pairs of rela
tionships defines all possible relationships Indirect relationships 
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can also be interpreted from the matrix. For example, geology may 
determine physiography, which is related to soil, which affects vege
tation type, which affects wildlife. The impact of any proposed land
use or activity may be interpreted by locating those elements which 
are either directly or indirectly affected on the matrix. For example, 
paving a large area will change the nature of the soils, which will 
directly affect the hydrologic response and indirectly affect vege
tation and lakewater quality Vegetation changes will affect ter
restrial wildlife; lakewater quality changes may affect lakebed sedi
ments, aquatic vegetation and aquatic wildlife. Hydrologic changes 
may alter lake circulation patterns, which will in turn change the 
distribution of bottom sediments. 

To identify the direct and indirect impacts: 
- First, determine the land or limnoscape elements that will be 

affected. 
- Second, analyze interactions with all other elements to deter

mine how they will be affected. 
- Third, check the interactions of elements identified In the fore

going step with all other elements to determine what further ef
fects may be expected. 

- Fourth, continue this process until all possible combinations 
have been identified. 
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The C.W.P.C. and cooperating city, metropolitan, and provincial 
agencies have compiled a remarkable information base for the natural 
environment of the Central Waterfront. The results of this work, 
published in seven reports-Climate, Air Quality, Noise, Physical 
Geography, Water, Vegetation, and Wildlife-provide a comprehen
sive documentation of the waterfront environment, which will be 
invaluable to the planning process. The C.W.P.C. and cooperating 
agencies are committed to the expansion and refinement of the en
vironmental information base. The purpose of this step of the study 
is to identify d·eficiencies in the information and areas where further 
research is needed. 

Future work necessary to complete the Central Waterfront Informa
tion Base is identified in this chapter. Some studies require an ex
amination of the entire waterfront and should therefore be con
ducted under the aegis of a public agency. Other studies required for 
specific purposes may be conducted for smaller areas by public or 
private developers. For example, the investigation of lake and har
bour current patterns, of ground water movement, and of coor
dinated water quality monitoring must be a comprehensive effort. 
A thorough understanding of the hydrologic regimen is needed to 
predict patterns of shoreline erosion and pollution distribution. Air 
quality studies must also be coordinated across the entire waterfront 
area if results are to be useful. A framework should be established for 
an inventory of terrestrial and aquatic vegetation and wildlife to give 
detailed studies a waterfront context. A survey of soil phytotoxicity 
problems to determine the relationships of contaminants to vegeta
tion and water quality could be conducted for any specific site. 
Microclimate and topographic studies could similarly be compiled 
for local areas and used to augment the data base. These broad rec
ommendations are summarized in a chart on the following page. 
The adequacy of currently available data and the future needs for 
additional data for each environmental factor are summarized below. 

Climate: The overall climatic patterns are fairly well understood. 
Normal meteorological observations are adequate in predicting any 
large scale future changes. But at a microscale, closer examination 
of climatic factors is necessary to avoid the incidence of climatic 
stress by any proposed future action. Exposure to strong winds, 
disruption of lake breezes, generation of local turbulence and down
drafts are the major stressful factors which need to be minimized. 
Careful orientation and responsive building masses are advocated. 

FUTURE DATA REQUIREMENTS
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1	 Investigate the levels of airborne heavy metals, 

which accumulate on terrestrial vegetation Are~	 the levels accumulating on home garden vegetables 
potentially tOXIC to the people who eat the 

II21 TI Tj-r I II 
1~121 § ~I~I~ lo:t vegetables) 

I >- I~ ~ I~ ~  I-@ ~ I ~ I' ~ 

2 A study of Lake and harbor current patterns toI -a I:::I~ ~ ~IElol~ § determille how they are affected by wlrlds and 

storm events, how channel size and storm runoff 

from the Don River affects cllculatlon, and 

how the current patterns affect thE' distribution of 
pollutants and sediments 
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3 Groundwater movements and quality 
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and select plantings which would be tolerant to 

the presence of these suLJstances Also determine 

relationships between runoff and contamillantsLHv"':"',,9Y _ _ _ ., 1+ -I 4 I 1. .. l II derived from tOXIC sOrl areas 

Terrestrial Vegetation _ I -f---+--l_t-J r+ 5 Studies of storm events Will help define the loads 
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Future Data Requirements 

Wind tunnel analysis of large developments is recommended. 

Air Quality: Several indices of air pollution and their presumed dis
tribution and sources in the Toronto area are adequately described, 
but notably absent are data concerning photochemical oxidants, par
ticularly ozone (03) and peroxyacle nitrates (PANs). Such pollutants 
have been found to adversely affect plant growth in large urban 
areas. Data concerning the levels and distribution of these pollutants 
would help determine performance standards for activities adversely 
affecting air quality. 

The heavy metal content of the particulate fallout (particularly lead,
 
cadmium and mercury) might prove to be a useful measurement,
 
since fallout from some metal producing industries has been known
 
to cause potentially toxic accumulations of heavy metals in garden
 
vegetables on experimental plots. The effect of those industries pro

ducing heavy metals at the stack should be investigated, if garden
 
plots are planned in the Central Waterfront.
 

Noise: The available measurements of the Toronto Waterfront are
 
inconsistent with respect to year measured as well as time of year,
 
number of monitoring days, and representative monitoring points.
 
It is recommended that to obtain a sound data base the following
 

measures be taken: 
- Consistent monitoring at selected representative points on the 

waterfront shoL, -A be undertaken. The basis for selecting points 
of measurement should be clearly documented. Measurements 
should be taken to establish existing sound levels for areas which 
may be sensitive to increase in those levels. 

- Measurements should be taken during the same year and the 
same season since experience demonstrates that significant fluc
tuations occur from year to year and from season to season. 

- Measurements at each monitoring area should be taken during 
two non-holiday weekdays. Saturdays and Sundays should be 
monitored separately to determine weekend noise levels, since 
these affect proposed and ex isti ng recreational uses. 

Geology: There is insufficient information on bedrock characteristics 
which will affect tunneling or foundations supported on bedrock. 
Detailed geological investigations including lithology, stratigraphy 
and structure are required to establish whether there are any zones 
of weakness. A waterfront-wide study would be desirable. 

Thorough investigation of surficial geology is also necessary, as the 
last comprehensive study was conducted in 1933. As the surficial 
characteristics affect all uses, requiring all future users to submit 
detailed site data will, over time, permit accumulation of this in
formation for the whole Central Waterfront. 

Physiography: Site level examinations are adequate to ensure site 
drainage and excess runoff retention. Hazards due to unstable banks 
and erosion need to be identified on each site. 

Sub-surface Hydrology: No available information exists on the water 
table and its seasonal fluctuations. The inference that the ground 
water is generally the same as the lake level is valid, but better defini 
tion is needed at the site level to ensure minimization of pollution 
hazard, undisrupted interchange of ground and surface waters, and 
safeguarding of sub-surface structures. 

Surface Hydrology: Despite the fact that water is the very reason for 
the existence of the waterfront, knowledge about it is deficient. The 
Information Base study is an impressive compendium of the recent 
short-term investigations, but a fuller understanding of the hydraulic 
regimen is important. The Ontario Ministry of the Environment has 
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several studies already under consideration*, which it is hoped will 
get underway next year These are: 
- A study to establish specific water quality objectives in order to 

meet the requirements of existing and proposed activities. 
- Studies of water quality to determine (a) loadings of the Don 

River and its effects on quality; (b) residence time of pollutants, 
the circulation of water and the exchange mechanism within the 
harbou r; (c) the sou rces, extent and causes of bacterial contam
ination and variations with dry and wet weather; and (d) eutro
phication, water clarity, changes in trophic state, distribution 
of algal and plant growth. 

- Studies of heavy metal and organic contaminants to determine 
the sources of high levels in sediments and in fish. 

- Studies of shoreline alterations to determine the effects of re
cently completed changes (e.g. the Eastern Headland) and the 
possible effects of potential future actions (e.g. the Western 
Headland, the filling of the Western Gap). 

Although all the study objectives anticipated above are necessary, 
the importance of some concerns is overriding. Top priority should 
be accorded to the production of a model which simulates the cir
culation of water in the Inner Harbour. It is clear that the capability 
provided by a computer simulation is essential to confidently deter
mine the effects of major shoreline changes, such as excavation of 
new access channels. Such information is extremely valuable for plan
ning purposes. The determination and prediction of the direction and 
movement of currents and their seasonal changes will also be helpful 
in predicting the movement of pollutants from point source inputs 
and the movement of sediments from dredgeate disposal areas. 

Dredgeate disposal is one of the most critical issues in the waterfront. 
The contamination associated with this activity needs to be fully 
understood to ensure avoidance of health hazard. It is important 
that exchangeable ions as well as the total concentrations of the ob
served polluting elements should be determined by monitoring. 
This exchangeability will determine whether toxicity, if there is any, 
will have an effect on plant growth or wildlife. 

Soils: Available information on soils is extremely limited. Proper 

*Written communication from B.A. Singh, Manager, Technical Support Section, Ontario 
Ministry of the Environment, Central Region to P. De Tolly, Technical Coordinator, Central 
Waterfront Planning Committee, September 1 , 1976. 

soil investigations should precede all site development proposals. 
Different factors need to be emphasized for various parts of the \ 
waterfront. The recommended general procedure is to collect five
 
to ten samples from each acre. Each sample should be representative
 
of the top 12 inches of soi I. In order to assess the variabi Iity with in
 
a site, the samples should not be composites of several areas, but
 
rather one pint of soil should be gathered at one point. The following
 
should be determined using routine or standardized soil testing
 
proced ures:
 
- pH in water or in 0.01 M CaCI2 solution
 
- Cation exchange capacity
 
- Exchangeable bases (Ca, Mg, K, Na)
 
- Soil organic matter content
 
- Soil textural class, permeability and drainage class.
 

Over areas of recent fill and dredgeate without established vegeta

tion, chemical tests on sodium acetate-acetic acid extracts (other
 
suitable extracting solutions may be used) should be conducted for
 
the purpose of establishing concentrations of calcium, magnesium,
 
potassium, phosphorus, ammonia and nitrate.
 

Areas with suspected problems such as salinity and heavy metals
 
require special considerations. In areas where salinity is suspected
 
of limiting plant growth, a simple and inexpensive electrical con

ductivity test will give adequate results. But for suspected heavy
 
metal contaminated areas, especially dredgeate, careful analysis must
 
precede their use as base for plant growth. Metals other than the
 
commonly identified toxins (lead, zinc and mercury) may also be
 
significant as potential problems. These include cadmium (Cd),
 
cobalt (Co) and particularly copper (Cu) and nickel (Ni). Arsenic,
 
molybdenum, and selenium are possible hazards but much less likely
 
to be a problem since they are not often present in large quantities
 
in urban sewage and runoff. The nature of the problem associated
 
with heavy metals centers around their mobility in the soil and their
 
plant mobility. If available for plant uptake, they may be accumu

lated by vegetation in toxic amounts, thus limiting or preventing
 
suitable ground cover. Heavy metals may be accumulated by plants
 
in amounts not toxic to the plant, but toxic to consumers further up
 
the food chain (i.e. animals or man).
 

Some of the available findings on the effect of heavy metals on plants
 
and animals applicable to plant growth on dredgeate are as follows:
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- There is no fixed amount of any particular metal that will have 
toxic effects. These metals in various combinations have antag
onistic and synergistic effects; high levels of Cu may be tolerated 
in combination with Co in some animals, for instance. 

- The availability of heavy metals in the soil to plants tends to de
crease over time. There is no fixed rate, but a decade or more may 
be required for this to occur. 

- The mobility of these metals will most likely be highest in acid, 
sandy soils. 

- Total amounts of these metals in a soil or sediment cannot usually 
be interpreted into plant available amounts. 

It IS Important that the levels of metals are measured in the vegeta
tion, and extractable (by DTPA-TFA, .1NHCI, or .05NHCI + .025N 
H2S04) metals in the dredgeate are measured. Perhaps the best 
guideline, which is still only a very crude estimate, is that if the total 
of the extractable (ppm zinc + 2[ppm copper] + 8[ppm nickel]) is 
greater than 5% of the cation exchange capacity (CEC) of the soil, 
phytotoxic effects may occur (particularly if the pH is less than 6.5). 
For instance at a CEC of 15 mg/100g, 250 ppm (Zn + 2 Cu + 8 Ni) 
would possibly curtail plant growth. 

Vegetation: Available information has been enhanced by additional 
field work. The dynamics of succession in the most sensitive envi
ronments such as beach, strand and wet meadows are well under
stood. The relatively more stable vegetation associations, such as 
parkland, are so extensively managed that it is hard to establish 
successional patterns for these which will require less maintenance 
and provide richer and more diverse vegetational experiences. Most 
of these areas are approaching maturity, and replacement of exist
ing vegetation is necessary. Rather than resorting to high cost nur
sery stock, an attempt should be made to diversify available choices 
by understanding the natural successional dynamics. Some site level 
experimental work is indicated, where limited areas can be fenced 
off and the growth dynam ics observed. 

There is insufficient information available on the success rate of 
establishing new vegetation on areas of recent fill and other areas 
which have been extensively modified by previous human action. 
The current option of replacing the top 12-18 inches of soils with 
imported topsoil is inordinately expensive and offers limited choice 
of species that will survive. Again, some experimental plots should 

be established to identify successional trends in these areas. 

A notable precaution for allowing either natural successive or planted 
species to come up relates to the toxicity of resident soils and dust
fall. Unless it is clearly established through additional studies (de
scribed above under Air Quality and Soils) that these do not present 
a problem, care needs to be exercised in allowing growth of specific 
vegetation types. Toxicants may accumulate in the wildlife depen
dent upon these vegetation types for a food source. 

Wildlife: The available information on wildlife is quite remarkably 
detailed and rich, especially when it is realized that the waterfront is 
very much an "urban" environment. Studies of the avian component 
of resident and migratory wildlife have been emphasized. The mam
malian and reptilian elements are much less understood, while the 
insect component is practically unknown. Future work should em
phasize this segment of faunal population as the higher life forms are 
directly or indirectly dependent upon it. Insects perform a function 
in maintaining the ecological balance and are also important for their 
direct bearing on the human population. The disease vector and nui
sance value of the insect population often initiates pest control 
practices, which produce disastrous effects on other wildlife popu
lations. It is recommended that future work in this area needs to 
be done at the larger areawide scale, rather than relying upon site 
scale accumulation. 

Land Use: No comments need to be made on this subject as future 
planning work will emphasize study of this enyironmental factor. 
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INTRODUCTION INTERPRETATION 
The purpose of this portion of the study is to identify all those social 
objectives concerning the Central Waterfront which have been ex
pressed in published documents and legislation. Since these objec
tives are derived from many sources, some are contradictory, where
as others are complementary. No attempt is made in this study to 
resolve contradictions or to establish relative importance. This must 
be done by the citizens of Toronto. Here the social objectives are 
merely set forth and identified with those environmental features 
to which they relate. 

When these social objectives are related to specific features of the 
natural environment, their implications for human activities can be 
readily perceived. Conflicts between values can then be identified 
and resolved. This will permit the formulation of a consistent ap
proach to the waterfront's natural environment and will provide a 
sound framework for future planning decisions. 

IDENTIFICATION OF SOCIAL OBJECTIVES 

A list of social objectives was compiled from reports approved by 
the City of Toronto, from Central Waterfront Planning Committee 
reports, and from publications of regional agencies and the pro
vincial government. The social objectives were aggregated into the 
categories described below. This list was condensed, then reviewed 
and amended by staff of the Central Waterfront Technical Com
mittee, and approved by the Central Waterfront Planning Com
mittee. This final list of social objectives adopted by the C.W.P.C. 
is presented on the following pages. The objectives do not represent 
the official position of the C.W.P.C., but serve as a basis for the 
interpretation and synthesis of data in this study and thus as a 
means for understanding the implications of specific social values 
for planning decisions. 

Social objectives are classified into three categories: safety and 
comfort, preservation and protection of valuable resources, and pro
vision of amenity and development. Safety and comfort relate to 
the protection of humans from hazards and discomfort. Safety 
implies a need for the reduction of hazards to human life, health, 
and property, whereas comfort refers to the need to mitigate en-

SOCIAL OBJECTIVES� 
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vironmental stress which is not necessarily hazardous. Preservation 
and protection refer to valuable resources. Preservation implies the 
need to ensure the continued undiminished presence of the re
source in its existing state. Protection implies that the resource 
may be utilized but that its use must be controlled to sustain its 
value. Amenity and development address human needs to use spe
cific aspects of the environment. Amenity refers to the utilization of 
natural resources for general social well being ("enjoyment"), where
as development refers to the need for a specific organized land use 
("industry"). The following are examples of social objectives for 
each category: 

Safety--Ensure safe building foundations.� 
Comfort-Optimize climate conditions for year-round use.� 
Preservation-Preserve historic bu iId ings.� 
Protection-Protect soil and groundwater from pollution.� 
Amenity-Provide environmental education programs.� 
Development-Develop commercial facilities which will complement� 

adjacent uses. 

The adjacent charts list all of the social objectives as defined by the 
Central Waterfront Technical Committee and approved by the Cen
tral Waterfront Planning Committee. Each is documented with sup
porting sources and relevant legislation. 

APPLICATION OF SOCIAL OBJECTIVES 

The next identified social values are related to features of the water�
front's natural and social environment which then can be mapped.� 
Each social objective is matched to the most relevant of five broad� 
resource categories: Air, Land, Water, Life, and Location. -rhe fol�
lowing are examples of social objectives matched to a resource cate�
gory.� 

Air-Ensure that development does not adversely affect air quality.� 
Land-Preserve areas of geologic significance.� 
Water-Maintain safe water quality.� 
Life-Preserve existing wildlife corridors.� 
Location-Preserve views to the water.� 

IDENTIFICATION OF SOCIAL OBJECTIVES CENTRAL WATERFRONT PLANNING COMMITTEE, JUNE 1976 

Social Value Resource Factor Social Objective� Relevant Legislation 

Safety and Comfort Air SA 1� Optimize climate conditIOns In order 
to encourage day/evening year-round 
use 

SA2� Ensure that development (housing, ONT, PP, OP, WP, OffiCial Plan, EnViron 
recreation, commercial, Industry) PITF, IA, Hbft, TC mental Protection Act, 
does not adversely affect air quality Env, POHAT Toronto NOise By-Law 
(nOise, odours, gas, particulates, 
dustfall) 

Land ST 1� Ensure that the water's edge IS safe Wp, AqP, (THC), 
(noting that different uses will re (MTRCA), Hbft 
qUire different levels of safety) 

ST2� Ensure safe publiC access to and WP, PP, HT, Hbft, 
along the water's edge, including for PITF, lA, HS, (MPCO) 
the handicapped 

ST3� Protect the soil and groundwater (ONT), POHAT, PITF EnVIronmental Protec
from pollution tion Act 

ST4.� Ensure safe building foundations for Building Code 
development 

Water SHl� Maintain safe water quality for van WP. ONT, CAN, EnVironmental Protec
ous forms of life and for various uses� CWPC, PITF, PITN, tion Act, Ontario Wa

K I & II, Hbft, MTPB, ter Resources Act, 
POHAT Ontario Lakes and 

RIvers Improvement 
Act 

SH2� Restrict the plaCing or dumping of POHAT,MTRCA,ONT OffiCial Plan, EnViron
fill so as to not affect flooding, pol mental Protection Act, 
lution, land conservation THC By-Law 23 

SH3� Ensure flood control, water conser MPCO THC By-Law 23 
vation agreements and waterfront 
protection 

SH4� DeSignate lands In Waterfront With MPCO,MTRCA 
low-lYing beach and marsh areas and 
susceptibility to erosion as hazard 
lands and control as such 

SH5 Maintain safe naVigable waters WP, AOps, POHAT, NaVigable Waters Pro-
TCEnv, Hbft tectlon Act, 

THC By-Law 23 

Life SEl� Ensure human protection against OP Official Plan 
disease from animals 

SE2.� Protect animals and persons from ONT Ontario Water Re
the disposal of InJuriOUS substances sources Act 
Into water and soil in contact with 
water 

Location SL1.� Ensure safe aircraft operations CAN Aeronautics Act 

Preservation and Pro- Air PAl Optimize climate conditions In order AqPS, Ex, HS, PP, fA, 
tectlon of Valuable to encourage day/evening year-round PPT, (MPCO), Hbft 
Resources use 

PA2.� Ensure that development (hOUSing, ONT, PP, OP, WP, OffiCial Plan, Environ
recreation, commercial, Industry) PITF, lA, Hbft, TC mental Protection Act, 
does not adversely affect air quality Env, POHAT Toronto NOise By-Law 
(noise, odours, gas, particulates, 
dustfall) 

Land PT 1.� Limit landfilling to areas where com- OP, P~TF, (THC), 
patlble with the environment (MTRCA) 

PT2.� Protect shorelines subject to erosion WP, PP, THC, MP, TC
(mentioned were Ward's Island, Env, MTPB, lA, MPCO 
Beach, Gibraltar POint, and south 
shore of Eastern'Headland) 

PT3.� Protect the soli and groundwater ONT, POHAT, PITF Environmental Protec
from pollution tlon Act 

The important featu res of these five resou rce categories are ill us



CENTRAL WATERFRONT PLANNING COMMITTEE, JUNE 1976
IDENTIFICATION OF SOCIAL OBJECTIVES CENTRAL WATERFRONT PLANNING COMMITTEE, JUNE 1976 IDENTIFICATION OF SOCIAL OBJECTIVES 

Relevant Legislation 
Social Value Resource Factor Social Objective Supportive Source Relevant Legislation Social Value Resource Factor Social Objective Supportive Source 

PP, lA, Ex, Hbft, HS, 
PT4 Ensure that all development protects, ONT, CWPC, CWTC, PI EnVironmental Assess- Desirability ot Pro Air DAl OptlmlLe climate conditions In order 

V1dlng Amenity and to encourage day/evening year-round PPT, (MPCO) 
conserves and wisely manages the en- ment Act (regulations 

Developl1lent� use 
vlronment� pending) 

DA2 Ensure that development does not HS, Hbft 
PT5 Maintain an aViation use In the Cen- OP, MPCO, WP overshadow publiC use areas 

tral Waterfront 
OffiCial Plan, Envlron

PT6 Maintain Island integrity of the MP, MPCO mental Protection Act, 
DA3� Ensure that development (hOUSing, ONT, PP, OP, WP, 

recreation, commercial, Industry) PI rF, IA, Hbft, TC-
Toronto Islands� Toronto NOise By-Lawdoes not adversely affect air quality Env, POHAT 

(nOise, odours, gas, particulates,
PT7 Preserve and conserve natural history CWTC, MTPB, lA, PP dustfall) as defined In relevant legiS

areas of geological Significance POHAT, AqPS, TC lation 
Env 

OffiCial Plan 
Water PHl Maintain safe water quality for varl- ONT, POHAT, PITF, EnVironmental Protec-

Land DTl� PrOVide amenity for prominent and OP, WP, PP, Ex, HS, 

attractive features, waterfront char- lA, PI, Hbft 
ous forms of life and variOUs uses K I & II, TIPN, CWPC, tion Act acter, historical POints of Interest,

PI, Hbft views to the water 

PH2� Protect eXisting fish spawning and (PITF), (CWPCl, TC- OffiCial Plan DT2� Develop effiCient convenient publiC OP, WP, PP, PITF, 
feeding areas Env, POHAT, PI transportation to and across the Hbft, HS, PPT 

the Waterfront (conSidering those (MPCO) 
PH3� Preserve eXisting sheltered water areas AqPS, TC-Rec, Hbft, environmental factors that will af

for boating, sailing, mooring TCEnv, WP, (THC) fect transportation 

PH4� Maintain the Eastern Gap for water (THC), CWPC, MTPB OP, WP, PP, PITF, OffiCial Plan DT3 Develop roads, parking faCilities, 
Circulation, recreation, shipping PPT, (MPCOl walkways and bikeways, to accom

modate the variety of proposed uses 
PH5 Maintain the Western Gap for water (THC), CWPC, MTPB 

Circulation, recreation, shipping OP, WP OffiCial Plan DT4 PrOVide for expansion of municipal TINP, PITF 

services as need arises 
PH6 Maintain the ship channel for water (THC), CWPC, MTPB 

Circulation, recreation, shipping OffiCial Plan DT5 PrOVide for expansion of utilities and OP, WP, PITF 

Institutions as need arises 
PH7 Maintain present size of Outer Har- HS, CWPC, PITF 

bour and shoreline configuration OP, WP, PP, Hbft, OffiCial Plan DT6.� Develop a varied Integrated parks sys
tem to Include passive and active rec- PITF, HS, AqP, MPOS, 

PH8 Maintain present size of Outer Har- POHAT Ex, MPCO reatlon (conSidering those aspects of 
bour and shoreline configuration the environment affecting recreation 

SUitability)
Life PEl� Preserve and conserve natural history CWTC, MTPB, lA, PP, 

areas of biological Significance POHAT, AqPS, TC- WP, IA, TC-Rec St. Lawrence DT7 PrOVide recreation for adjacent
Env OffiCial Plan neighborhoods 

PE2� Protect healthy mature trees CWPC DT8� Link the Waterfront development MTRCA 

With the valley park system 
PE3� Encourage vegetation that supports PP, CWPC, CWTC,� 

wildlife (feeding, shelter, breeding, POHAT, PI, AqPS,� DT9.� Create recreational opportunities MPCO 
rearing of young) IA haVing regard for proximity to other 

Metro or contiguous regional/munic
PE4� Regulate planting on beaches to CWPC, AqPS, PI, IA Ipal parks 

maintain open value for wildlife 

WP, PP, Hbft, HT, 
PE5. Preserve eXisting wildlife cOrridors PP, POHAT PITF, lA, HS, MPCO, 

DT10. Ensure safe publiC access to and 
along water's edge Including for the 
handicapped (mentioned were a con- TC-Rec 

PE6. Prohibit the disposal of harmful sub- TC-Env, CAN Fisheries Act tlnUOUS publiC walkway and prOViding 
stances In water frequented by fish viewing opportunities of waterfront 

actiVities 
PE7� Encourage support of wildlife and MPCO� 

vegetation in a natural state within� DTll Develop environmental education MPCO, CWPC 
Metropolitan Parks programs 

Location PL 1� Preserve uniqueness and character OP, PP, WP, IA, OffiCial Plan OffiCial Plan DT 12. Develop the Port Area as an Industrial OP, WP, PITF, 
of the Waterfront, view to and from AqPS, Ex, MTPB, complex Oriented towards water trans- (MPCO)
water, focal POints, histOriC places, TIPN, TC-Rec, Hbft, port and water processing industries 
and bUildings HS 

OffiCial Plan 
PL2 Preserve publiC space as generalized OP, CWPC Official Plan 

DT 13. Develop a variety of hOUSing types OP, WP, Hbft 
and develop hOUSing In areas of 

In City Official Plan, including Re- compatible land use 
gional, DistriCt, Local Parks and 
City-owned land OffiCial Plan DT 14.� Develop commercial facilities which OP, WP, Hbft, 

will complement adjacent uses PITF, Ex, (MPCO) 
PL3� Protect reSidential areas and ellmln- OP, WP, TIPN, Official Plan 

ate incompatible uses In established TC-Rec OP, WP, AqP, PITF, OffiCial Plan DT 15 Allow land filling to continue In or
neighbourhoods (MTRCA), (MP)der to proVide disposal sites and to 

create land for all uses 
PL4. Retain Industry on the Waterfront� OP, WP, POHAT, Official Plan 

PITF, Hbft, MPCO OffiCial Plan Water DHl� PrOVide for the expansion of water- OP, WP 
requIring utilities (Hearn Generating 
Station, Main Sewage Treatment 
Plant, Water Filtration Plant) 
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IDENTIFICATION OF SOCIAL OBJECTIVES CENTRAL WATERFRONT PLANNING COMMITTEE, JUNE 1976 trated on maps in the following chapter. All mapped features which
Social Value Resource Factor Social Objective� Supportive Source Relevant Legislation relate to each social objective are identified, along with the actions

DH2� Encourage water-oriented recreation OP, wP, PP, PI, Official Plan�
activities SWimming, water-skiing, POHAT, Hbft, PITF,� 

required to sustain that feature's value to society. Each social objec
fishing, viewing waterfowl, boating, AqPS, MPCO, TC
and touring Rec, TC-Env 

tive related to a specific feature of the natural environment implies 
DH3 Encourage Industry reqUiring water PITF, OP, WP, Official Plan 

an action in order to ensure that objective is met. Each required
transport and water resou rces POHAT action or "performance requirement" in turn implies opportun

Life DE 1� Provide landscaping for aesthetics OP, POHAT, PITF, Official Plan
(including visual buffers), nOise con-�

ities and constraints for different land uses and activities. ExamPI, IA, TC-Rec�
trol, air quality, and human comfort� ined together, opportunities and constraints for a specific use af

DE2� Enhance the landscape for wildlife TC-Rec, TC-Env, IA
habitat 

ford a means to evaluate the suitability of a particular place for 
DE3. Develop new and expand eXisting TC-Rec, TC-Env, IA 

that use. Thus the determination of land use suitability is derived
terrestrial and aquatic wildlife areas directly from the expressed social values.

DE4.� Provide natural history Interpreta TC-Rec, TC-Env, MPCO�
tion centres� 

Location DL 1.� Encourage develQprnent for all uses' OP, WP, PP, Hbft, OffiCial Plan�
housing, recreation, industry, com TC-Rec, POHAT,�
mercial and institutional PITF, TINP� 

DL2.� Encourage cross-waterfront transit, OP, WP, PP, Hbft,�
direct access to and along water's TC-Rec, POHAT,�
edge, access to private, port and In PITF, TINP�
dustrial areas where safety and se�
curity permits� 

DL3.� Encourage access to Central Water�
front from downtown. Tunnels are�
not conducive to pedestrian and� 

Supportive Sources 

City of Toronto Approved Reports� Other Agency Reports
OP City of Toronto OffiCial Plan, October 1969 MP Metropolitan Toronto Parks. A Compendium, 1973WP 1967 Waterfront Plan (Bold Concept), December 1967 MPW Metropolitan Toronto Works-response to Keating�HS Revised Objectives for Harbour Square, December 1973 Channel Dredge Spot! Disposal, 1976�
TIPN Toronto Islands Park Neighbourhood, September 1973 K I Disposal Study of Keating Channel Dredging Material,

OffiCial Plan Part II Excerpts Metro Centre Area T.H C., January 1974
PPT Proposed Plan for Toronto, June 1967 K II Dredged Material Disposal Study Phase II, DecemberHT Mayor's Task Force on the Elderly and Handicapped, 1975 1975

ONT - EnVironmental Protection Act, Ontario, December
Central Waterfront Planning Committee Reports 1975
PP Programme for Planning, November 1974 - Water Resources Act
PI Planning Issues, April 1974 _ EnVironmental Assessment Act, 1975
IA Immediate Action Report - Harbour City, OntariO, 1970

Criteria, Constraints and Considerations for the Redevel _ Ontario Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act
opment Area (East Bayfront) MPCO Metroplan Concept and ObJectives, 1976

CWPC - Minutes of CWPC CAN - NaVigable Waters Protection Act
- Future Transportation ReqUirements of the Bayfront - Fisheries Act

Area, April 1973 - Aeronautics Act
- Proposed Bay Street Trolley-Bus Report, July 1975 

Other Reports
CWPC Sub-Committee Reports AqP Aquatic Park Report, Johnson, Sustronk & Wein
TC-Rec CWTC Recreation Sub-Group, 1973 stein, 1976
TC-Envlr CWTC EnVironmental and Shoreline Management Sub Hrbt Harbourfront Corporation, January 1976

Group, 1973 Ex Rehabilitation of Exhibition Park, April 1971AqPS AquatiC Park Steering Committee Minutes P/TF Port Industry Task Force, 1975
POHAT� IANPort and Outer Harbour Area Task Group Minutes� Toronto Island Airport Non-AViation Uses Study,�

February 1976� 
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INTRODUCTION 

The preceding two steps, Data Review and Social Objectives, pre
sented the natural features and social objectives which are the basis 
of this study. In the first step, elements of the natural environment 
were examined separately and relationships among the elements 
were documented. Since the key to understanding the environ
ment of the Central Waterfront is to comprehend the interactions 
among elements, the data were reorganized into resource categories 
in which relationships could be better perceived and understood. In 
this chapter the important known relationships between natural 
features within five resource categories, Air, Land, Water, Life, and 
Location, are established. Each mapped feature is also related to 
relevant social objectives and the performance requirements needed 
to achieve each objective. 

The maps illustrated here are summaries of known data, but the data 
are presented in a format that permits a new understanding of rela
tionships between natural features in the waterfront. The Water 
map, for example, is based not only on water depth, water quality, 
and sewer outfall maps from the C.W.P.C. Information Base, Water, 
but also on toxic soil and runoff coefficient maps from the Physical 
Geography report. Those aspects of soils relating to toxicity and 
runoff characteristics are included on the Water map because they 
have great impact on the hydrologic regimen. By combining this 
information on one map, one can perceive relationships between 
water circulation, water depth, storm water runoff from land, and 
pollution levels. 

The available data, reorgan ized into the five broad resource cate
gories, are summarized on seven maps: Air, Land: Thickness of Sedi
ments, Land: Types of Sediments, Water, Life: Vegetation, Life: 
Wildlife, and Location. Each map is accompanied by a legend which 
not only identifies the mapped features, but also illustrates the na
ture of their relationships. A series of data interpretation charts 
relates the mapped features to social objectives, performance re
quirements and a range of land uses. The key to the charts is shown 
on the following page. The key explains the significance of the 
headings, abbreviations, and symbols which appear on the chart. 

Each data interpretation chart has six parts. The first, Region/ 
Feature, identifies a mapped feature to which the other five parts 

DATA INTERPRETATION� 
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Data Interpretation: Key to Charts 

Region/Featu re 

Social Value 

Social Objectives 
Reference 

Performance Requ ired 

Perf Ref. 

'mpl ications for Land 
Use 

is an identifiable element of homogeneous environmental charac
teristics. Features are mapped within the resource categories of 
Air Land I Water, Life, and Location.I 

is a generalized expression of concern related to the specific en
vironmental feature, which is derived from the C.W.P.C. social 
objectives. 

identifies by code the social objectives adopted by the C.W.P.C. 
which express some concern about a specific environmental fea
ture. Social objectives are grouped under the headings of main
tenance of safety and comfort, the preservation and protection 
of valuable resou rces, the provision of amen ity, and the accom
modation of development. 

outlines the performance required of all future actions to sustain 
the social value of a specific feature. 

identifies by code the performance requirements described in 
Performance Requirements for Future Action. 

identifies the "Opportu nities and Constraints" represented by 
each resource feature for prospective uses. 

DATA INTERPRETATION: WATER RESOURCE 

Reglon/ 
Social ObJectives Perf.Feature Social Value Reference Performance ReqUired Ref. 

Water Safe for recreatIon SH1, PH1, DH2Shallow� Ensure availability for 

1010")� 
PT4 recreation 

Vulnerable to pollution� 
build·up� ~~~'  SH2, PH1� Aegulate use and diS WIIB 

chargestomalntam W IIC 
water quality 

Easily developable 
~~}  DT15, SH2� Ensureproductlvere 

sourceutll,zattOn 

Water Vulnerable to pollutIon SH1,SH2, PH1Moderately Regulate use and drs WIIB 

Deep 
PT4 charges to malntam W IIC 

110-30') water quality 

Valuable amenity for 
g~,PH1,DH2 	 Ensureavatlabliityfor 

recreation 

Potentially developable PTl, DTl5, SH2 Ensureproductlvere 
PT4 sourceutd,zatlon 

Water Vulnerable to pollution SH1, SH2Deep Regulate use and drs WIIB 
lOver 30') 

PT4 chargestomatntaln W-IIC 
water quality 

Valuable fOl recreation SI-U, PH1, DH2 Ensureavallabrlltyfol
PT4 

Water. Pollution hazard SE1,SE2Sewer Regulate human usc to 

Outfall maintain health 

Areas 

SH1.PH1,PT4 Monitor and regulate d,s
charges to prevent de 
gradation 

Opportunity results when the social value of the resource feature is a 

~ Critical factor in determining the location of a particular land use 

II Highly desirable factor in determining the location of a particular land use 

Desirable factor in determining the location of a particular land use 

<> Desirable factor in satisfying the needs of a specific land use 

Factor of no concern 

Constraint results from the amount of effort involved in meeting the performance require�
ments necessary to sustain the social value of the resource feature. The resultant cost may� 
imply:�
II Probable prohibition of a particular land use� 

Permission of a particular land use only as a special variance due to exceptional social 
~ reasons, nevertheless severely restricted 

Severe restriction of a particular land use due to stringent development controls 

()- Moderate restriction of a particular land use due to development guidelines 

o Mod ification of a particular land use in response to recommended design or manage
ment strategies 
Unrestricted use 

Prospective uses are defined as discrete use categories. A future Land Use will be a combina
tion of more than one of the following uses: 

Recreation 
RC Conservation with limited recreation. Human use needs to be regulated and restricted 

to well-defined areas. Maintenance of the environment in its present state is implied. 
RP General low intensity recreation, including hiking, picnicking. Moderate modification 

of the environment to accommodate human activities is implied. 
RR Intensive recreation for specific organized activities on land, including playfields and 

exhibition plazas. Extensive modification of the environment is implied. 
RM Intensive recreation for specific water-related activities, including boating and swim

ming. Extensive mod ification of the environment may be necessary. 
RS Special recreation for specific reasons, including outlooks for scenic views and inter

pretation areas for educational recreation. 

Amenity 
AL Landscaping, including the establishment of new planting and modification of exist

ing vegetation. 
AT Minor roads and trails to accommodate limited traffic. 

AH Major roads and transit systems, including highways and ferries, to accommodate 
high intensity traffic. 

AU Utilities, including sewer, gas, electricity, telephone, and water lines. 

Development 
DP Extensive paving, generally associated with parking. 

OS Small, low residential, commercial, or institutional structures. 

DH Heavy, mid- or high-rise residential, commercial, institutional, or industrial structures. 

Waste Disposal 
WG Gaseous, particulate, odourous, or noise emissions to the air. 

WL Discharge of waste materials to water. 

WS Disposal of solid wastes, including dredge and fill. 
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pertain. The second part, Social Value, describes those impacts of 
the mapped feature which are relevant to social values. Given that 
social val ue, Social Objective Reference Iists those objectives ap
proved by the C.W.P.C. which are relevant. Performance Required 
outlines future actions necessary to achieve each objective. Detailed 
development guidel ines and controls are referenced under Perf. 
Ref. Impl ications for Land Uses summarizes the opportunities of
fered and the constraints imposed upon land uses within that fea
ture. The fifteen land uses represented here are very general cate
gories and are used to give an indication of relative opportunities 
and constraints. They are useful in gaining an overview, bu't when 
specific uses are proposed for a particular area, reference should 
be made to the more detailed development guidelines in Performance 
Requirements for Future Actions. 

For example, the water feature "sewer outfall areas" is related to 
human safety, since such areas represent a pollution hazard. "En
sure human protection against disease from animals" (SE1) and 
"Protect animals and persons from the disposal of injurious sub
stances in contact with water" (SE2) are adopted social objectives 
which support policy recommendations addressing this aspect of 
the featu reo The performance or action requ ired to meet these 
social objectives is "Regulate human use to maintain health." This 
performance requirement implies constraints for certain land uses 
and offers no opportunities for others. Thus the chart indicates 
no entries under opportu nities, wh iIe there are severe restrictions 
placed upon water related recreation. 

Another social objective is related to pollution hazard in sewer 
outfall areas. Where the first objective would entail a restriction on 
human use of polluted water, the second would entail the regula
tion of activities which cause the pollution hazard. The second 
performance requirement relates to the following C.W.P.C. social 
objectives: "Maintain safe water quality for various forms of life 
and various uses" (SH 1, PH 1) and "Ensure that all development 
protects, conserves, and wisely manages the envi ronment" (PT4). 
To meet these objectives it is necessary to "monitor and regulate 
discharges to prevent degradation." The actions necessary to meet 
this performance requirement are described in Performance Re
quirements for Future Actions. 

Thus, the data interpretation charts summarize and link all other 
parts of this study. For each feature, relevant social values, social 
objectives, performance requirements, and implications for pro
spective land uses are summarized. "Region/Feature" is a key to the 
data maps, "Social Objectives Reference" is the Iist compiled by 
the C.W.P.C., and "Perf. Ref." is a reference to the required develop
ment and management gu idel ines described in Performance Re
quirements for Future Action. 

This chapter examines the five resource categories-Air, Land, Water, 
Life, Location-in terms of important processes and features, and 
their relevance to social objectives and planning. 
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All imp ortan t factors relating to the atmosphere- cli mate, air quality, 
and noise- are comb ined here on one ma p. Ten climatic zones can be 
dist inguished in the city near the Central Waterfront. Seven are w ith 
in th e wate rfront-Island-South Shore, Island Parks, Island-West 
Shore, Outer Head land, Eastern Industrial Zone, Toronto Bay, and 
Urban-Harbour Transition Zone. Three zones are identified on the 
map but lie outside the study area-Urban Core, Urban Residential 
Zone, and Don Va lley. Each zone has character ist ic climat ic 
of tem perature va ri at ion, w ind and lake breeze exposure, and fog. In 
addition, cha racteristic features of air pollution and noise are associ 
ated w ith specifi c zones. All th ese features are represented on the Ai r 
map 

The cI imat ic zones shown on the A ir map are derived f rom the 
Information Base Repo rt, Climate. The col ou r ou tlines on 

the map, rangin g from dark red to light blue, refl ect a gradient of 
stress from most to least. St ress factors may inclu de ex posure to 
strong w inds, fog, or high levels of air poll ution. Climati c features 
which may amel iorate stress include vent ilat ing lake breezes. The 
accompany ing legend identifi es the stress factors present w ithin each 
zon e, as well as the notab le loca l microclimatic and ai r qua lity 
characterist ics. 

The most pronounced climatic stress is present in th e Urban-Harbour 
Transit ion Zone. This zone is subject t o strong wester ly winds which 
are intensified and d istorted by tall buildin gs. Downdraft areas are 
common on the northeast corners of tall bu i ld ings and may develop 
haza rdou s concentrati ons of air pollutants during temperatu re inve r
sions. High leve ls of air poll uti on and noi se exist throughout most 
of th e zone . Lake breezes which m ight otherwise disperse air pol 
lutants, are bl ocked at the grou nd level by tall buildings Fif teen 
percent of t he land area is in deep shade all or most of the time. 
Shade in comb ination w ith strong w inds makes th is zone ex tremely 
uncomfortable in w inter . 

The Easte rn Industrial Zone is subject to strong weste rly w inds 
wh ich are chan nelled down east -west street s. Th ese streets may also 
be in shadow throughout most of the wi nter if there are structures 
on the sou th side A ir pollution and noi se levels are high in the East 
ern Ind ustr ial Zone. 
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DATA INTERPRETATION: AIR RESOURCE 

Region/� 
Feature Social Value� 

Urban·Harbor Maintain comfort 

Transition Zone� 
Openings between� 
structures� 

Local down- Porentlal pollution hazard 

draft areas 

General Region Maintain comfort 

Potential pollution hazard 

Eastern In
dustnal Zone Malnlalncomlort 
General Region 

Potenlialpollutiont,azard 

Toronto Bay Potential sa1ety h.:u:ard� 
Bay1ront� 

Southern Pro Valuabrerecreatlon resource 
tectedWaters 

ODenWater Maintain safety 

Island-W8$t 
Shore: Gibraltar Potential safety hazard 
POlnland Open 
Water 

Potenualsafetyhazard 

General Region Maintain comfort 

Outer Headland Potential safety hazard 
South Shore and 
Open Water 

General RegIon Malntalncomfon 

Potential safety hazard 

Island South Potential safety hazard 
Shore; 
Gibraltar POint 
and Open Water 

South Beach Malntalncomfon 

Generel Region Ml)lntalncomlon 

SoulhernPro- Valuable recreation resource 
tecu~d  Waters 

Isl.ndParks· 
General Region 

Social ObJectives 
Reference 

SA1,SA2,PA1,PA2, 
DA1,DA2 

SA2,PA2,DA2 

SA' ,PA 1,DA 1,OA2 

SA1,PA1,DAl 

SA1,SA2,PA1,PA2, 
OA 1,OA3,PT4 

SA2,PA2.DA2 

SA 1,PA l,OA 1 ,OA7 

SA1,PA1,DAl 

SA1,SA2,PA1,PA2, 
DA l,DA3,PT4 

~ee  Urban-Harbo'� 
T~ansltlon  Zone� 

SA1.PA1,DAl 

SA1,PA1,DAl 

SA1,PA,1,DA1 

SA1,PA1,DA1 

SA1,PA1,OAl 

SA1.PA1,DAl 

SA1,PA1,DAl 

SA1,PA1,OAl 

SA1,PA1,DAl 

SA1,PA1,DA1 

SA1,PA1,OAl 

SA1,PAl DA1 

SAL PAl, DAl 

Perf. 
Performance Required Ref. 

Allow uninterrupted pas, 
sage of lake breezes 

Ensure *ree ventilatlol" 
todisSIDatepo!lutlon 

Mtnlmlzeshadlng 

PrOlJlOe shelter from� 
weslerlles� 

Regulaleal, emiSSions 

tmurefreeventilatlon 
to dissipalepolluuon 

MinimiZe shading 

P~ovlde  shelfe' from 
westerlies 

Regulate air emissions 

-ATI six liSted under Urban� 
HarbOI Transition Zone� 

I I I I I I I 

SafeguardagalnstlClnq 'I'l"'!""!'i'  

resultlng1romsDray 

Malnt.aln high 'ecreatlonal A-IVA : ...". ,1'1' : .' : 
amenitY value _ _ . i. I•• ~I' 

Safeguard against strong A-lie� 
sh!ftingwtnds� :ttf I: ~~I :,: I:. ~  

Safeguard aga'mt ~lrong  A-lie� 
shlfllngwlnds� 'I~I;"!  'l'IJ-j'j'I-!' '.. 

. ILJ· . IJ . I - : • , .... 

!..:..I~!..:..I..:..!_:J..:..,,,:,,!,,:,!~!~!· i' 
Safeguaro agaln~l  ICing 
resulrlnQfromspray (·::Iii....... ].� 
Provide sheller from 
westerlies hlrl . ~·:-J;-t:·~·f~ : I : 

Safeguard against SHong 
shdtingwlnds 

,1,,·ItJ·I·1j ·1·1·1· .. · 
Pm"d"h,'''' f,om ,,,oogAliB I' I • I • I • I • I • I • I • I • 1"':"1"':"1': 1• . .I I 

northeastern winds I. ~ ._":111) ... 

Safeguard agalnsl fog f'\-IIU '1' rwl'.. ~.. fJi'I . 1 '1'1'I- • • •• I' ••• 

~;~;,;:::::,;;"  ::;'

The Toronto Bay Zone includes the open water of the Inner Harbour 
and a strip along the Bayfront from the dockwall to Queens Quay 
West. The entire zone is subject to strong winds from the west, 
southwest, east, and northeast, although local areas may be protected 
from either east-northeast or west-southwest winds. Winds are vari
able within 100 metres of the shore and may quickly shift direction. 
In wi nter, icy spray may cover areas of the Bayfront wh ich are with
in 200 metres of the water, rendering sidewalks and streets extremely 
hazardous. The Toronto Bay Zone is subject to high air and noise 
pollution levels, the effect of which is mitigated somewhat by the 
lake breeze and winds. The southern waters of Toronto Bay are the 
most protected in the waterfront, except during storms accompany
ing northeast and east winds, and have value as a recreational re
source. 

The Island-West Shore includes open water, the Island Airport, and 
Ontario Place. This zone is fully exposed to westerly winds, and in 
winter, icy spray may reach 200 metres inland along the western 
beach. Air pollution is not presently a problem due to the prevail
ing westerly winds off the Lake. 

Weather conditions on the Outer Headland are similar to those 
over the open water of Lake Ontario. Northeast winds may reach 
speeds twenty percent higher than in other areas of the Waterfront. 
Visibility is reduced by mist or fog especially, between April and 
July. Fog occurs on an average of fifty days per year, more than 
twice the frequency for other areas of the Central Waterfront. 

The Island-South Shore is mostly open water, but also includes a 
strip of beach along the southern shore of the Toronto Islands. Al
though fu lIy exposed to Lake Ontario, the Island-South Shore is 
one of the least stressfu I zones. Very strong southwest and north
east winds whip along the south beach and over the water but 
most of the shoreline is protected from west and northwest winds 
by tree cover. In summer the Island-South Shore is cooled by lake 
breezes. Local breezes are also generated along shaded sites near 
the beach by the temperature contrast between shaded and exposed 
sandy ground. The Island-South Shore is presently one of the qui
etest areas in the Central Waterfront. 

OPPORTUNITIES Most ------1 Least 

~:::fO' Due to the extensive tree cover, the Island Parks Zone has the 
. COIJII"':II most pleasant microclimate in the waterfront. This zone is sheltered 

CONSTRAINTS Least -----7 Most 
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by trees from storm winds and summer sun, and the trees also chan
nel cooling lake breezes. The Island Parks Zone is also one of the 
qu ietest areas in the Waterfront. 

Each characteristic of every zone can be ascribed a social value 
relating to "safety" or "comfort". Performance requ irements listed 
on the Air Data Interpretation Chart specify actions necessary to 
prevent, avoid, or mitigate hazards and to promote or maintain 
comfort. These are outl ined in Resource Interpretation and are 
described in detail in Performance Requirements for Future Actions. 

LAND 

The shale bedrock of the Central Waterfront is overlain by glacial 
sediments deposited in the Pleistocene age and littoral and allu
via/ sediments deposited more recently. The natural landform con
figurations have been modified by landfill in the past century. Both 
the thickness of this overburden and the various types of over
lying sediments are illustrated on the two Land Resource maps
Surficial Sediments: Thickness, and Surficial Sediments: Type. 
These maps are based on two C.W.P.C. Information Base reports 
-Physical Geography and Water. 

The overburden th ickness on the Surficial Sed iments: Th ickness 
map is computed from the superimposition of topographic ele
vation on bedrock contours. The diagrammatic section on the 
legend ill ustrates the relationsh ip of overbu rden th ickness to the 
colours of the mapped areas. The lighter the colour the more shal
low are the sediments overlying the bedrock. The overburden ranges 
from very thin (0 to 20 feet) to moderately thick (20 to 60 feet) 
in the Bayfront and Exhibition Park, and from moderately to very 
thick (greater than 60 feet) in the Port area and the Toronto Is
lands. Deep surficial deposits in the Port area reflect a pre-glacial 
valley in the bedrock underlying the Don River Valley. Overburden 
thickness has implications for development costs. Costs for building 
foundations supported on bedrock will be relatively low where the 
overburden thickness is less than twenty feet, and will be very high 
where overbu rden th ickness exceeds sixty feet. 

The second map identifies the nature of the surficial sediments
their origins, composition, and degree of compaction. Glacial till 
is the only glacial sediment which occurs within the Central Water
front. It consists of silt and clay and poses potential foundation and 
slope failure problems. The landfill sediments-trucked fill, trucked 
and hydraulic fill, and hydraulic fill-are all potentially unstable, 
and soil explorations are required to determine their suitability for 
building foundations. 

Some areas contain the buried remains of old buildings, dockwalls, and 
piers, which once stood along the historic shorelines. These structures 
are buried under landfill in the Bayfront. Landfill containing buried 
structures is a treacherous material on which to found a building, and 
soil explorations are required for development requiring foundations. 
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LAND 
SURFICIAL MATERIAL:THICKNESS 
SOURCE: CENTRAL WATERfRONT PLANNING COMMITTEE INFORMATION BASE. PHYSICAl GEOGRAPHY 1976. 
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Littoral deposits have accumulated from sediments carried and de
posited by long-shore currents. The littoral deposits on the Toronto 
Islands are recent. These beaches are a recreation resource for the 
Toronto region. The deposits in the Port area are remnants of the 
spit which once formed at the mouth of the Don River, enclosing 
Toronto Bay. These ancient deposits have value as an educational 
resource. 

Uncompacted sediments in the Central Waterfront consist of littoral 
deposits or landfill which have been in place for less than ten years 
Since these sediments have not yet achieved their maximum natural 
compaction, they are prone to settlement. They will provide an un
stable support for foundations until they become compacted 

Subaqueous sediments range in texture from sand to clay Silt and 
clay subaqueous sediments provide a poor foundation for structures 
and may also present a potential pollution hazard. Sand and sand
silt sediments are more easily developed. They are also a potential 
source of high quality fill material. 

Most land features relate to social values in terms of safety and 
development cost or in terms of resource protection. Performance 
requirements listed on the Land Data Interpretation Chart specify 
actions necessary to prevent or avoid hazards, to minimize devel
opment costs, and to protect resources. These are outlined in Re
source Interpretation and are described in detail in Performance 
Requirements for Future Actions. 



DATA INTERPRETATION: LAND RESOURCE 

RegIon! SocIal ObJectIves Perl 
Feature SOCIal Value Reference Performance Re ulret:! ReI. LAND 
L,IlIe- uPtO 20 Lo,," fOur"\dat,on'OSI !or ST4 None 
Th"kng5!o01 11lStru'turiS 
O~g.burden  SURFICIAL MATERIAL: TYPE 
Moderate up AccePlable!oundal>On 

lOGO' coulfo.mld·flS!! . !!II CENTRAL WATERFRONT PLANNING COMMITTEE INFORMATION BASE. PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. ~ 1976 
Th"knO!'SSol Sl.u"U'Ul :~i .r:O~e.bu.den  

H'gh more H,ghloundalOonCOSIS STO 
lhan60 
Th'donessol 
Ove.bu.den ·11 
Gla".lT,U f'otenhal hau'd 01 '$lOP<' ST4.f>T4 P,ole<:ldeeoculsal'ld VARVED CLAY� 
Su,hc,al la,lu.e ooo.loundallon sli!blilseembankmenn� 
Mal~,al  .~  ~.- • 2. GLACIAL TILL 
T'uckeoF,1I POlenllally Un11llble ~II' ;:~'::t:.'..at>le enq,nee"ng T lIA
Sud,o'al ,able-lounOlI'IOtIcond",ons 
Male"al nt1i lli 3. INTERGLACIAL 

SAND AND CLAY Hyd,aullC ~  SameUIo$1edunde' 
T.ucked F'II T'uCkedF,1I 
SUrf'e,al 
Maa"al ~ . til 4. IROQUOIS 

SAND AND CLAY 
SlImeasli$ledunde'~,~~,auIoO  

TruCked F,II .. ~ 5. TRUCKED FILL 
Sud'e'al 
Male"al .rill 

6. HYDRAULIC FILL + 
LOllo,al Un'Que,learce,elaurce0' ~;~  1 DE4, PT7 Ensure "~ailabil,,y  10' TRUCKED FILL 
Oeoos,,~  "'9"educallanal\lalue educallon/.ecreallon ~~  

Surf'c,,,1 • ). 
Mate"al 7. HYDRAULIC FILL 

V.. "able loundllllon con ST4 Saml'alll$led undel 
dOlIQl'lS !'uckedhll :Hi 7. 9 LAND 8. ALLUVIAL DEPOSITS 

WATER5.andSand en 
S,lt ~:::'~'~~~.~~I~  loun ·f-...n·.
Sub Aquuou. 9. LITTORAL DEPOSITS 
Male<,.1 ~  

Valulb'e la' ma,'l'ena'lOI' SHl SH2. PH. Re-gu'i1lf! l,u~'ljes 10 (.)� 
o(wBle.qulI'''y PT1,STJ.PTJ PT4 a~o,d'anal  .esau..1� ..... II:

w 

10. SAND 

5and·$IItClay Poo.lounoallon ST4 AocounlI0."dd,IlOnal 
5ill,C'ay, Clay 11 SAND - SILT 
Sdt :~l~ 

Sub· Aqueous 
M"e"al Potem,11 PO,'U1l0'l Haza.d 5Hl. SH2, PHl Regulale aCll~'I'"  10 

PT1,STJ,PTJ, PT4 prevenldeg'adill,on 12 SAND-SILT CLAY lf~ 

Un,omllaCttd POten"ally unnable E:n1u,esu'IBbl",enQ,nee"nq 
Sediment> ~tandB'ds  13 SILT-CLAY 
Sud,o,.1 
MIIIII".1 .~:n;. 

Bu.'ed POlent,allyhaza.dous Sameuundtr a: 
w 14. CLAY-SILT 

StruClu.es h,gh ly varoableloundallon Uncompacled Sed,men,s :::l 
Sud,o,al ~.liW.ifv . til" )( W• W Z 

OPPORTUNITIES Most ----4 Least ~ IT: 

~K>'
·O£WII 

CONSTRAINTS Least ------) Most 

COMPACTED LESS THAN 10 YEARS 

~ BURIED STRUCTURES 
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WATER WATER 
Lake Ontario dominates the natural environment of the Central 
Waterfront. Thus an understanding of processes related to water 
is the key to an understanding of how the waterfront environment 
functions. Relationships between the Lake and local climate, be
tween lake currents and water-borne sediments, between moisture 
levels and vegetation, between water and wildlife habitats, and 
between water and human activities are explored in other parts 
of this study. In this section, the nature of the water itselfL-its 
depth and quality-and the land features which influence its qual
ity are examined. 

Features displayed on the Water map relate to water depth (blue), 
flooding and runoff characteristics of land (purple), and contam
ination of water, lakebottom sediments, and soil (yellow) Water 
depth is a result of past and present geologic, climatic, and hydro
logic processes which are modified by human activities. The shape 
and depth of the lakebottom are determined by natural processes 
of wave action and currents, whereas depths in Toronto Harbour 
and the Island lagoons are determined by human actions. The 
dredged ship channel in Toronto Harbour is 27-30 feet deep and re
quires periodic maintenance. The shape of the Bay bottom has un
doubtedly also been affected by dredging as man has mined it 
for fill material. The Island lagoons and other shallow waters are 
susceptible to silting, resulting from erosion due to man's activities 
near the shore. Present knowledge of hydrodynamics is insuffi
cient to permit the prediction of possible changes in water depth. 

Shallow water (0-10 feet deep) is most easily developed for man's 
needs, but being adjacent to the shore it is also most vulnerable 
to pollution. Moderately deep water (10-30 feet) also has value 
as a recreation and potential development resource. Deep water 
(over 30 feet) is not easily developed, but its abundance and depth 
give it recreation value. Moderately deep and deep water are slightly 
less vulnerable to pollution since contaminants may disperse more 
readily than in shallow water. 

Since the quality of water in Toronto Harbour and Lake Ontario 
is also directly affected by man's activities on adjacent land, it is 
important to determine the relationships between land and water 
in the Central Waterfront. Water moves from land to the Lake as 

SOURCE. CHHRAL WATERfRONT PLANNING COMMITTEE I".FORMATION RASE. ~~G£_Q(iRAP.tri. 1916 

HISTORIC RIVERS fiND 
SHORE LINE 

TOXIC SOIL AREAS 
~ ~\ 

! 'j d l~i• 3 5 ~8  ...8v..J 

~~~1!iiiiii ~~  

RUNOFF COEFFICIENT 

0.2 I 0.7 I 0.9 

FLOODI IPRONE 

umhos 

0' WATER DEPTH 

CONDUCTIVITY 

SEWER OUTFALLS 

SEWAGE 

CONTAMINATION 
PARAMETER 

SEDIMENTS 
ORGANIC CONTENT 

,TOTAL KJELDAHl NITROGEN 

TOTAL PHOSPHOROUS 

ETHER SOLUBLE SUBSTANCES 

ZONt 

W6.TER 
lC TOTAL COLIFORM 

Fe FECAL COLIFORM 

TN TOTAL NITROGEN 

TP TOTAl PHOSPHORUS 

T TURBIDITY 

o SAMPLING STATIDN 

CONCENTRATION GUIDELINE SOURCE 

M.O.E 

M.O.E 

>1.5,"", M.O.E. 

1500m,Ik, tot.D.E 

.)Omc/k, M.O.E. 

> 200 meIk, HIGHEST RECORDED 

>250IftIJ\I:, HIGHEST RECORDED 

'mol. 

>l000~l00m/l 

;> 100 ... 100 mil 

>0_9....... HIGHEST RECORDED 

>0.08..-.Jl HI(;HEST RECORDED 

>3.0 Form....n LInts HIGHEST RECORDED 

RECORDED OBSERVATION BELOW 
CDNCENTRATIONS LISTED ABOVE 
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DATA INTERPRETATION: WATER RESOURCE 

Reglonl Social ObJectives Perf. Implications for Land Use 
Feature Social Value Reference Performance Required Ref. RC RP RR RM RS AL AT AH AU DP DS DH WG WL WS 

Safe for recreation Ensureavailaoilltyfor~~;. PHl DH7 

WIlIB ~:I:I!'1S:I~l:,:~ 
Vulnerable to pollution ~~~. SH2, PH 1 1 '·1·'1 

build-up W-118 • °"i'i·!:':I:f.'I:' 
E:asliydevelopable E:nsureproductlvere- WIIC -+-....+--~<'~OI . I~. : . . I~~~. DT15 SH7 

sourceutllilation 
• I •••• " 

Watar	 VUlnerable to pollullon WIIS~~~ SH2. PH1 
Moderately W-IIC '1' 'Ilh 
Deep . 1':, . 
(1030') 

Valuable amenity fa·	 ~~~. PH', DH2 E:nsureavarlabrlltylu' W-111B ~. ~ V··~{t:· 

~'II'·'····· """. ...... I. ::I:~ 
PotentiailydevelopaDle Ensure productive re~~~' DT15, SH2 ·'O!'!'I'IO'source utilization :I?:·rm:r~•• 1. i. 
Vulnerable to pollutIOn	 SH1,SH7 Re(julateuseano dis-

PTO	 charges 10 main lain 
..... ale'quallty WIICW:"B I."I'I"'I"'I'H'I'I"'I'~ . I • 1. , . I· " '" I •• l A f 

Valuable for recreation E:nsureavailabdltyla,~~;. PH1, DH2 01'1' Il101 '1' f@I.·i·I·:!:.I..:,.·I.:...·.1···n·I··.·l·· .. 
Water SE1,SE:7 Regulate human use [0 

Sewer malntalnl,ealth WIB "I'I'!' I '1' I . !. "'1'1' 1• : • ' • I' 
Outfall 
Areas 

I" ·nn·(j·· ·1'··· 
SH1,PH1,PT4	 Monitor and regulated'5

charges to prevent de WII" , '1'1<' !~.! ·I·! '1'1" . I... 
gradation ·.-r-:J·WJ· . '1'''' 

SE1,SE:7	 Regulate'luman USE' to WIIC I· I . 

! •• 

I. !J ~ I ~ !. 1 ~ ! 'j . I- I . I . I . I· . 

maintain health l"I"r"nn.Il"I""" .1 ... 

SH1,SH2, PH1 WTTB
 
PTO ch-a"r;;s 10 prevent de WIIC ,.
 I • !. !~ ~ :... :. !.:! ~,' . L...L.:....1 • : • . ,. IXTI . .j . I • ~1 • 

Potential pollution hazard	 5T2 ST3, PT3 '''!oJl
 

PTO
 

, ,.,..·!·m· "'to""I'I'I",'".1. ., .. - .,. . 

Land ""'azara to Iltc& property SH3,SH4 Avoid permanenl habl-
Floodprone 
Areas :~:i:(j:~: 

SH2,SH3, SH4,PTl 
PT4	 prolected and do ••~.J~I~I.;.J~I.;J.;J.;J":"'I"':"I":"',·1 

gravatehazard ' 
. _---------------- .LJrlo-..... atecmteractlonvaIU·	 ST3, PT3 ,PT4 Malntalnrun-offJrecharge 

able 10 hydrologlc-eglmer balance WIIIA~~: .11'" 
Potential pollution hazara	 ST3, PT3,PT4 Regulate toxicant ano WIIA I. I_i_I_I.-....I_I_I_I

nutnentappliCation .....1·.
. 

~1•• 
Land Land-wate'interactlonvalu ST3, PT3,PT4 Sameasllstedunde' Flood 
Low ablewhydrologicregimen prone Areas I. i. 
Runoff • I. 
Areas 

Land	 POlemlalfloodlngand SH1'pf-il,ST3,PT3 P'ovldefo'relaroatlon01 
pollution hazard PTO excess run-off 

WillA' • i ~ ! . I • ~. '1' I~I ·":"'h.:-I~I '1' " ·an·!· ·1)·.JlJ· .• 
SH1,PH1,ST3,PT3	 Regulate toxicant and W-IIA I i ·rm'.. IH' ffiDJ'',' h'..PTO	 nutr1entappllcallon · .. . 
SH1,PH1,ST3,PT3	 Prevenl'un-offand'e W~IIIA, 1 

PTO	 char[Je to aVOid pollutIOn · :":"I"':"i':-M":"'I~I.:-1 . I';"I"':"I~I 'j' I..:..·_r .-11) ·I.-J· ._ 
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OPPORTUNITIES Mast --------1 Least 

~)O· 
. C(::w::II 

CONSTRAINTS L_t---------4 Moot 

overland and underground flow, and from the Lake to land as un
derground flow or occasional flood water. 

In vegetated areas with sandy soil most storm runoff is absorbed 
directly into the ground. As ground water it may gradually move 
toward the Lake, and the soil may remove some contam inants as the 
water is filtered through it. Man generally increases overland flow 
at the expense of underground flow by introducing paving and 
storm sewers, two elements wh ich hasten the cou rse of storm ru n
off from land to Lake, often bypassing the filtering process of 
underground flow. 

The amount of overland storm water runoff which can be expected 
for specific areas is shown on the Water m?p in a gradient of pur
ple colours. Light purple areas produce a low amount of surface 
runoff, since most storm water is absorbed into the ground. The 
darkest purple identifies paved areas where almost nothing is ab
sorbed; practically all storm water runs off into adjacent water or 
soil. 

During intense storms, floodwaters from the Lake inundate the 
land. Areas below 249 feet in elevation are floodprone and have 
a seasonal high water table. Areas subject to flooding should be 
retained as low runoff areas to promote the absorption of storm 
water. These areas are highly vulnerable to pollution, since toxi
cants and nutrients may readily enter Lake Ontario either directly 
or through the groundwater. 

Toxicants or nutrients discharged or applied on low runoff areas 
are absorbed into the soil with storm water. They may then either 
be filtered out of the water by soil or may be carried into the 
groundwater. If they are absorbed by the soil, toxicants may damage 
plants growing within the soil, or may become concentrated in the 
plants, thereby entering the food-chain. On the other hand, if toxi
cants and nutrients move into the groundwater, they may eventually 
contaminate both ground and surface waters. Thus a potential pol
lution hazard exists in low runoff areas . 

Tox icants or nutrients discharged or appl ied on high ru noff areas 
with runoff coefficients of .7 and .9 are carried overland by storm 
water to low runoff areas or directly to surface waters via storm 
sewers. High runoff areas with in the Central Waterfront generally 
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contain more contaminants (oil, dust, eroded soil) and present a pro
nounced pollution hazard. 

Toxic soil areas are indicated by a yellow outline on the Water map. 
Toxic soils occur mostly in the Bayfront and Port areas in associa
tion with industry, and coincide with both low and high runoff areas. 

Limited sampling of subaqueous sediments has revealed some areas 
of contaminated sediments. High concentrations of heavy metals 
(lead, mercury), oil, and grease, or nutrients (phosphorus, nitrogen) 
have been recorded. These contaminated sediments are the direct 
result of human activities, such as contaminated dredgeate disposal 
or sewer discharge. These contaminated sediments represent a pol
lution hazard since toxicants and nutrients may gradually be taken 
up by the surrounding water. Disturbance of these sediments is 
likely to hasten the dispersal of contaminants. 

Certain water areas are identified as being contaminated, due to high 
levels of col iform bacteria, nutrients (phosphorus, nitrogen), or sus
pended sol ids. The presence of total and fecal col iform bacteria in
dicates the pollution of water by animal or human wastes. Levels of 
coliform bacteria which exceed M.O.E. standards are found in many 
areas of the Central Waterfront wh ich receive discharge from sewers. 
These areas are a health hazard and are not suitable for any human 
activity which might entail water contact. High levels of nitrogen and 
phosphorus are mostly related either to sewer outfall areas or to the 
north shore of the Toronto Islands. High nutrient levels in the Island 
lagoons may be caused by inadequately filtered septic tank effluent, 
by fertilization of Island parklands, or by bird droppings. Since the 
Island lagoons are shallow, with limited water circulation, they are 
particularly susceptible to the buildup of pollutants. 

Water is the raison-d 'etre of the Central Waterfront. Despite its 
abundance, its vulnerability needs to be underscored. Wise and judi
cious management of both the water and adjacent lands is necessary 
to ensu re the avoidance of health hazard due to pollution, continued 
resource availability for recreation and water-related development 
activities, and protection of Iife and property in floodprone areas. 

LIFE 

The Central Waterfront harbours a remarkable diversity of plant and 
animal life, including some species which are rare to the whole 
Southern Ontario region. This diversity is enhanced by the presence 
of Lake Ontario and its ameliorating effect on cl imate, by the exten
sive shorelines of the Toronto Islands and Outer Headland, and by 
the location of the waterfront within major intercontinental migra
tion routes. "The natural communities of the Toronto Waterfront 
would make it a significant natural area even if it were not located in 
Toronto, but these plant and animal communities become even more 
sign ificant because they are located here, as thei r sheer ava ilab iIity 
gives them enormous recreational, aesthetic and educational signifi
cance." (Clive Goodwin, "A Commentary on the Natural Values of 
the Metropol itan Toronto Inner Waterfront," 1975). The extent of 
habitat diversity and the sites where rare or unusual plant and animal 
species exist on the Toronto Islands are clearly evident on the two 
Life resource maps-Life: Vegetation and Life: Wildlife. 

Fourteen vegetation types are identified on the Life: Vegetation 
map, as well as their characteristic structure, moisture requirements, 
tolerance, and diversity. Structure is a function of the shape and 
height of the component species and their spacing in relation to each 
other. This is essentially a function of natural processes, although the 
current expression is a direct or indirect result of its management by 
man. Structure ranges from open and low, as in Beach, Dune, and 
Wet Meadow associations, to dense and tall as in the Dense Woodland 
association. The low, open structure of Beach and Dune associations 
is a function of the recent colonization of an ever-shifting environ
ment. The tall, layered structu re of Dense Wood land is due to the 
adaption of different species to varying light levels in an environment 
which is relatively stable. The structure of cultivated vegetation types 
is the direct result of human activities. Lawn is kept open and low by 
repeated mowing; parkland is kept open and tall by mowing under 
the trees and pruning of lower limbs. The natural course of plant 
cession is arrested in these cultivated environments. 

The different plant communities are adapted to different moisture 
levels. The amount of moisture available to plants ranges from very 
high in the standing water of wet meadows and lagoon edges to rela
tively low in the wind-exposed desiccated beach and dune environ
ments. The plant species within each vegetation type are adapted to 
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LIFE 
VEGETATION 
SOURCES: CENTRAL WATERfRONT PLANNING CONIMITTEE. INfORMATION BASE. VEGETATION. 117&. POPO .... "A BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION 

OF TORONTO ISLANDS", CAlLING AND MtKAY. "ON THE FLORA OF TORONTO ISLANDS:' ONTARIO fIELD 8!OLOOIST Ina. 

1 BEACH 

2 DUNE 

3 EARLY SUCCESSIONAL 
FIELD 

4 OLD FIELD 

5 SHRUB THICKET 

e YOUNG PARKLAND 

7 RESIDENTIAL 

8 SHRUB HEDGEROW 

II OPEN WOODLAND 

10 LAWN 

11 MATURE Pl>,RKLAND 

12 DENSE WOODLAND 

13 WET MEADOW 

14 LAGOON EDGE 

TOLERANCE DIVERSITY UNUSUAL SPECIES PRESENT 
I I .'Y GRASSES 1 AMMOPHIlA BREvlGlA.ATA 

~ \l",~ 

2 SPOR08L.l.US CR'YPTANDRUS 

3 JUNCUS BALTICUS 
" JUNCUS TORREYl 

0/ RUShes 

5 CAREx GARBER! 
e CA.REx AQUA.TIU$ 

t SEDGES: 

~ g~~~T~zll$ HOflsnAIL: 9 EQUISETUM X NELSONII 

10 GERARDlA PURPUREA ., ~~ 11 EUPHQABLA POLy GQNIFOUA 
n PHYSOrEGIA VIRGlNI.o.NA 

~ NOH-SHOWY 13 CAKLE EDENTULA 
~  HERB 

a particular range of available moisture. Thus, the successful intro
duction of plant species with a high moisture requirement into an 
environment which has a lower amount of available moisture requires 
additional watering. Human actions which change the amount of 
moisture available to a plant community may result in a gradual shift 
to a vegetation type better suited to the new conditions 

Vegetation types differ in their ability to tolerate human activities. 
Plant species of the Beach and Dune associations are highly sensitive 
to human intrusions, such as trampling, and Wet Meadow and 
Lagoon Edge species are sensitive to any activities which might cause 
a reduction of available moisture or degradation in water quality 
Early Successional and Old Field associations, on the other hand, are 
highly tolerant of human activities. They are found on sites recently 
disturbed by man where other plant species might not survive. These 
pioneering species prepare the environment for higher, more stable 
and often less tolerant species to colonize in the future. The culti
vated vegetation types-Parkland, Lawn, and Residential-are moder
ately tolerant of human activities, and requi re continual maintenance 
to ensure their survival under intensive use. If a vegetation type is 
intolerant of human activities, human uses must be restricted in area 
as well as intensity of use. A highly tolerant vegetation type, on the 
other hand, may require few restrictions on human use and little or 
no management. 

In a highly diverse vegetation community many different plant spe
cies are present. A diverse vegetation type maintains a larger genetic 
pool for the future, provides greater opportunities for recreation and 
education, and is generally more adaptable to environmental change 
Natural communities exhibit a greater diversity of species than cui 
tivated plant communities, and are therefore more adaptable to 
change, such as aging or disease. 

Plant species unusual to the Toronto region occur In certain areas of 
the Toronto Islands. These are herbaceous species which occur in the 
vegetation associations exhibiting the greatest diversity-Beach, 
Dune, Lagoon Edge and Wet Meadow. Coincidentally, these associa
tions also have the least tolerance to human actiVities These species 
and the places they occur are Identified on the Life: Vegetation map 

Wildlife in the Central Waterfront is notable for its abundance and 
diversity, for the presence of breeding and nesting speCies, and for 
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the seasonal presence of migrating birds, bats, and butterflies. The 
diversity of species resident tn the Central Waterfront is remarkable 
given its location In a large urban center Wildlife species normally 
associated with more remote areas are present, as well as those com
monly associated with urban areas. This is due, to a great extent, to 
the diversity of natural plant communities on the Toronto Islands. 
Cultivated Parkland and Residential vegetation types do not offer the 
opportunities for food and shelter afforded by such natural com
munities as Woodlands, Old Fields, and Wetlands. Although an ex
tensive and detailed list of fauna has been compiled in the Wildlife 
Information Base (C W P.c., 1976), a selected list of notable~~~  

is used as a reference for establishing the value of available water
front habitats for wildlife. 

The presence of sensitive breeding colonies of such nesting species 
as Ring-billed and Herring Gulls and Common Terns is particularly 
notable. These species have been identified as requiring "protection" 
III the Toronto region to ensure their continued presence. Breeding 
colonies are sensitive to human disturbance especially during the 
nesting season. Sensitive breeding colonies occur in those vegetation 
types which are least tolerant to human use: Beach and Dune, Wet 
Meadow, and Lagoon Edge. 

Certain species are present, either seasonally or year round, in un
usually large numbers or regionally significant concentrations. 
These species include the Saw-whet Owl and a number of unusual 
hawk species, as well as Monarch Butterflies and common shore
birds The preferred habitats of these species include Lowland Wood
land, Grassy Park, Beach/Dune, and Wet Meadow/Lagoon Edge. 

Certain wildlife species ensure ecological balance through their role 
as scavengers and predators Ring-billed and Herring Gulls, the Great 
Blue Heron, and Common Tern are among these "beneficial" species. 
The Saw-whet and Snowy Owls control rodent pest populations 
through predation. Certain other wildlife species, such as Canada 
Geese and Starlings, are perceived as a nuisance, due to their large 
numbers, due to the damage they cause to structures or garden 
crops, or due to the potential hazard which they represent for di
sease communication. 

Nine wildlife habitats are identified on the Life: Wildlife map. Seven 
are associated with vegetation types: Beach/Dune, Wet Meadow/ 
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LIFE 
WILDLIFE 
SOURCES, CLIVE GOODWIN iQRAL COMMUNlCATlQNtPETEA FETTEROLf IWRITTEN COMMUNICATION!. J.T ALLIN. "AQUATIC COMMUNITlES

CENTRAL TORONTO 'NATERFRONT;"CENTRAL WATERFRONT PLANNING COMMITTEE I WRITTEN COMMUNICATION). 1976 

VALUE SPECIES PRESENT� HABITAT 
NO OF 

SPECIES VEAy 
MIGRATOR'! WINTERING NESTING UNUSUAL COMMON COMMON 

BEACH/DUNE 
VEGETATION ASSOCIATION 
8EACH.DUNE~~ ~t~t~ ~ TI~ 

ROCKY AREAS 

~~ ..~~ ill~~ :1: 

OPEN WATER 

...~ i, If, 
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WET MEADOW 
LAGOON EDGE 

~	 VEGETATION ASSOCIATION 
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I
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Selected List of Notable Wildlife Species DATA INTERPRETATION: LIFE RESOURCE 

FREQUENCY SPECIES VALUE HABITAT Reglonl 
Feature Social Value 

Social Objectives 
Reference Performance Re uired 

Perf. 
Ref. 
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Veg.lDune 

Wildlifel 
Beach! 

Presence 01 unusual plant 
specle~  1,2,8,11,13 

Presence 0 1 protecled Vlrild
life species RG, HG, T 

PE1,PE7 

SE2,PE1,PE3,PE4, 
PE7, DE?, DE3 

SE2,PE1,PE3,PE4, 

Ensure survival 

Ensureprotec!lonof 
habitat 

Ensure survival 

E-ID 

E·IA 

E·IS 

• • 

• 

• ••• • 

••• 
• 

• 

Saw-whet Owl 
Snowy Owl 

UNUSUAL 
Ring Billed Gull • 
Herring Gull • 
Great Blue Heron 

Black Crowned Night 
Heron 

Blue Winged Teal 
Least Bittern 
Gadwall Duck 

••• 

• 

•• 

•• 

Rocky Areas, Beach, Dune 
Rocky Areas, Beach, Dune 
Open Water, Beach, Dune, Wet 

Meadow, Lagoon Edge 
Wet Meadow, Lagoon Edge, Wood

lands 
Open Water 
Wet Meadow, Lagoon Edge 
Open Water, Wet Meadow, Lagoon 

Edge 
Woodlands 
Wet Meadow, Lagoon Edge, Old 

Field 

Veg.lDune 

Veg.lBeach 

Wildlife! 

~~~a~y  

Significant reglOnalconCentra 
lion of Wildlife species S 

Presence of ecological bene· 
ficial spp RG, HG 

Presenceofnulsancespp 
Rd 

Limited recreation value due 
open/low,lowtoleranceveg 

presence of protecled ...... i1dllfe 
spp RG,HG,T 

PE7, DE2, DE3 

SE2,PE1,PE3,PE4, 
PE7,DE2.DE3,DE4 

DT6,DT9 

SE2,PE3,PE4,PE7, 
DE2,DE3 

DT6,DT9* 

SE2,PE1,PE3,PE4, 
PE7,DE2,DE3 

Ensure maintenance of 
wildllfelrecreatlOn value 

~oe;~~:tr: ~::I~~I manage 

~oe;~~:tr:  ~~~Val~~1  manage 

Regulate use and manage 
toprotecthab,tal 

Regulate human use and 
manage to curb nUisance 
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habitat 

E·IC 

'.01 
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• 
COMMON 
Common Tern • • Open Water, Rocky Areas, Beach, 

Dune 

Presence of sensitive breeding 
colontes of wildlife spp. RG, 
HG.T 

Presence of ecological benefiCial 
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E-IS 
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••• • 
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• 
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• Caspian Tern 

Common Goldeneye 
Bufflehead 
Mallard 

• Shorebirds 

Swamp Sparrow 
Yellow Warbler 
Yellow Throat 
Redwinged Blackbird 

• Winter Finches 
• Snow Bunting 
• Blue Jays 
• Sparrows 
•• Warblers 

Hawks 
Grackle 

Robin 
Downy Woodpecker 
Rock Dove 
Starling 
Cotton Tail Rabbit 
Gray Squirrel 
Muskrat 

• Bats 
• Monarch Butterfly 

VERY COMMON 
Old Squaw 
Greater Scaup 
Canada Geese 
Ringnecked Pheasant 
House Sparrow 

Melanistic Garter Snake 

• 

• 

• 

••• 

Open Water 
Open Water 
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Hedgerow, Old Field 
Woodlands, Grassy Park, Residen
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Rocky Areas 

Open Water, Rocky Areas, Beach, 
Dune 

Rocky Areas, Beach, Dune 
Open Water 
Open Water 
Beach, Dune, Wet Meadow, Lagoon 

Edge 
Wet Meadow, Lagoon Edge 
Wet Meadow, Lagoon Edge 
Wet Meadow, Lagoon Edge 
Wet Meadow, Lagoon Edge 
Woodlands, Old Field 
Old Field 
Woodlands, Old Field, Residential 
Woodlands, Grassy Park 
Woodlands, Grassy Park 
Woodlands, Grassy Park 
Woodlands, Old Field, Grassy Park, 

Residential 
Woodlands, Hedgerow 
Hedgerow, Grassy Park 
Beach, Dune, Old Field 
Grassy Park, Residential 
Old Field 
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Wet Meadow, Lagoon Edge 
Woodlands 
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Veg.lMature Moderate recreation \Ialuedue 
Parkland tocanopled,lowtole,anceveg 

"Applies only to selecred areas 
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DATA INTERPRETATION: LIFE RESOURCE (Continued) 

Region! Social Objectives Perf.� 
Feature Social Value Reference Performance RequIred Ref. In .... lI2::iZI"nlnmlXKxl'AbUUI"'.. I""'VILJr-I'AILJ.. I..U!"LI'hJI� 
Wildlife! Signtficant'eglonalconcentra SE2,PE1,PE3,PE7 Ensure rnalnlenance of 
Lowland t!on 01 wildlife spp SO 'JE1,DE3,OE4 wlldllfe/recrcation value 
Woods 

presence Of ecologically bene SE2,PE3.PE7 DE2 ~egulall?  use and manage� 
beneficial spp. SO D£3 to prOTect habitaT� 

Veg./Dpen High recreanon ...alUe due ro PE2,DT6,OT9 Manage tomatntatn value 
Woodland canopled,highlytolerantveg 

Veg./Oense >-llqh recreation value due to PE2,DT6,DT9 
~e~u~~~;a~:v:~udernan~geWoodland diverse dense/tall,loleranlveg 

Vsg.& Wildlifel PresenceofSenSI!IVe breeCllng SE2,PE1,PE3,PE7, 
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~~~~iRound  
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PE1,PE7 (Same as above I 
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SE2,PE1.PE3.PEr, 
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:~~~:~~e:t/I~~dVeaIUE'due to DT6,DT9 Regulate use and manage 

Presenceof'lu'5ancespp CSj SEl Manage to curb nUisance 
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presence of wild Ide 

SE2.PE1,PE3,PE4", 
PE5.PE7*,DE2,DE3 

Regulate use and manage 
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Wildlife/Major 
~estingAreas  

Valuable fo'contmued 
presence of wildlife 

SE2,PE1,PE3,PE4", 
PE5,PE7*,DE2,DE3 

Regulate use and manage 
to maintain value 

Wildlife/Fishing 
andSpawnmg 

HIgh recreation value PH2,PE6,DE3 Regulate use to maintain 
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presenceofw'ldl,lell,shl 

SE2,PH2.PE6.PE7 
DEl,DE3 

Regulate use and manage 
to protect habitat 

Wildlife/Winter 
Duck Areas 

Limited recreation value DE2.DE3,DT6 Regulate use to maintain 
valuE' 
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.~  

Least--------7 Most 
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.:0· 

Lagoon Edge, Lowland Woods, Grassy Park, Old Field, Residential, 
and Hedgerow; two are u nvegetated: Rocky Areas and Open Water. 
The characteristics of species resident with in these habitats are 
shown on the Life: Wildlife legend, including the occurrence of "pro
tected" species, sensitive breeding colonies, significant regional con
centrati ons of certa in species, "beneficia I," and fIn uisance" species. 
The relative number of species within each habitat is also illustrated, 
as well as their frequency of occurrence in terms of whether they 
nest or winter within the habitat, or use it during a migration period. 
It should be noted that species identification on the Life: Wildlife 
map is heavily oriented towards birds, since there is presently more 
information available on avian species. 

Some areas within the Central Waterfront are important for migrat
ing wildlife, who use the waterfront as a movement corridor and 
resti ng area. M igrati ng birds, bats, and butterfl ies fly east-west along 
the shorel ine or across La ke 0 ntari o. Areas at the ends of pen insu las 
or on offshore islands serve as resting and feeding places. Generalized 
migration corridors and observed resting spots are identified on the 
Life: Wildlife map. Large concentrations of migrating wildlife may 
be seen in these areas every year. 

Localized areas of open water are significant fish and spawning areas. 
Although fish occu r throughout the Central Waterfront, the sheltered 
Island Lagoons and the area affected by the thermal plume of the 
Hearn outfall are productive spawning areas. Maintenance of water 
quality and minimization of disturbance from sedimentation or disrup
tion of adjacent shorel ines is essential to ensure continued use of 
these areas for spawning. 

The vegetation and wi Id life com mun ities of the Centra I Waterfront 
are a unique resource valuable to the citizens of Toronto for recrea
tion. Additionally, these are of wide regional and sometimes national 
significance. Future action must ensure that while the citizens of 
Toronto utilize fully the recreational potential of these resources, the 
survival of this complex array of vegetative and animal life forms is 
sustained. Regulated use and responsible management policies need 
to be followed. These are outlined in Resource Interpretation and 
described in detail in Performance Requirements for Future Actions. 
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LOCATION 

Features of the Central Waterfront's natural environment identified 
in sections on Air, Land, Water, and Life are a result of natural pro
cesses in which man plays a critical, but minor, role, Each of these 
natural features has been assigned a specific social value. Selective 
natural features acquire an additional and different value when man 
uses them for a specific purpose in a particular location. The Loca
tion map illustrates both natural and cultural features in specific 
locations which have been assigned a value because of their present 
use by man (e.g, beaches, boating areas, parkland). The map also il
lustrates ownership of land (public or private), the organization of 
man's use of land (e.g., residential, commercial), and man-made arti
facts which have been assigned a social value (e.g., landmarks, histor
ic structures). 

These locationally specific resources are ascribed values which often 
override those values assigned to their component natural features. 
Although it is not the purpose of this study to resolve competing or 
conflicting social objectives pertaining to Location resources, they 
need to be included in a comprehensive inventory of environmental 
resou rces. 

Unlike the features of the natural environment, the Location re
sources are not derived from the C.W.P.c. Information Base. They 
are resources identified in publications of the City of Toronto, the 
C.W pc., regional agencies, and provincial government A list of fea
tures was compiled from these references, and the features were 
mapped by C.W.T.C. staff. 

The features displayed on the Location map identify all land and 
waters within the Central Waterfront in terms of their availability for 
change of their present use. The hatched areas denote public owner
ship, 'either by the City or by other levels of government. Govern
ment-owned lands mainly coincide with park lands, and are important 
as a public resource. Any alteration of the present use in these pub
licly-owned lands is easily regulated. Absence of texture indicates pri
vate ownership, where regulation of use to ensure public welfare is 
less easi Iy ach ieved. 

In addition to ownership, it is important to identify the extent to 
which land areas are currently committed to specific land uses which 
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DATA INTERPRETATION: LOCATIONAL RESOURCE� DATA INTERPRETATION: LOCATIONAL RESOURCE {Continued} 
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are in conformity with existing zoning. Vacant land and other areas 
of interim or low intensity use (pale yellow) are subject to change. 
Future uses in these areas need to be regulated to ensure that all so
cial objectives are met. Most industries (brown) are located in the 
Bayfront and Port area, and parkland (green) occurs on the Eastern 
Headland, the Toronto Islands, and in Exhibition Place and Ontario 
Place. Since documented social objectives favour the retention of 
both industrial and recreational activities, planning for the Central 
Waterfront vvill have to accommodate both in such a way that the re
source value of and for neither is diminished. 

Certain waterfront recreation areas which are used and valued by 
citizens of Metropolitan Toronto represent a unique and valuable 
resource These are mapped as Beaches, Boat Moorings, Recreation 
Reserves, Meeting Places, and Bicycle Trails. Most of these are lo
cated in parkland, the Bicycle Trails pass through industrial and com
merCial areas as well. To ensure continued availability of these fea
tures for their valued recreation use, regulation of these and adjacent 
uses is necessary. Regulations are also necessary for several types of 
structures which have been singled out because of their cultural, rec
reational, or potential development value. These are mapped as De
clared Landmarks, Structures of Architectural or Historical Value, 
Structures of Recreational Value, and Structures for Possible Reuse. 

Toronto is endowed with a remarkable scenic resource. Major streets 
from Downtown end at Bayfront slips with vistas of the Bay and is
lands beyond In reverse, the downtown skyline, perceived across the 
Bay from the Islands, provides Toronto with a special sense of iden
tity Protection of this valuable resource is of paramount importance 
The major scenic views are identified in purple on the Location map, 
regulation of all uses within these must be ensured. The Focal Points 
within the views are highlighted; their environs should be assigned 
the greatest attenti on 

Several transportation systems serve the waterfront. The T.T.C. links 
the Central Waterfront to Centra I Toronto and the region, and ferry 
lines connect the Toronto Islands to the mainland. The Ship Channel 
IS a dredged and maintained watel-way which serves Central Water
front industries. A small airport on the Islands IS used by commercial 
and I"ecreation aircraft. The aircraft landing pattern is identified. 
Land uses and building heights within this area need to be regulated 
to ensure public safety and minimize discomfort due to associated 

high nOise levels. Appropriate health and safety regulations need to 
be considered for other transportation networks. 

Currently defined "problem" areas are highl ighted in white on the 
Location map. These relate to Issues which are specifically identified 
in social objective statements as requiring immediate attention Reso
lution of these issues as well as detailed explication of other Implied 
performance requirements pertaining to Location resources must a
wait formulation of an Official Plan for the Central Waterfront The 
relationship of the Location features to social objectives, the conse
quent performance requirements, and opportunities and constraints 
for future uses are Identified in a format consistent with Air, Land, 
Water, and Life resources. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The reorganization of available data into five resource categories in 
the precedi ng step has established a reference to which all data as
sembled in the future may be related. The format developed for 
relating explicit social objectives to avai lable environmental re
sources, w ith resul tant performance req ui rements and impli ca
t ions for land use, provides a com prehens ive f ramewo rk. The util 
ity of this framework is that it permits th e formu lat ion of require 
ments for immediate action, but may also be easily amended in 
the future to accommodate additional data or changes in social 
objectives. 

As new information becomes available, or as existing informat ion 
is ref ined, it can be integrated into the f ramework. New or refined 
in fo rmation may better define the role played by a specific en
vironmental feature or it may entail redefinition of a resource 
category. In either case, the change may be accommodated, and 
t he Data Interpretati on Charts wi II ident ify the necessa ry aItera
tions to t he performance requirements. Performance requirements 
may also be revised in response to changing social objectives w ithout 
undermining the basic f ramework. 

The fo llowing examples illust rate how additional data or revised 
performance req uirements may be integrated into the framework 
presented in this study At present, available data on water co n
taminat ion is lim ited to a few sampl ing stations, and the hydro
dynam ics governing current movements are unknown . Thus areas 
of contam inated wate r are mapped in smal l, isolated pockets. If 
futu re studies reveal that other wate r areas are direct ly affected by 
adjacent contaminated waters because of identifiable current move
ments, then the affected areas should be mapped. The soc ial objec
tives and performance requirements relating to areas of contam
inated water may then be extended to include the newly identified 
areas . In another instance , if the current M.O .E. standards fo r water 
qua lity are rev ised, the ava il ab le in fo rmation must be reexamined 
and reclassif ied to conform w ith the new standards. A larger or 
smaller area of water may therefore be classi f ied as contaminated, 
with no additiona l measurements of wate r qua lity or wate r move
ment. 

Future courses of action necessary to achieve current social objec-

RESOURCE INTERPRETATION
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Resource Interpretation: Key to Charts 

Region/Feature 

Social Objective 

Performance Required 

Perf. Ref 

Land Use 

is an identifiable element of homogeneous environmental charac
teristics. Features are mapped within the resou rce categories of 
Air. Land. Water. Life. and Location. 

identifies the general regulation required to maintain specific 
social values. 

outlines the performance required of all future actions to sustain 
the social value of a specific feature. 

identifies by code the performance requirements described in 
Performance Requirements for Future Action. 

identifies the "Opportunities and Constraints" represented by 
each resource feature for prospective uses. 

OpportunitY results when the social value of the resource feature is a 

~ 

• 
Critical factor in determining the location of a particular land use 

Highly desirable factor in determining the location of a particular land use 

Desirable factor in determining the location of a particular land use 

o Desirable factor in satisfying the needs of a specific land use 

Factor of no concern 

Constraint results from the amount of effort involved in meeting the performance require· 
ments necessary to sustain the social value of the resource feature. The resultant cost may 
imply. 
• Probable proh ibition of a particular land use 

Permission of a particular land use only as a special variance due to exceptional social 

• 
~ 

reasons. nevertheless severely restricted 
Severe restriction of a particular land use due to stringent development controls 

() Moderate restriction of a particular land use due to development guidelines 

o Modification of a particular land use in response to recommended design or manage
ment strategies 
Unrestricted use 

Prospective uses are defined as discrete use categories. A future Land Use will be a combina
tion of more than one of the following uses' 

Recreation 
RC Conservation with limited recreation. Human use needs to be regulated and restricted 

to well-defined areas. Maintenance of the environment in its present state is implied. 
RP General low intensity recreation. including hiking. picnicking Moderate modification 

of the environment to accommodate human activities is implied. 
RR Intensive recreation for specific organized activities on land, including playfields and 

exhibition plazas. Extensive modification of the en'/ironment is implied. 
RM Intensive recreation for specific water·related activities, including boating and swim

ming. Extensive modification of the environment may be necessary. 
RS Special recreation for specific reasons. including outlooks for scenic views and inter

pretation areas for educational recreation. 

Amenity 
AL Landscaping. including the establishment of new planting and modification of exist

ing vegetation. 
AT Minor roads and trails to accommodate limited traffic. 

AH Major roads and transit systems, including highways and ferries, to accommodate 
high intensity traffic. 

AU Utilities. including sewer. gas. electricity, telephone, and water lines. 

Development 
DP Extensive paving. generally associated with park ing. 

DS Small, low residential. commercial. or institutional structures. 

DH Heavy. mid- or high-rise residential. commercial. institutional. or industrial structu res. 

Waste Disposal 
WG Gaseous. particulate. odourous, or noise emissions to the air. 

WL Discharge of waste materials to water. 

WS Disposal of solid wastes. including dredge and fill. 
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ormation

tives are identi f ied on t he Data Interpre ta tion Charts. In the Re
source In te rpre tat ion Charts t his in format ion is reorgani zed in a fo r
mat w hich fac ilita tes its use fo r p lanning. Al l resou rce features whi ch 
rep resen t opportunities fo r futu re uses are listed in ascending ord er . 
The resource featu re appearing at t he top of th e Resou rce Interpre
ta tion Opportunities Chart offers few opportun iti es for futu re uses, 
the fea ture at the bottom provides the most opportunity for t he 
greatest number of prospective uses. If a feature does not appear 
on the chart, it offers no opportunities fo r any use . An exam ina
tion of the chart for Resource In te rpretat ion Water revea ls tha t 
shallow wa te r offers the most opportu nity, wh ile contaminated 
wa ter is essentiall y devoid of oppo rtun ity, except for uses related 
t o the study of pollution 

Al l const raining featu res are aggregated in a similar fashion. Since 
constraints result from the need fo r meeting performa nce requ ire
ments related to discrete social object ives, featu res per tai ning to 
t he same social objective are grouped together. Within each category 
the featu re l isted at the top represents pronounced constrain ts to 
t he greatest nu mber of prospect ive uses. The same feature may ap
pear w ithin more than one category, if it is related to more than one 
soc ia l object ive . 

Al though character is ti cs of a particular resou rce feature may impose 
constraints upon its use, these same characteristics may also offer 
opportu niti es. For examp le, the Isla nd Parks have a " tempered" 
clima te, cool in summer, sheltered in w inter. T o maintai n this re
sou rce it is necessa ry to preserve the ex isting vegetation pattern 
wh ich prov ides shelter and channel s lake breezes. The co nst raints 
imposed upon uses wh ich require extensive clearing of vegetation 
are theref ore very restri cti ve. On th e other hand, opportunities 
are great for recreation activi ti es like picni cking, where outdoor 
comfort im portant 

The primary purpose fo r th e reorgan ization of features in the Resource 
Interp retat ion Charts is t o provide a useful planning tool. At least 
two codes are assigned to each feature on the cha rts . The f irst iden
tifies the fea ture on a Resou rce Interpretation map; the others, li sted 
under Perf. Ref, refer to th e relevant development and management 
regula ti ons described In Performance Requi rements fo r Fu t ure Ac
ti ons. All performance requirements can be re lated to specific areas 
of th e waterfro nt through the use of these cha rts and t he accom

pany ing resou rce maps. T hese maps are in a reproducib le form whi ch 
w il l facilitate their use fo r planning and w ill increase their avai la
bility to government agencies and private groups. Th is permits 
use of t he maps for many different purposes A graphiC demon
strati on of the aggregated opportunities and constra ints for 
waterfront 's Water resource appea rs in the Synthesis section of 
t his report (page 11 7). The encoded, mapped ca n al so 
be easily dig it ized fo r com puter izat ion and retrieved for a multip
lic ity of purposes, incl uding th e testing of future pla nning alter
natives and t heir resu ltant impact in terms of t he performance re
quirements. A demonstration of this potential computerization 
is presently underway 
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AIR 

Opportunities The sheltered environment of the Toronto Islands IS 

the only notable opportunity area in the waterfront which is re
lated to Air resources. The adjacent waters of the Island lagoons 
and Toronto Bay are also protected from strong winds and are a 
resource for water related uses. On the mainland, opportunity areas 
are confined to openings between structures along the Bayfront 
which benefit from the passage of lake breezes. 

Constraints' Most of the mainland areas are subject to regulations 
pertaining to emissions of gaseous and particulate pollutants, odours, 
and noise. These emissions need to be regulated in order to ensure 
maintenance of air quality. Although the sheltered environment of 
the Toronto Islands offers an opportunity for some uses, constraints 
are imposed on others. These constraints derive from the desirability 
of maintaining the resource value of this sheltered environment. Thus 
constraints are imposed upon uses requiring extensive clearing of 
existing tree cover. The exposed situation of the waterfront and 
the resultant harsh climatic phenomena-strong winds, icy spray, and 
fog-can not be altered. However, their impact should be mitigated 
by adaptive strategies such as specially designed structures and 
sheltered walkways. The areas which require regulations to reduce 
such climatic stress are Open Waters, the Outer Headland, the Island 
Airport, and windy shore areas. 
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LAND 

Opportunities The relative lack of differentiation of Land resources 
in the Central Waterfront, combined with the fact that detailed in
formation is limited, yield relatively few opportunities. Recent lit
toral deposits from the waterfront's beaches are a notable resource 
for recreation and education. Remnants of historic Iittoral deposits 
occur in the Port area. These have a scientific and educational value. 
The unstable nature of fill materials in many areas of the waterfront 
necessitates foundations supported on bedrock. Areas with little 
overburden therefore represent an opportunity for savings of devel
opment costs associated with building foundations. These areas are 
limited to the Bayfront and parts of the Port area and Island Air
port. Some subaqueous materials may provide a slight advantage 
for fill disposal and for foundations of special structures. 

Constraints Since littoral deposits represent a recreational and ed
ucational resource, their use needs to be regulated to avoid their 
loss for recreation and special educational studies. The use of sub
aqueous sediments should be regulated to ensure their availability 
as a source for uncontaminated landfill. Other constraints relate 
to the reduction of hazard and development costs. Extensive soil 
explorations and suitable engineering standards are required in most 
areas of the waterfront, in order to prevent hazards due to slope 
failure and building settlement and to avoid high development 
and maintenance costs. 
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WATER 

Opportunities Shallow near-shore waters provide the greatest op
portunity for a variety of activities, particularly those associated 
with recreation and the creation of new land by landfill opera
tions. Opportunities decrease with deeper waters. Floodprone 
areas provide an opportunity for recreation, due to their proxi
mity to the water; opportunities are especially high for conserva
tion. 

Constraints: Water resources require careful management to main
tain their resource value for existing and future uses, to maintain 
water qual ity, and to reduce hazards due to flooding and contam
ination. The use of shallow water and adjacent land areas requires 
the most regulation Shallow waters are particularly vulnerable to 
the build-up of sediments and the concentration of pollutants The 
discharge of toxicants and nutrients to water, either through sewer 
outfalls or direct runoff needs to be carefully regulated. The applica
tion of toxicants and nutrients on land also requires regulation, since 
the contaminants may be absorbed into the ground, thereby entering 
the groundwater and eventually affecting surface waters. Water areas 
which currently exhibit contamination represent a health hazard. 
Human uses in these areas, such as fishing and water contact sports, 
should therefore be restricted. Human uses should also be restricted 
in floodprone areas in order to reduce hazards to life and property. 

RESOURCE INTERPRETATION: WATER 
OPPORTUNITIES In ascendlnll order from least to most 
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LIFE 

Opportunities The diversity of vegetation and associated wildlife 
provides a pleasant setting for recreation and other human activities. 
The shoreline areas-Beach, Dune, Lagoon Edge, Wet Meadow
and remnant natural woodlands are particularly valuable resources 
and offer great opportunities for low intensity recreation and con
servation. 

Constraints. Vegetation and wildlife resources are concentrated 
mainly on the Toronto Islands, therefore constraints are generally 
absent on the mainland. The same resources which offer the great
est opportunities impose the most constraints, since unregulated 
use will result in the depletion or degradation of their resource 
value. All regulations required for Life resources are related to the 
need to protect and preserve valuable resources. The unusual and 
diverse vegetation and wildlife along the shoreline is a resource of 
regional and national significance. These features are also highly 
intolerant of human activities, and therefore require strict regula
tion of human use. Constraints are therefore higher for most high 
intensity uses. Those areas used by migrating wildlife as movement 
corridors and for resting and feeding also have national significance 
and require restriction of use during migration seasons. Other vege
tation and wildlife resources, although not unique, are nonetheless 
valuable, and require management to ensure their surivival. The con
straints imposed on human uses range from severe to slight, depend
ing on the relative tolerance of the resource feature for human use. 
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RESOU RCE INTE RPR ETATlON: LOCATION 
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Opportunities The determination of social values for Location fea
tures is dependent on public policies. The greatest opportunities re
lated to Location resource features are for recreation. Beaches, Meet Constraints: Features which have been identified as highly valued 
ing Places, Recreation Reserves, Scenic Views, Boat Mooring facili resources require the restriction of incompatible uses to maintain 
ties, and shorelines all offer the highest opportunity for many dif their value to society. Recreation is the most compatible use for these 
ferent forms of recreation. Opportunities for public uses, ranging features. Other regulations are required to maintain current uses, to 
in intensity from conservation to public utilities are greatest in lands avoid hazards, and to ensure the productive utilization of resources. 
presently in public ownership. Land presently zoned for industrial Detailed performance requirements for future actions similar in form 
and commercial uses, uncommitted vacant lands, and existing trans to those specified for Air, Land, Water, and Life will be determined 
portation elements provide opportunity for future development. by future planning decisions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This environmental study of the Toronto Central Waterfront started 
with the premise that it is possible to integrate an understanding of 
the natural environment into an already complex urban planning 
process. 

The existence of an elaborate environmental data base facilitated 
the inventory of natural resources. A detailed review of social objec
tives defined the current values assigned by the C.W.P.C. to these 
resources. This study provides the means to ensure that the'value 
of these resources is sustained. 

Additional information is needed to understand more clearly the re
lationship of environmental features, and a further explication of 
social objectives will be needed to resolve competing demands for 
resources. Nevertheless, it is possible to formulate guidelines for 
future actions based upon the synthesis of available knowledge. 
Th is section of the environment synthesis study describes perfor
mance requirements for future actions which relate to specific en
vironmental features within each resource category. 

In order to maintain its resource a feature must be maintained 
in a certain state. If degraded or lowered below that state, its value 
to society may be lost or diminished. Performance requirements 
specify those human actions necessary to maintain the resource at 
the "norm" at which its value to society is undiminished. A "norm" 
may be a very specific legal standard-20 tons per square mile over 
30 days for dustfall, an accepted guideline, or an official recom
mendation. If there is no legal precedent or if insufficient data exists 
to specify a quantifiable "norm", a general statement must suffice. 

The amount of effort necessary to maintain the resource at, or return 
it to, a "norm" state may impose such costs on an action that it be
comes prohibitive. On the other hand, the amount of effort required 
may be minimal. Between the extremes of prohibition and total per
missibility, varying amounts of effort may be required to maintain 
the established "norm." Thus, future activities may take place with 
severe restrictions, moderate regulations, or slight modifications. 

Restriction implies mandatory development controls which ensure 
public welfare and are legally enforced. 

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 
FOR FUTURE ACTION 
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Regulation implies development guidelines which benefit both pub
lic weifare and the agent initiating the action, and which are imple
mented through an advise and review process. 

Modification implies adaptive strategies which primarily benefit the 
initiator of the action, but are also desirable for public welfare. 

For example, a concern for maintaining air quality requires the 
following procedure: 
1.	 Definition of the "norm" for a specific air quality parameter, 

such as dustfall. In this case, the Ontario Ministry of Environ
ment has established a standard of 20 tons per square mile over 
30 days. 

2.	 Identification of geographic areas (on the Air resource map) 
where the current dustfall concentration exceeds the "norm" 
(M.O.E. standards). The performance requirement in these 
areas is to reduce dustfall concentrations below the "norm," 
or at least not to further aggravate the currently unhealthy 
state. Actions which are likely to generate dustfall should be 
prohibited or severely restricted. 

3.	 Identification of geographic areas (on the Air resource map) 
where the current dustfall concentration does not exceed the 
"norm." The performance requirement in these areas is to regu
late the generation of dustfall so that concentrations remain 
within the "norm." 

The result of the performance requirement for one parameter is uni
form since it relates to a specified constant. However, the effort re
quired to meet the performance requirement may be greater for one 
type of activity or for one area than for another. For example, a 
landfill site produces a great amount of dust, whereas a negligible 
amount results from a playfield. Micro-environmental conditions, 
such as local downdraft areas which are likely to entrap particulate 
matter, may impose restrictions on even modest uses such as play
fields. Other areas which have better ventilation will produce no 
restrictions on playfields, and may even permit landfill operations 
with moderate restrictions (such as periodic hosing down). 

The following pages describe the performance requirements related 
to specific attributes and features of the Central Waterfront's four 
resource categories: Air, Land, Water, and Life. The performance 
requirements for the Location category will result from the inte

gration of future planning decisions. 

Performance requirements for each resource category are listed 
in sections which relate to discrete social objectives. For example, 
Air has sections on maintenance of air quality, minimization of 
climatic stress, maintenance of desirable microclimate, and pro
tection of resource value. Within each major section are subsec
tions relating to environmental characteristics. For example, within 
the major section, Maintenance of Air Quality, there are two sub
sections, Emissions and Ventilation. A uniform coding system is 
employed so that each performance requirement can be related to 
mapped features within a resource category. The adjacent table iden
tifies the codes and titles of the major sections and subsections. 
within each resource category. The codes which identify each 
formance requirement also appear on Data and Resource Interpre
tation Charts in the preceding sections of this study. The areas to 
wh ich each performance requ irement appl ies can be identified by 
referring to the Data and Resource Interpretation Charts and 
companying maps. 

The performance requ irements for futu re actions provide a frame
work for the next step, the formulation of detailed design strategies 
and guidelines. There will be more than one way to satisfy a perfor
mance requirement, some methods entailing more e-ffort and cost 
than others. Adaptive design strategies and guidel ines will identify 
means of satisfying the requirement with the minimum effort and 
cost. 

The performance requirements which appear in this section have not 
been fully compared with existing legislation. The legal implementing 
mechanism will be investigated by planning staff of the C.W.T.C. 
during the next phase of their work. 
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Performance Requirements for Future Actions 

A. AIR 

T. LAND 

H. WATER 

E. LIFE 

l. Maintenance of Air Quality 

II. Minimization of Climatic Stress 

III. Maintenance of Desirable Microclimate 

IV. Protection of Resource Value 

I. Protection of Resource Value 

II. Minimization of Development Cost 

I. Minimization of Hazard 

II. Maintenance of Water Quality 

III. Protection of Resource Value 

I. Protection of Unique Resources 

II. Maintenance of Vegetation Resource 

III. Maintenance of Wildlife Values 

A. Emissions 
B. Ventilation 
A. Icy Spray 
B. Strong Winds 
C. Strong Shifting Winds 
D. Fog 
A. Tempered Local Climate 
B. Lake Breezes 
C. Winter Sun 
A. Southern Protected Waters 

A. Littoral Deposits 
B. Subaqueous Sediments 
A. Foundation and Site Engineering 

A. Flooding 
B. Contaminated Water 
A. Applications over Land 
B. Water Discharges 
C. Fill Operations 
A. Runoff·Recharge 
B. Water Use 

A. Protected Wildlife 
B. Sensitive Breeding Colonies 
C. Regionally Significant Concentrations of Wildlife 
D. Unusual Plant Species 
E. Seasonal Wildlife Interest 
F. Aquatic Life 
A. Shore Associations 
B. Successional Associations 
C. Woodlands 
D. Parkland and Other Urban Related Vegetation 
A. Maximum Ecological Benefit 
B. Minimum Nuisance 
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A.AIR 

A-I. Maintenance of Air Quality 
Air quality in the Central Waterfront is generally within Ministry of 
the Environment (M.O.E.) standards for most parameters except 
dustfall, which greatly exceeds the M.O.E. standard. To safeguard 
continued human health and welfare, it is important that air quality 
be maintained to keep down the levels of contamination wh ich are 
injurious to human health. In addition, certain other qualitative para
meters require control because, even though they do not produce 
demonstrable pathologies, they may cause discomfort. Dust, odours 
and noise are examples of such qualitative elements. Some contam
inants are also known to cause direct damage to non-human aspects 
of the environment, such as vegetation and corrosion of certain 
building materials. 

While the recommendations for continued air quality monitoring are 
being followed, it is important that accumulations of contaminants 
be prevented. The following performance requirements for the regu
lation of contaminant discharges (gases, particulate matter, odours 
and noise) into the air are recommended. 

A-IA. EMISSIONS 

A-IA1.	 Meet M.O.E. Standards for Emitted Contaminants for 
gaseous, particulate, and odorous emissions to the air to 
ensure achievement of M.O.E. Criteria for Desirable Am
bient Air Quality as specified under Ontario Regulation 15. 

Standards for Emitted Contaminants 
Source: The Environmental Protection Act, Statutes of Ontario, December, 1974. 

Name of Contaminant Unit of Concentration 
Concentration dt Point 
of Impingement-- Half 

Hour 

Acetic Acid Micrograms of acetic acid per cubic 
metre of air 2,500 

Acetylene Micrograms of acetylene per cubic metre 
of air 56.000 

Ammonia Micrograms of ammonia per cubic metre 
of air 3.600 

Concentration dt Point 
Name of Contaminant Unit of Concentration of Impingement--- Half 

Hour 

Antimony Total micrograms of antimony in free 
and combined form per cubic metre of 
air 7S 

Arsenic Total micrograms of arsenic in free and 
combined form per cubic metre of air 7S 

Arsine Micrograms of arsine per cubic metre of 
air 30 

Micrograms of benzene per cubic metre 
of 10,000 

Beryllium Total micrograms of beryUium in free 
and combined form cubic metre. of 
air 0.03 

Boron Tribromide of boron tribromide per 
cubic metre of air 100 

Boron Trichloride Micrograms of boron trichloride per 
cubic metre of air 100 

Boron Trifluoride Micrograms of boron per 
cubic metre of 5.0 

Boron Total micrograms of boron in free and 
combined form per cubic metre of air 100 

Bromine Micrograms of per cubic metre 
air 70 

Cadmium Total of cadmium in free 
and combined form cubic metre of 
air 5.0 

Calcium Hydroxide Micrograms of calcium hydroxide per 
cubic metre of air 27 

Calcium Oxide Micrograms of calcium oxide per cubic 
metre of air 20 

Carbon Black Micrograms of carbon black per cubic 
metre of air 25 

Carbon Disulphide of carbon disulphide per 
cubic of air 330 

Carbon Monoxide of carbon monoxide per 
cubic metre of air 6,000 

Carbon Tetrachloride Micrograms of carbon tetrachloride per 
cubic metre of air 20.000 

Micrograms of chlorine cubic metrt' 
of air 300 
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mercury com t 5 

mercury m free 5,0 

metre of 

acrylate per 4,0 

chlorofonn per 350,000 

Micrograms of methyl ethyl per 31,000 

at Point 
of Contaminant Unit of of 

Dioxide Micrograms of chlorine dioxide 
cubic of air 85 

Chromium Total of chromium in 
and combined form cubic of 
air 30 

Total of in fret' 
combined form per cubic of air 100 

Micrograms of cresols 
of air 

of decaborane cubi,' 
metre of air 50 

Detergent Enzyme of subtilisin cubic 
(Subtilisin) of air 

Diborane of diborane 
of air 

Dicapryl Phthalate Micrograms of dicapryl phthalate 
cubic metre of air 100 

Dimethyl Disulphide Micrograms of dimethyl disulphide 
cubic metre of air 

Dimethyl Sulphide of dimethyl 
cubic metre of air 30 

Dioctyl Phthalate of dioctyl phthalate per 
cubic of air 100 

square 8.000 

Ethyl Acetate Micrograms of ethyl per cubic 
metre of air 19,000 

Ethyl Acrylate Micrograms of ethyl acrylate per 
metre of air 4,5 

Ethylene of oxide per cuhi,' 
of air 28,500 

Ferric Oxide of ,erne 
metT(' of air 75 

of fluo-
of aIr 

(April IS to IS) 

Fluoride , Total of fluonde 
(Total) per metre of 
(Apnl IS to IS) t1uonJe 

Concentration at Point 
Name of Contaminant Unit of Concentration of Impi'ngement- Half 

Hour Average 

Fluorides. Total micrograrTh of morganlc t1uoride 172 
(Total) of air 

16 to April hydrogen fluoride 

Formaldehyde of per cubH' 
of air 

Hydrogen Ch of chloride 100 
metre 

Hydrogen Cyanide Micrograms of hydrogen cyanide 1,150 
cubic metre of air 

Hydrogen Sulphide Micrograms of hydrogen sulphide per 
cubic metre of air 

Iron (metallic) Micrograms of metallic iron per 10 
metre of air 

Lead Told.l micrograms of lead in free and 10 
form per cubic metre of air 

Lithium Hydrides fotal mlcrogra.ms of lithium hydrides 75 
per l-ub,,' of air 

Lithium Total of lithium in other 60 
than hydnde compounds per 

of air 

Magnesium Oxide Total micrograms of magnesium oxide too 
per cubic metre of air 

Manganese Total micrograms of manganese in free 100 
and combined form per cubic metre of 
air 

Mercaptans Total micrograms of mercaptans per 20 

cubic metre of air expressed as methyl 
mercaptans 

Mercury (alkyl) Total micrograms of 
pounds per cubic metre of air 

Mercury Total micrograms of 
and combined fonn per cubic 
air 

Acrylate of methyl 
metre of air 

Methyl Chloroform Micrograms of methyl 
(1-1-1 Trichloroethane) cubic metre of air 

Ethyl 
(2- Butanone) cubic metre of air 
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l

Narn€ of Contaminant Unit of Concentration 

Methyl Micrograms of methyl 
per cubic of air 

of milk powdt>r per {'ubic 
of air 

Nickel Total micrograms of nickel in and 
form per cubic of air 

Carbonyl of nickel carbonyl 
metre of air 

Nitric Acid Micrograms of nitric acid per 
of air 

Micrograms of nitrogen oxides per 
cubic metre of air expressed as NOt 

Ozone Micrograms of ozone per cubic metre 
of air 

Micrograms of pentaborane per cubic 
metre of air 

Micrograms of pentachloraphenol per 
metre of air 

Phenol Micrograms of phenol per cubic metre 
of air 

Phosgene Micrograms of phosgene per 
of air 

Phosphoric Acids Micrograms of phosphoric acids per 
cubic metre of air expressed as PIO. 

Phthalic Anhydride Micrograms of phthalic per 
metre of air 

Silver Total micrograms of silver in free and 
combined form per cubic metre of air 

SUlphur Dioxide Micrograms of sulphur dioxide per cubic 
metre of air 

Sulphuric Acid Micrograms of sulphuric acid per cubic 
metre of air 

Suspended Particulate Total micrograms of suspended particu-
Matter (particulate late matter per cubic metre of air 
than 44 microns in size) 

Tetrahydrofuran Micrograms of tetrahydrofuran per 
per cubic metre of air 

Tin micrograms of in free and 
bined fonn per cubic metre of air 
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Concentration at Point 
Name of Contaminant Unit of Concentration of Impingement Half 

Hour Average 

Titanium Total micrograms of titanium in 100 
and combined form per cubic metre of 
air 

Toluene Micrograms of toluene per cubic metre 2.000 
of air 

Toluene Di-isocyanate of toluene di-isocyanate 
per cubic metre of air 

Trichloroethylene Micrograms of trichloroethylene per 
cubic metre of air 85,000 

Trifluorotrichloro Ethane Micrograms of triftuoro trichloroethane 
per cubic metre of air 2.4 million 

Vanadium Total of vanadium in free 
and combined form per cubic metre of 

Vinylidene chloride Micrograms of vinylidene chloride per 
(I, ] Dichloro Ethene) of air 26,000 

Xylenes Micrograms of xylenes per cubic metre 
of air 2,300 

Zinc Total micrograms of zinc in free and 
combined form per cubic metre of air 100 

Criteria for Desirable Ambient Air Quality 
100 

Source: The Environmental Protection Act, Statutes of Ontario, December, 1974. 

3 

830 

100 

100 

93.000 

30 

Name of 
Contaminant 

Unit of Mea<;urement 

Average Amount of 
Concentration or 
Total Amount of 

Contaminant 

Period 
of Time 

Approximate 
Equivalent at 

and 760 mm 
Hg pressure 

Arsenic Micrograms of Arsenic 
per cubic metre of air 

25 24 hours 

Cadmium Micrograms of cadmium 
per cubic metre of air 

2.0 24 hours 

Carbon 
MonOXIde 

Parts of carbon monoxide 
per one million parts of 
air by volume 

13 
1 hour 
8 hours 

36,100 ug/m l 

15,700 

Dustfa!l Tons of dustfall per square 
mile per month 

20 Total 
13 

30 days 
I year 
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Amount of 
Name of Unit of Measurement Concentration or 

Contaminant Amount of 
Contaminant 

Fluorides I Parts of fluorides per 
(Gaseous) billion parts of air by 04 
April IS to volume HF) 
October IS 

Total Fluorides Parts of fluorides per one 2.0 
(Gaseous and billion parts of air by 0.8 

Particulate) volume 
April IS to (Expressed as HF)
October IS 

Total Fluorides Parts of fluorides per one 
(Gaseous and billion parts of air by 
Particulate) volume 
October 16 to (Expressed as HF)
April 14 

Fluorides in Parts of total fluorides per 35 
Forage for one million parts forage 
Consumption (dry weight) 
by Livestock 

fluoridation Micrograms of total fluo 40 

(total) rides collected by 100 
April IS to of limed filter 
October IS 

FIuoridat ion of total fluo-
(total) ridl"" collected by 100 sq 
October 16 centiml"tres of limed filter 
April 14 paper 

of sui 002 

Sulphide phlde 
part-. of aIr hy volumt' 

of per SO 
of air 2.0 geometric 

of 001 
one million of 

of mt'rcur}' 20 

per cuhic of air 

Nickel of SICkel pt'r 20 

cubic of aIr 

Nitrogen Parts of dioxid.· 020 

Dioxide per million part of 010 
air bv 

Approximate 
Period Equivalent at 

of and mm 

hours 0.86 ug/m' 
JO 0.34 ug/m' 

24 hours ug/m' 
JO days 0.69 ug/ms 

24 hours ug/m' 
JO ug/m' 

Individual 
Sample 

30 

I hour 

I hour 

I hour m' 
200 m' 

of 
Contaminant 

Oxidants 
(total) 

Ozone 

Sulphation 

Sulphur 
Dioxide 

Suspended 
Particulate 
Matter 

Vanadium 

Unit of Measurement 

of total 
million or 

air volume 

(If 0100.' 

!Tullion parts of air h\ 

of	 H,lZt' 
1.000 of air 

Milligrams of 
trioxide per 100 
of exposed peroxid.' 
per day 

Parts of sulphur dioxide 
per one million of 
air by volume 

Micrograms of suspended 
particulate matter per 
cubic metre of air 

Micrograms of vanadium 
per cubic metre of air 

Average Amount of 
Concentration or 
Total Amount of 

Contaminant 

Period 
of Time 

Approximate 
Equivalent at 

10°C and mm 
Hg pressure 

010 I hour 

008 I hour IbS ug 

OS I 

07 30 da\,,; 

025 
010 
0.02 

I hour 

I year 

ug,m' 
n5 
55 

120 
geometric 

mean 

24 hours 
I year 

2.0 24 hours 

A-IA2.	 Stabilize areas of bare soil, which are sources of wind
blown dust, to ensure maintenance of dustfall concentra
tions below M.O.E. Standards. 
Soil or recent fill which is not anchored by vegetation is 
subject to wind erosion. Wind-blown soil contributes to 
the high levels of dustfall in the waterfront, Bare soil 
should therefore be seeded, sodded, or planted with ap
propriate, rapid Iy establ ished vegetation, Th is is a crucial 
precaution where bare soil consists of dredged fill contam
inated by high levels of heavy metals such as lead, copper, 
cadmium, or zinc which will become airborne with the 
wind-blown soil. Contaminated dredgeate should be cov
ered with clean fill and vegetation should be established 
immediately, 

A-IA3.	 Regulate emissions of noxious odours not controlled under 
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Ontario Regulation 15 to ensure avoidance of nuisance to Ambient Noise Levels for Selected Urban Land Uses 
the local population. 
Odours not associated with toxic air pollutants may be dif
ficult to control by legal standards. However, odours 
which are shown to be a direct cause of human discomfort, 
of loss of enjoyment or of normal use of property, or 
which interfere with the normal conduct of business 

Use Category 

Qu iet urban residential, and suburban resi
dential area 

Expected Typical 
Ambient Noise 
Levels During 
the Day 

Expected Typical 
Ambient Noise 
Levels at 
Night 

40-50 dBA 35-40 dBA 

A-IA4. 

should be regulated. 

Regulate emissions of noise to ensure avoidance of nuisance 
to the local population. 
Noise (any undesired sound) is a subjective phenomenon 
wh ich depends on individual perceptions and environ
mental context. What is noise to one person, may be un
objectionable to another. What is noise in a residential 
neighborhood may not be objectionable noise in an in
dustrial setting. Certain Iimits, however, can be set. Noise 
which is shown to be a direct cause of human discomfort, 
of loss of enjoyment, or of normal use of property, or 

Average urban residential areas, apartments 
and hotels in quiet areas, open space recrea
tional areas 

Noisy urban residential or average semi
residential/commercial areas 

Commercial areas with office buildings, retail 
stores, etc., and with primarily daytime occu
pancy. Open space parks, and suburban areas 
near highways or high speed boulevards with 
distant residential buildings. 

Industrial or Freeway and Highway Corridors 
with either residential or commercial areas ad
jacent 

45-55 dBA 

50-60 dBA 

60-70 dBA 

over 65 dBA 

40-50 dBA 

45-55 dBA 

55-65 dBA 

over 60 dBA 

which interferes with the normal conduct of business Source: Wilson, Ihrig and Associates, Inc. 

should be regulated. 

To avoid this nuisance, noise levels in a given setting 
should conform to the typical ambient noise levels for the 
existing land use category. Wilson, Ihrig and Associates, 
Inc., accoustical consultants, have establ ished typical am
bient noise levels for selected urban land uses, and have 
applied them successfully to the City of Chicago. The On
tario Ministry of Environment has published guidelines 
for indoor areas, and in addition has recommended that in Criteria for Indoor Noise Levels 

areas where enjoyment of the outdoors is a primary 
cern sound levels should not exceed 52 dBA for L50 of Space 

Equivalent Sound Level, 
LEQ,dBA 

(noise level exceeded 50 percent of the time), and 55 dBA 
for LEO (Equivalent Sound Level). 

Noise impact should be an important consideration in de
termining the suitability of a proposed land use in a given 
area. New uses should not exceed the ambient noise levels 

Bedrooms, sleeping quarters, hospitals, 
etc. (11 :00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.l 

Living rooms, hotels, motels, etc. 
(7:00 a.m.-11 :00 p.m.l 

Individual private or semi-private offices, 
small conference rooms, reading rooms, etc. 
(7:00 a.m.-11 :00 p.m.l 

40 

45 

45 

for the ex isting land use category. The impact of an in
tense noise source on surrounding areas should also be de

General offices, reception areas, retail shops 
and stores (7 :00 a.m.-11 :00 p.m.l 

50 

termined. Certain areas of the Central Waterfront are very 
quiet. Noise levels in these "quiet areas" should be main- Source: Ontario Ministry of the Environment. 
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tained below M.O.E. guidelines of 52 dBA for L50 and 
55 dBA for LEO. 

If an existing noise source cannot be controlled and noise 
levels exceed those recommended for a given land use, 
then the noise should be modified. The most effective way 
to accomplish noise reduction is to shield the source with a 
barrier-an earthen berm or wall. Vegetation is only effec
tive as a noise barrier if the planted buffer is very dense 
and very wide. 

Management Branch of the M.O.E. to determine resulting 
air qual ity for va ri ous potential bu iId ing heights in the 
Bayfront. The concl usions of th is research wi II provide a 
sound basis for height and density guidelines. 

A-I B3. Maintain north-south avenues as lake breeze channels be
tween the Central Waterfront and the Urban Core. 
The sl ips at the foot of north-south streets shou Id not be 
blocked unless it is shown that penetration of the lake 
breeze to the city core will not be impeded. 

A-lB. 

A-IB1. 

"It turns out that any airport boundary barrier greater 
than 20 feet high of nearly any construction should atten
uate the sou nd enough. The on Iy excepti on is the tree
covered earth berm, which appears to be poorer because 
sound is scattered by the trees over the top of the barrier 
into its shadow. Undoubtedly, a very thick grove of trees 
surrounding a barrier can increase its effectiveness but 
sparsely planted trees intended as a visual screen appear to 
be deleterious to barrier performance. Highway builders 
and industrialists should take note of these findings when 
constructi ng sound barriers arou nd their projects." (Lyon, 
"Environmental Noise and Acoustical Modeling," Tech
nology Review, March 1976) 

VENTI LATION 

Ensure free passage of ventilating breezes from the lake to 
the Urban-Harbour Transition Zone and Urban Core. 
Good air quality is dependent on adequate ventilation 
as well as emission control. Lake breezes and southwest 
winds now reach the Urban-Harbour Transition Zone and 

A-IB4. Ensure ventilation in downdraft areas of the Urban-Har
bour Transition Zone. 
Downdraft areas often occur to the northeast of tall build
ings. Air becomes trapped in these areas unless ventilation 
is ensured. During inversion episodes, these areas are air 
pollution hazard zones. Uninterrupted passage of relieving 
winds into these areas should be provided. 

A-IBS. Regulate height, density, and orientation of buildings to 
ensure ventilation in downdraft areas. 
See Air, A-I B1. 

A-II. Minimization Climatic Stress 
To ensure public welfare by minimizing hazard and discomfort, it is 
important to regu late all actions relati ng to known featu res of cI i
matic stress. The Central Waterfront receives the fu II force of adverse 
lakeshore weather-strong and sh ifting winds, fog, and icy spray a
long the water's edge. Although the basic weather features cannot be 
changed, their impact can and should be reduced. 

A-I B2. 

are channelled by north-south avenues to the Urban Core. 
These breezes disperse concentrations of air poll ution by 
promoting air circulation. 

Regulate the height, density, and orientation of buildings 
in the Bayfront and Urban-Harbour Transition Zone to 
ensure penetration of ventilating lake breezes. 
Openings should be retained between buildings in the Bay
front and Urban Harbour- Transition Zone to permit pas
sage of lake breezes. A study will be conducted by the Air 

A-IIA. ICY SPRAY 

A-IIA1. Safeguard against icy spray in the Bayfront region of the 
Toronto Bay Zone. 

A-IIA2. Provide winter protection from icy spray along streets, 
pedestrian routes, and in outdoor areas within 200 metres 
of the water's edge. 
Icy spray may be hazardous to pedestrians and veh icu lar 
traffic, especially when accompan ied by strong winds from 
the southern quadrant. Screening barriers and low heat 
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A-liB. 

A-II B1. 

A-IIB2. 

conductive materials are recommended. Where necessary 
local heating should be provided to ensure public safety. 

STRONG WI NOS 

Provide shelter from westerlies in the Urban-Harbour Tran
sition, the Eastern Industrial, the Island West Shore, and 
Toronto Bay Zones. 
Winds from the southwest, west, and northwest blow 50
60 percent of the ti me th roughout the year. The west and 
southwest winds, wh ich have a long fetch over open water, 
are especially strong, and the average winter wind speed at 
the Toronto Island Airport is 20 kph. Shelter from these 
winds, particularly in winter, is therefore very important. 
Although the overall wind pattern cannot be altered, winds 
may be diverted and speeds reduced near the ground by 
windbreaks or by the form and orientation of structures 
and roads. 

Shelter major pedestrian routes, outdoor activity areas, 
and building entrances from westerly winds. 
A sheltered area may be created by means of a windbreak. 
"A windbreak diverts the air currents upward, and while 
they soon turn back and again sweep the ground, an area 
of relative calm is created near the ground. The most pro
tected part of this area is fairly close to the windbreak on 
the leeward side; it becomes more exposed as the distance 
from the windbreak increases until a point is reached 
where the ai r currents have aga in reached fu II velocity. /I 

(Olgyay, Desiqn With Climate, 1963). The density and 
height of the windbreak determine its effectiveness in 
reducing wind speeds, the size of the protected area, and 
the location of that area in relation to the windbreak. 

original velocities in the protected area. The second most 
effective windbreak is a row of trees. Although wind 
speeds are reduced by only 50 percent, the protected area 
is extensive. A vertical wall may reduce wind speeds by 50 
percent but the protected area is relatively small. (Olgyay, 
Design With Climate, 1963) 

Existing woodlands and rows of trees may be utilized as 
windbreaks, or new windbreaks may be constructed or 
planted. The effectiveness of the windbreaks will be in
creased if dense understory trees and shrubs are planted 
beneath matu re trees. Pedestrian routes cou Id uti Iize the 
wind shadows cast by existing vegetation. They should 
therefore be located to the east of wooded areas within the 
wind shadow. Paths could also be located along the eastern 
sides of low buildings. Caution needs to be exercised in lo
cating next to high rise structures, because of possible local 
downdrafts and sideflows. Fences, walls, berms, and ever
green trees or shrubs should be utilized for windbreaks 
where maximum winter protection is essential. 

Shelters should be built at selected points along pedestrian 
routes where a continuous windbreak is not feasible. These 
shelters may be provided at bus stops or other locations 
where people must wait outside. Shelter openings should 
face south to southeast. If shelters open to any other direc
tion, the openings must be protected. 

Outdoor activity areas should be located to the east of 
buildings or existing woodland. If the area to be protected 
has a dimension greater than seven times the building or 
tree height, a series of parallel north-south windbreaks 
should be employed. 

If the windbreak is dense, a small calm area will be created 
on the windward side as well as the leeward side. If the 
windbreak is open underneath, as in a row of trees, the 
windward side will have no protection and the protected 
area on the leeward side will be reduced. Solid walls, how
ever, cause eddies over the top which reduce their effec
tiveness. The most effective windbreak is a dense stand of 
trees. Wind speeds may be reduced up to 30 percent of 

It should be noted that northeast winds are also a problem 
in the Central Waterfront. Consequently, in some areas a 
double windbreak may be required, one for westerlies and 
one for northeasterl ies. 

In all instances of attempted modification of wind behav
ior, it is recommended that wind tunnel testing of pro
posed design solutions be carried out. 
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A-IIB3. 

A-IIB4. 

Shelter low buildings from westerly winds. 
Heating bills can be substantially reduced if structures are 
protected from winds. "The Lake States Forest Experi
mental Station conducted experiments in Nebraska with 
two identical test houses. One was exposed to the wind; 
the other protected from it. As the exact fuel req uirements 
were recorded, it was possible to calculate the savings. 
Under 70 degrees F constant house temperature the 
amount of fuel saved by the protected house was 22.9%. 
With good protection on three sides of the house it was 
estimated that the fuel saving might have run as high as 
30%." (Olgyay, Design With CI imate, 1963) 

The same windbreak principles shou Id be observed for pro
tecting a structure as for outdoor areas. (See A-II The 
structure must be placed in the protected area created by 
the windbreak. If improperly placed, winds may be d irec
ted against rather than over the building. 

Regulate the geometry and orientation of new structures, 
landscaping, and streets to minimize wind speeds and pre
vent channelization of westerly winds. 
The north and south faces of buildings in the waterfront 
tend to be very wi ndy. In westerly gales, these areas can 
become extremely hazardous. Pedestrian routes and en
trances located along north or south building faces should 
be protected. Landscaping should be designed to provide 
shelter from westerly winds, not to funnel them. East-west 
street or other movement corridor alignments should be 
avoided in order to reduce wind channelization. 

A-IIB7. 

A-IIB8. 

A-IIB9. 

A-IIC. 

A-IIC1. 

A-liD. 

Shelter low buildings from northeastern winds. 
See A-II B3. 

Regulate the geometry and orientation of new structures, 
landscaping, and streets to minimize wind speeds and pre
vent channelization of northeastern winds. 
See A-II B4. 

Protect the Toronto Islands from exposure to winter storm 
winds. 
Although the Toronto Islands are presently the most shel
tered area in the Central Waterfront, they are particu larly 
vulnerable to strong winds. A vegetation pattern which will 
sustain the shelter provided by existing trees should be 
maintained. See guidelines for Life E-IIC and E-IID. 

STRONG SHIFTING WINDS 

Safeguard against strong shifting winds along the shore and 
open water. 
Small craft launching areas should not be located in water 
areas subject to strong shifting winds. These areas experi
ence a 20 percent frequency of 20 knot (35 kph) winds, 
and are dangerous locations for marina or boat launching 
faci Iities. Launch ing faci Iities, especially for less experi
enced sailors, should be located in protected areas, well re
moved from the open water. 

FOG 

A-IIB5. Provide shelter from strong northeastern winds. 
Strong northeastern winds are often accompanied by 
stormy weather. Building entries and pedestrian routes 
should be sheltered from these storm winds. Outdoor ac

A-IID1. Safeguard against fog in the Outer Headland Zone to en
sure safety against accidents caused by reduced visibility. 
Fog occurs on the Outer Headland approximately 50 days 
per year, more than twice the frequency for other areas in 
the waterfront. Pedestrian and veh icu lar routes shou Id be 

A-1186. 

tivity and recreation areas, however, need not be shielded 
to the northeast, si nce they wi II not be used in stormy 
weather. 

Shelter major pedestrian routes and building entrances 
from northeastern winds. 
See A-II B2. 

A-II D2. 

well-defined by landscaping, fences, and lights so that the 
path or road edge may be clearly perceived in fog. Pedes
trian and vehicular routes should be separated by a wide 
strip or barrier. 

Safeguard against water accidents due to decreased visibil
ity in fog. 
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Marina mooring facilities should be well lit. Water access to 
these should be properly marked. 

A-III. Maintenance of Desirable Microclimate 
To ensure continued comfort for humans within the Central Water
front, it is important that the limited presence of beneficial climatic 
features be sustained. Summer lake breeze, winter sun and vegetation 
are the principal ameliorating features. 

A-IliA.	 TEMPERED CLIMATE 

A-lilA1.	 Maintain a vegetation pattern in the Toronto Island Parks 
and South Shore which will sustain the currently tempered 
local climate. 
Due to the extensive tree cover, the Toronto Islands have 
the most pleasant microclimate in the waterfront. They are 
sheltered by trees from storm winds and summer sun, yet 
the trees also channel the cooling lake breezes. Many of 
the mature park trees were planted in the early twentieth 
centu ry and shou Id now be rep laced. See gu idel ines for 
Life E-IIC and E-IID. 

A-IIIB.	 LAKE BREEZE 

A-III B1.	 Maintain breeze corridors in the Toronto Island Parks and 
Island South Shore to channel cooling lake breezes. 
Even moderate lake breezes get carried through the Islands 
because of channelization resulting from openings between 
tree groups. Uninterrupted passage of these should be en
sured. 

A-III B2.	 Maintain shade along the water's edge of the Island South 
Shore to enhance breezes. 
Local breezes are generated along shaded sites near the 
beach by the temperature contrast between shaded and ex
posed sandy ground. Retention of shade and its free pas
sage landward should be ensured. 

A-III B3.	 Ensure free passage of cooling lake breezes within the 
Toronto Bay and Urban-Harbour Transition Zone. 
See A-I B. 

A-IIIC.	 WINTER SUN 

A-IIIC1.	 Ensure that winter sun reaches areas in the Urban-Harbour 
Transition, the Toronto Bay, and the Eastern Industrial 
Zones. 
Outdoor areas, pedestrian routes, streets, and park ing lots 
should receive as much winter sun as possible. Sites in con
stant shade may become damp spots where surfaces remain 
moist or icy for extended periods after rain or snow. 

A-IIIC2.	 Regulate the height and form of new structures and land
scaping to minimize shaded areas in winter. 
The accompanying chart facilitates the computation of the 
angle and length of shadows cast by bu iId ings or trees for 
different times of the day and year. New structures should 
not cast winter shade on existing plazas or outdoor activity 
areas. New plazas or parks should not be planned in areas 
receiving little winter sun. 

A-IV. Protection of Resource Value 
To ensu re opti ma I pub Iic benefit, resources shou Id not be degraded. 
CI imatic features uniquely su ited for specific purposes should be 
properly util ized. 

A-IVA.	 SOUTHERN PROTECTED WATERS 

A-IVA1.	 Maintain the high recreational value of Southern Protected 
Waters within the Toronto Bay. 
The southern portion of Toronto Bay, including the island 
lagoons, is the most protected water area in the Central 
Waterfront. Within these sheltered waters, the east facing 
shoreline is protected from westerly winds and is the best 
location for permanent marina facilities. 

A-IVA2.	 Maintain the protective value of the land configuration and 
vegetation pattern of Toronto Islands. 
The present configu ration of the Toronto Islands buffers 
the impact of winds and waves on the southern waters of 
Toronto Bay. The woodlands and wooded parkland on the 
Islands increase the effectiveness of the land buffer. New 
water channels should not be made which would funnel 
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waves and winds from Lake Ontario into the Southern 
Protected Waters. Woodlands and wooded parkland on the 
Toronto Islands should be maintained. See guidelines for 
Life E-IICandE-IID. 

A-IVA3.	 Prevent degradation of water in the Southern Protected 
Waters. 
The water quality of the Southern Protected Waters is 
directly affected by the quality of storm water runoff and 
ground water. The quality of overland runoff and subsur
face water entering protected waters should be regulated 
to ensure the protection of their value for recreation. 
See gu idel ines for Water 

Toronto Sun Chart 
Source: C.w.P.C. Information· Base, Climate, 1976. 

(Latitude: 43 degrees, 40 minutes, North) 

EST Eastern Standard Time (underlined in column 
'Time') to be used for March 21 and December 21 

under 

DST Daylight Saving Time, to be used for June 21 
tember 21 

and Sep

Alt. The altitude is the angle, expressed in degrees, measured 
vertically, between the sun and the horizontal plane of 
the horizon 

Az. The azimuth is the angle, expressed in degrees, measured 
horizontally from the North meridian. For morning hours, 
it is measured in an easterly direction; for afternoon hours, 
westerly. 

530 Shadow Length Multiplier. Multiply height of building by 
5.30 for shadow length. 

Time March 21 June'21 Sept. 21 Dec. 21 
I 

Alt. Az. Alt. AZ., Alt. 

4:18 AMI 8:18 PM Sunrise- I I
5:35 nST 

5:18 amI 9:18 pm 
Sunset- I 
9:04 nST 

5:18 AMI 7:18 PM 6.1 117.0 

6:18 amI 8:18 pm I 
I 

6:18 AMI 6:18 PM Sunrise 16.0 107.3 Sunrise
6:20 EST 7:20 DST 
Sunset Sunset

7:18 amI 7:18 pm 6:31 EST 7:31 DST 

7:18 AMI 5:18 PM 10.7 79.5 26.6 97.8 10.7 79.5 Sunrise
7:50 EST 
Sunset

8:18 amI 6:18 pm 4:42 EST 

8:18 AMI 4:18 PM 21. 2 68.1 37.3 87.7 21.1 68.1 3.1 52.7 

I 

I 
9:18 amI 5:18 pm 

9:18 AMI 3:18 PM 30.6 55.2 48.0 75.8 30.6 55.2 

10:18 amI 4:18 pm 

10:18 AMI 2:18 PM 38.5 39.7 58.0 59.9 38.5 39.7 17.2 28.7 

11:18 amI 3:18 pm I 
I 

11:18 AMI 1:18 PM 44.0 21.1 66.0 35.8 44.0 21.1 21. 2 14.8 

12:18 pml 2:18 pm 

12:18 PM 46.Q 0 69.4 0 46.0 0 22.6 0 

1:18 pm 
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T. LAND 

T-1. Protection of Resource Value 
To ensure the highest public benefit, it is important that resources 
be used for purposes for which they are best suited. Remnants of lit
toral processes occur in the Central Waterfront. These littoral depos
its are relatively scarce and have a high educational value as evidenced 
by the formation of the waterfront in the past and of processes oc
curring in the present. Incompatible use can easily obliterate th is 
value. Lakebottom sediments are a resource which also require wise 
utilization. These sediments are a potential source of fill and build
ing materials. 

T-IA.	 LITTORAL DEPOSITS 

T-IA 1.	 Regulate the use of littoral deposits to ensure their avail
ability for education and recreation. 
Remnant Iittoral deposits are evidence of historic beaches, 
while their current deposition forms present beaches. Most 
of the historic beaches, formed by Iittoral deposits many 
years ago, are now buried under layers of fill. One excep
tion is the remnant of the spit which originally formed at 
the mouth of the Don River and extended out into Lake 
Ontario, enclosing Toronto Bay. The land on either side 
of th is spit has been fi lied, but a remnant of the sp it itself 
remains. This historic littoral deposit is an educational re
source for the entire Toronto Metropolitan region. Its con
tinued availability for this purpose should be ensured. In
compatible uses, such as filling and extensive paving, 
should be prohibited. 

Existing beaches are a recreation resource which should be 
maintained for the Toronto Metropolitan region. Excava
tion of Iittoral deposits should be severely restricted, since 
it might induce considerable beach erosion. Limited exca
vation could be permitted when it can be demonstrated 
that erosion wi II not resu It. Excavation shou Id be perm it
ted only for the replenishment of beaches in other areas of 
the waterfront, and should be prohibited for commercial 
purposes. 

T-IA2. Manage littoral deposits to ensure the maintenance of 
resource value. 
Restrict impervious surfaces on littoral deposits. Imper
vious surfaces should not be constructed on recent littoral 
deposits which form present beaches. Clean sand fill may 
be added to recent Iittoral deposits to rep len ish beaches. 

T-IB. SUBAQUEOUS SEDIMENTS 

T-I B1.	 Restrict dumping of sediments with a high clay content 
in areas of sand and sand-silt subaqueous sediments. 
Sand and sand-silt subaqueous sediments pose fewer con
straints to development than sediments with a high clay 
content. Development on subaqueous sediments may in
volve filling to create new land or special construction 
which needs to be located within areas presently under 
water. Sand and sand-silt subaqueous sediments have a low 
shrink-swell capacity and are more easily developed than 
soils containing clay colloids. These sediments are also a 
potential source of high quality fill material. Any degrada
tion of this resource should be prevented. 

T-I B2.	 Regulate all activities which are likely to result in the con
tamination of subaqueous sediments and thereby diminish 
their resource value. 
Subaqueous sediments may become degraded by the 
dumping of contaminated sediments in water or by the dis
charge of water contaminated by heavy metals or high nu
trient levels. The following performance requirements de
scribed in the Water section must be enforced to prevent 
degradation of this resource: H-IIA, H-IIB, and H-IIC. 

T-II. Minimization of Development Cost 
To protect human safety and to minimize development cost, it is im
portant to enforce suitable engineering standards. Certain characteris
tics of bedrock geology, ground water, and surficial sediments have 
implications for development type, cost, construction, and mainten
ance. If these implications are disregarded hazard to life and property 
may result, and public or private construction and maintenance costs 
may be incurred. If they are catered to, potential hazards may be 
avoided and substantial savings realized. 
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T-IIA.	 FOUNDATION AND SITE ENGINEERING 

T -IIA1.	 Determine the composition and load-bearing capabilities 
of surficial sediments and the chemical composition of 
ground water prior to proposing a specific site develop
ment. 
To ensu re that proposed development responds to the spe
cific characteristics of a site, deta i led data are requ ired. 
Soil explorations will reveal the composition of underlying 
sediments, their bearing capacity and the chemical compo
sition of ground water. This information will be needed to 
determine foundation type and design, and the suitability 
of the soil for grading and landscaping. 

"In areas such as the Central Waterfront, where the surfi
cial deposits represent a conglomeration of landfill materi
als placed over a number of years, it is doubtfu I that any 
two sites (with the exclusion of the Islands) could be 
found with the same soil/fill profiles. Historically no 
records were maintained on the content of fill as the 
Waterfront expanded into Toronto Bay." (C.W.P.C. Infor
mation Base, Physical 1976) 

The fill types identified on the Land Resource map are 
general izations based on borehole logs and historical ac
counts of filling operations. They are an indication of the 
conditions which are likely to occur, but are inadequate 
for detailed design work. Fill types in the Central Water
front range from sandy hydraulic fill to trucked fill com
posed of rubble, sawdust or organic materials. There are 
also numerous structures, old wharves and jetties, sail ing 
vessels and dockwalls which are buried underground, and 
whose exact location is unknown. The variable nature of 
waterfront fill materials makes it impossible to determine, 
without detailed site explorations, the bearing strength or 
precise composition of these sediments. 

Landfi II of unknown origin and composition is uncontrol
led fill. Uncontrolled fills, such as those found in the Cen
tral Waterfront, are extremely variable in composition and 
may include voids or garbage. They are a treacherous ma
terial on which to found a building and must be explored 

with great care. The following guidelines for detailed site 
exploration are recommended. They are quoted from 
Sydney M. Johnson and Thomas Kavanagh's 
of Foundations for Buildings, 1968, pp. 36-37: 

"Where a building is to be supported on an uncontrolled 
fill, it is essential to determine if there are any inclusions 
of mud, garbage, organic materials, cans, debris, voids or 
other unsatisfactory deposits or lenses. The use of test 
pits or larger-diameter bore holes (4 inch minimum) is re
quired for this purpose, and such pits or borings should 
be spaced approximately as required for the usual explor
ations, i.e., about 50 feet apart (1 per 2,500 square feet 
of building area). Continuous samples should be recovered 
from the boreholes as the conventional technique of re
covering samples at 5-foot intervals is not adequate to as
sure reasonable detection of unsatisfactory inclusions. 
These borings or test pits should be considered as prelim
inary and should be supplemented by making a boring un
der each column (using standard techniques). If the pre
liminary borings or test pits were located under columns, 
then the supplementary borings may be omitted in the lo
cations already explored. If either the preliminary borings 
or the succeeding explorations under each column show 
that the fill contains extensive inclusions of the type in
dicated, the situation is very treacherous indeed. Either the 
building should be carried on piles driven to bearing in 
strata below the fill or, if must bear in the fill, the build
ing should be designed: (1) with sufficient articu lation 
and/or flexibility to conform to probable differential set
tlements without being damaged, or (2) as a stiff box capa
ble of bridging any voids or inclusions of the maximum 
size of probable occurrence. If the fill appears to be free of 
unsatisfactory inclusions, the situation is vastly improved, 
and the material may be treated as a natural deposit of 
equ iva lent classificati on." 

The chemical composition of ground water should also be 
determined to ensure that proposed foundation materials 
will be able to resist corrosion. This can be done when the 
soil exploration is undertaken, and is a normal practice 
when bore holes are made. Th is ground water analysis 
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should indicate pH and sulphate content. 

"A low pH reading of the ground water indicates an acid 
situation that can be corrosive to both concrete and metal. 
Acid conditions arise on sites where coal is stored, but may 
also result from chemical reactions other than sulphur and 
water. A pH reading of 5.5 or less in the ground water in
dicates an acid situation that warrants concern for the pos
sible corrosive effects to both concrete and metal. A pH 
reading of 9.5 or greater indicates an alkaline water solu
tion which can have deteriorating effects on some forms of 
concrete." (C.W.P.C. Information Base, Physical Geoq

1976) 

Potential chemical reactions caused by the association of 
electric current or methane gas with fluctuations in ground 
water level are other engineering problems that should be 
identified during soil explorations. "The presence of a high 
ground water level and high current sources such as the 
Hearn Generating Station or power substations can pro
duce an electrolytic reaction which deteriorates sheet 
metal piling and other metal structures in the soil. Fill 
areas which contain large amounts of organic materials 
produce methane gas as the materials decompose. If the 
gas is identified in site investigations, it should be tested 
for the degree of explosiveness and then appropriate mea
sures taken to vent the gases." (C.W.P.C. Information Base, 
Physical Geography, 1976) 

The ground water level is very high throughout the water
front. The water table reflects the water level of Lake On
tario and may fluctuate three to four feet or more annual
ly. Piezometers should be installed in some of the bore 
holes to monitor variations of ground water level. 

If pilings on bedrock are used to support building founda
tions, exploration of the bedrock is necessary. The bed
rock underlying the Central Waterfront is the Meaford
Dundas formation of Ordovician age. lilt comprises a grey 
sedimentary sequence of shale or associated shaley rocks. 
Generally it consists of a thick sequence of thinly bedded 
or laminated shales, siliceous shales, calcareous shales, ce

mentstones, calcareous mudstones, silt stones and very 
occasional sandstones. Frequent interbeds of si Iiceous 
or argillaceouslimestones are also known to occur. 

Weathering of the rock is common near the surface, ex
tending usually to a depth of 2 or 3 feet. Intermittent 
zones of weatheri ng also occu r at greater depth, particu
larly in association with rubbled zones created by bed
ding plane slip and other internal fracturing. 

Horizontal bedding planes are usually well developed at an 
approximate frequency of 2 to 4 feet. The planes frequent
ly contain a fine smearing of clay indicating that some lat
eral slippage has occurred along these planes in the geo
logical past. 

The bedrock sequence, especially at depth, is known to 
contain thin dark bituminous shales with small amounts 
of oil seepage and pockets of natural gas. This will be
come important only in the case of deep foundations into 
bedrock and requires further examination at the time of 
detailed study including boreholes into bedrock. 

The following engineering properties for the shale com
ponent of the formation (weakest) are attributable based 
on published literature. The calcareous and siliceous shale 
components and the silt and stones are stronger and give 
higher values." (Peto MacCullum, Ltd., John Maryon and 
Partners, Ltd., St. Lawrence Study Report, Soi Is Analysis, 
1975, pp. 5-6) 

The following table gives a general description of bedrock 
properties. Further investigation is necessary. 

General Properties for Shale 

Unconfined compressive strength (Laboratory tests) 1300 p.s.i. 

E. (unconstrained Modules of Elasticity in Laboratory Tests) 6 x 104 P.s.i. 

E. (constrained), Plate Bearing Tests-composite for all layers 5 x 105 p.s.i. 

Poisson's Ratio 0.15 

Source: MacCallum-Maryon, Soils Analysis, 1975. 
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In some areas of the Central Waterfront the bed rock is 
overlain by a bouldery shale till. "This is a grey sandy clay
ey silt till containing many angular shale fragments and is 
in a dense state. This till is probably of Illinoian age and is 
locally referred to as the York till. The till is generally 
moist and produces minor seepage in excavations. Due to 
the bouldery nature of this till, it is possible that some of 
the boreholes may have refusal in this till rather than on 
bedrock." (MacCullum-Maryon, Soils Analysis, 1975, p. 6) 
Care must therefore be taken to insure that bedrock is 
reached by the borehole. Boreholes should penetrate be
low the intended depth of the piles. 

T-IIA2. Provide suitable foundations which are adequate for the 
load -bearing requirements of the proposed development 
and which respond to soil, ground water, and bedrock 
characteristics. 
qNecessary load-bearing capabilities depend on the devel
opment type and vary between about 850 pounds per 
square foot for a paved pedestrian way to over 36,000 
pounds per square foot for a structure larger than a fifteen
storey office comp lex. In cases where very high load-bear
ing capabilities are required (or where surficial materials 
offer very low capabilities), it may be desirable to support 
a structure by means of end-bearing piles driven to bed
rock." (C.W.P.C. Information Base, Physical Geography, 
1976, p. 3.21) All factors which must be considered before 
foundations can be designed are outlined in the preceding 
section (T -IIA 1). 

A review of studies concerning construction on the sub
grade materials in the Toronto Islands was conducted by 
John Maryon and Partners in 1970. They concluded: 
"Bu ild ings on existi ng (island) lands can be fou nded d irect
ly in the subsoil, provided soil-bearing values (requirements) 
do not exceed 2,000 pounds per square foot. II 

"Newly placed hyd rau Iic fi II must be either preconsol i
dated for a period of approximately one year, or an alter
native foundation to spread footings must be provided if 
substantial buildings are to be built." (C.W.P.C. Informa
tion Base, Geography, 1976) However, this rec

ommendation refers only to development on the Toronto 
Islands, which consist primarily of sandy hydraulic fill. 

In a study for the St. Lawrence Redevelopment project, 
John Maryon and Partners, Ltd. and Peto MacCullum, Ltd. 
looked at another portion of the Central Waterfront on the 
mainland just south of the original shoreline. This later 
study asserts that: "Any construction south of the old 
shoreline must be founded on some sort of piling as con
ventional spread footi ng fou ndations in th is area are un
likely to perform satisfactorily. While optimum compac
tion has occurred in many places, the nature of the fill it
self indicates that further settling might occur. Rotting 
timbers and hulls of old vessels along with old docks and 
rubbish make the fill materials highly unpredictable and 
potentially unstable. This dictates the need for foundation 
piles driven to bedrock." These potentially unstable fill 
materials can be found throughout most of the Central 
Waterfront, with the exception of the Toronto Islands and 
Exhibition Place, at a depth of 4 to 7 feet from existing 
grade. 

"Since the shale bedrock may be weathered near its surface, 
excavation of up to ten feet of shale may be necessary 
for foundations placed directly on bedrock." (C.W.P.C. 

Geography 1976, p. 3.25) " . .. the pile founda
tions should be designed to be stable in all directions 
against external forces. The loose fills and silts should not 
be relied upon to resist horizontal forces. Driving the piles 
wi II be relatively easy. The on ly d ifficu Ity wi II be interfer
ence from old wood piles and other debris that may be en
countered at random locations in the old fill area. The 
choice of the piles and their anticipated capacities will be 
governed by the proposed structural design. We favour the 
use of steel 'H' piles, as they can penetrate obstructions 
with greater ease and extend into the rock surface. These 
piles should be designed as end bearing piles with permis
sible bearing stresses in point bearing of 10 k.s.i. Pile capa
cities per pile in the range of 150 to 200 kips can be at
tained using 12 BP 53 pounds, or similar piles. Once the 
pile type is chosen, we recommend carrying out a pile load 
test to arrive at the final design. Where the loads are heavy, 
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the use of rock points should be considered." (MacCullum incorporating a standard structural grid of columns are far 
Maryon, Soi Is Analysis, 1975, p. 13) more practical than the use of load-bearing wall systems 

with major variations in the location of walls. The use of 
The foregoing description refers to an area where bedrock this type of architectural form would tend to increase 
is between 20 to 35 feet from the surface and may not ap foundation costs significantly." (John Maryon and Part
ply to areas of the waterfront where bedrock depth is ners, Ltd., 1975, p. 11) 
greater than 35 feet. 

"Slabs on present grades and on placed fills are likely to 
In areas where concrete or metal pilings may be subject to perform unsatisfactorily and cannot be guaranteed. There
corrosion (see T-IIA 1), corrosion resistant pilings or en fore it would be preferable to utilize the lower floor for 
cased pilings should be used. Corrosion of steel pilings has parking. It is recommended that where the floor slabs are 
been documented under the following conditions: used for other pu rposes, to float the slabs so that they can 
" 1. Where the soil contains appreciable amounts of de settle uniformly. Where new fill is added to raise the exist

composing organic materials. This includes garbage ing low grades significantly, such new loading will cause 
or other organic fill. further settlement and any floors should preferably be sup

2. In cinder or slag fills where a residual content of acid ported structu rally rather than floated. Partitions and 
or sulfur is present. other heavy loads should not rest on the slab but should be 

3. Where a condition of chemical seepage exists (coal taken down to the hard stratum on deep foundations." 
piles, chemical plants, and like circumstances). (MacCullum-Maryon, Soils Analysis, 1975, p. 11-12) 

4. Where a bona fide condition of electrolytic action 
occurs. In this connection, it is noted that a search of T-IIA3. Minimize construction and maintenance problems caused 
available literature failed to reveal more than a hand by ground water and soil characteristics. 
ful of reports of actual problems of this type involv A high ground water level throughout the waterfront poses 
ing piles used to support buildings and fully embed both construction and maintenance problems. Certain fill 
ded in the ground, under the limiting conditions types create excavation, regrading, and settlement prob
above described. lems. Many of these construction and maintenance prob

lems can be minimized with prudent architectural design 
Where one or more of these limiting conditions exists, un and the application of suitable engineering standards. The 
less there is some compelling economic or other reason, following considerations are essential to preliminary plan
steel piles should not be used. If they must be used, pro ning throughout landfill areas of the waterfront. Many of 
tective measures must be taken. Indirect devices (for ex these recommendations were made by Peto MacCu Ilum, 
ample, discounting 1/16 or 1/8 inch of metal, reduced Ltd. and John Maryon and Partners, Ltd. in reference to 
values of allowable stress, minimum thickness provisions the St. Lawrence Redevelopment area, but are generally 
motivated by considerations of corrosion, etc.) are not applicable to most of the Central Waterfront. 
satisfactory. Protective coatings appear to be of question
able value because they tend to be damaged in driving. En "The major problem to be avoided is encountering ground
casement appears to be the most effective preventive mea water in excavations. For this purpose it is desirable to 
sure." (Johnson and Kavanagh, The Design of Foundations keep the lowest excavation level (including grade beams, 
for 1968, p. 337) pile caps, service trenches) to approximately elevation 

247± feet." (MacCullum-Maryon, Soils Analysis, 1975) 
Since most proposed construction in the Central Water
front must be supported on pilings, "forms of construction "Ground water control for excavations below the water 
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table to an extent of 2 to 3 feet can probably be ach ieved 
by pumping from sumps. For deeper excavations, depend
ing on the amount and extent of draw-down required, 
either well point dewatering or pumping from deep wells 
can be used. The effects of such dewatering on nearby 
structures require further examination." (MacCullum
Maryon, Soils Analysis, 1975) 

"For maintenance of underground construction below the 
water table, either the designs should be water tight and 
capable of resisting hydrostatic uplift pressures (Bath Tub 
Design), or a system of permanent drainage will be re
qu ired. In general we recommend against construction be
low the water table, since the maintenance problems will 
be severe due to the proximity of the Lake." (MacCullum
Maryon, 1975) 

"Excavation of the fills above the water level will present 
minimal problems. Normal equipment such as backhoes 
can be used. Excavation slopes of the order of 1 horizontal 
to 1 vertical can be maintained for construction purposes. 
Where there is insufficient space to maintain the slopes or 
where there are existing services in close proximity, it may 
be necessary to shore the trenches and/or support the serv
ices. The general gu idel ines provided in the Constructi on 
Safety and Trench Excavators Acts generally apply, sub
ject to local city by-laws and inspection during construc
tion." (MacCullum-Maryon, SoilsAnalysis, 1975) 

'If it is desired to elevate certain of the existing areas for 
architectural planning, then fill should be placed and com
pacted early before general construction. Extra su rcharge 
fills-to be removed and used elsewhere later-should be 
added and left for at least six months, if possible, to ac
celerate the settlement of new fill." (C.W.P.C. Information 
Base, Physical 1976) 

"I nstallati on of deep sewers below the water table is asso
ciated with expensive design and construction problems 
and should be avoided completely. Instead, preserving the 
existing grades, placing only minor fills, and utilizing 
pumping stations for sewage lift is recommended." (Mac-

Cullum-Maryon, Soi Is Analvsis, 1975) 

"The ex isti ng su rface-crusted fi II conceals a va riety of very 
old fills, containing timbers, rubbish, some garbage, sands, 
silts and clays, all in a saturated condition below 4 to 7 
feet from existing grade. Excavation to depths below 4 or 
5 feet will expose a very undesirable subgrade, presenting 
variab Ie and severe problems for construction traffic." 
(C.W.P.C. Informati on Base, Physical 1976) 

The following considerati ons apply pri mari Iy to areas com
posed completely or partially of trucked fill: 

"As the excavated soils will be mainly heterogeneous fills, 
in ou r op inion they are not su itab Ie for site backfi 11 pu r
poses. They must be rejected. Any reuse will be subject to 
cI ose fu II ti me inspecti on and excessive sorti ng." (MacCu 1
lum-Maryon, Soils Analysis, 1975) 

"I f it is desi red to partia II y depress some areas, say, for 
semi-open but depressed parking, sunken gardens, etc., 
then the finished grades should not be lower than elevation 
248. It wou Id be necessary to excavate from ex isti ng 
grade, to strip to a depth of at least 2.5 feet below pro
posed finished grade and to place at least 2 feet of clean, 
well graded sand fi II over the site as a constructi on mat. 
The surface shou Id be covered with select crushed stone 
and then asphalted for car parking. Some differential 
movement of the asphalt surface would develop in time. 
(MacCullum-Maryon, Soils Analysis, 1975) 

"Paved parking lots at the present time are in a reasonable 
state of maintenance. For constructing slabs-on-grade we 
anticipate minimal problems. We recommend examining 
the granu lar bases and increasi ng the th ickness as necessa ry 
prior to placing the slab. However, if additional fills are 
placed settlement problems may be anticipated. Compac
tion of placed soils should meet the density requirements 
of 95 percent standard proctor value. The state of the 
ex isti ng fi lis shou Id be exam ined and they shou Id be com
pacted by reworking if necessary, during construction." 
(MacCullum-Maryon, Soils Analysis, 1975) 
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"Services should be placed as high as possible in the exist
ing site soils and preferably no site services should be 
placed more than 6 feet below existing grade, nor below 
any areas to be raised with new fill. Strong consideration 
should be given to suspending building services from the 
underside of first-floor slab above grade, wherever practi
cal." (C.W.P.C. Information Base, Physical 
1976) 

T-IIA4.	 Protect deep cuts and stabilize embankments in glacial till. 
Bedrock and soil exposed in deep cuts are subject to wea
thering, erosion, and slump (downward movement). Unless 
they are stabilized, slides or excessive erosion may result. 
All cuts shou Id conform to the angle of repose of the ex
posed material. The following table indicates the angles of 
repose for sediments of specific compositions. Exposed 
embankments should also be stabil ized as soon as possible, 
preferably with vegetati on. See gu idel ines for Life E-II B 
and E-IID. 

Slopes of Repose 

SLOPE OF REPOSE 

KIND OF EARTH Non-Submerged Submerged 

Sand, clean 
Sand and clay 
Clay, dry 
Clay 
Clay, damp, plastic 
Gravel, clean 
Gravel and clay 

Gravel. sand, and clay 
Soft, rotten rock 
Hard rotten rock 

Hard rock. riprap 
Bituminous cinders 

River mud 

Anthracite Ashes 

1 on 1.5 
1 on 1.33 
1 on 1.75 

1 on 3 
1 on 1.33 

1 on 1.33 
1 on 1.5 

1 on 1 
1 on 1 

1 on 1 

1 on 1.5 to 1 on 2 

1 on 2 
1 on 3 

1 on 3.5 

1 on 2 
1 on 3 
1 on 3 
1 on 1 

1 on 1 

1 on 3 to 

1 on 20 

T-IIA5.	 Account for additional costs in moderate and high thick
ness of overburden. 
Most structures in the Central Waterfront must be founded 
on piles driven to bedrock (see T-IIA2). Cost will not be a 
constraining factor in areas where bedrock is less than 20 
feet from the surface. However, pile foundations will be 
more costly when required in areaswhere bedrock is deeper 
than 20 feet. These foundation costs may determine the 
appropriate development type or density. 

Foundations supported on piles driven to bedrock are not 
only desirable but completely economical in the Central 
Waterfront. Soil or fill depth for the entire Waterfront 
(with the exception of the Toronto Islands and the Don 
Valley) rarely exceeds the fifty-foot economic breaking 
point for the pile technique. It must be noted that the 50
foot econom ic break ing poi nt does not app Iy to aII devel
opment types; intensity of development also comes to bear 
in determining the economic breaking point. For example, 
it wou Id not be econom ically feasible to place a two-storey 
apartment unit on fifty-foot piles; however, a twenty
storey complex wou Id generate enough revenue to warrant 
construction. Engineering difficulties with piles greater 
than fifty feet in length become very great, severely inflat
ing the associated costs. If end-bearing piles to bedrock 
are used, then bedrock bearing capacity rather than soil
bearing capacity wou Id become the significant develop
ment determining factor. 

The MacCullum-Maryon report examines the various foun
dation schemes feasible for the waterfront with respect to 
desirability and costing. Their findings are included in an 
Appendix to this report. 

Rule of thumb for submerged excavated slopes: Sand-1 on 2; Clay-1 on 1.5 to vertical, 
Stiff mud-1 on 1 to vertical, Sluiced mud-1 on 10 to 1 on 20 

Source: Elwyn E. Seelye, Design, 1967. 
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H. WATER H -IB1. Regulate human uses which entail water contact in sewer 
outfall and other contaminated water areas. 
"The densities of col iform bacteria are common Iy used as 

H -I. Minimization of Hazard ind icators of the poten tial presence of d isease-causi ng or
To protect human life, health, and property, specific activities must ganisms originating from fecal pollution. Some of the 
be restricted in certain areas of the Central Waterfront. Floodprone waterborne diseases which may be transmitted by bathing 
areas are subject to flooding during episodic storms. It is important include gastro-intestinal disorders, ear, nose, eye and 
that hu man use of floodprone lands be regu lated in order to safe throat ailments, skin infections, and tuberculosis. 
guard human life and property. Certain parts of the Lake and Har
bou r have poll uted water; these represent a health hazard, and hu The Ministry of the Environment has put forward a criter
man use of these areas needs to be restricted. ion stipulating that water used for body contact recreation 

shou Id not contain total col iform bacteria in excess of 
H-IA. FLOODING 1000 individuals per 100 mls of water, and fecal col iform 

bacteria in excess of 100 individuals per 100 mls of water. 
H -IA1. Avoid permanent habitation in floodprone areas. Although the total coliform group can be useful in assess

To prevent loss of human life during flood events, perma ment of general sanitary conditions of water, the fecal 
nent habitation in floodprone areas should be prohibited. coliform group is a more precise bacteriological tool in as
If for exceptional social reasons human occupancy of these sessing water quality. 
areas is permitted, flood rescue provisions must be en
sured. Feca I streptococci alone are not rei iable as ind icators of 

sewage contamination, and should be monitored in con
H -IA2. Ensurethat artifacts in floodprone areas are flood protected junction with total coliform and fecal coliforms. When the 

and do not aggravate flood hazard. fecal col iform count is greater than 10% of the total col i
Structures and other human artifacts in floodprone areas form count, contamination of the water can be assumed to 
are subject to wave action and elevated lake levels during be recent. When the fecal coliform to fecal streptococci 
flood events. As a minimum precaution, structures meant ratio is greater than 4, the contamination can be assumed 
for human occupancy should have floor levels elevated to be of human origin, whereas if the ratio were less than 
above expected flood levels of 249 feet above sea level. 0.7, one could assume the contamination is recent, was of 

animal origin, or from storm sewers." (C.W.P.C. Informa
Flood hazard is likely to be increased by impediment to tion Base, Water, 1976) 
free flow of water within flooded areas. All structures, in
cluding buildings, highways and utilities, should be de Water in Sewer Outfall Areas and a few other locations fail 
signed so that they do not act as impoundments or chan to meet these health standards. Marine recreation areas 
nels for movement of flood waters. should not be located near these areas, unless no water 

contact is contemplated. In any case safety precautions 
Flood damage is further intensified by the ramming action should be taken for accidental water contact. 
of floating artifacts. All structures and artifacts must be 
securely fixed through proper foundations and sound H -I B2. Fishing should be restricted in sewer outfall and other 
superstructu reo contaminated water areas. 

"There is active sport fishing in the Central Waterfront 
CONTAMINATED WATERH-IB. Area. The Ministry of Natural Resources and the Metro

politan Toronto Parks Department have recently taken 
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steps to develop and improve fishing facilities. Available 
spawn ing areas are generally restricted to the Island la
goons; however, potential sites also exist in the Outer Har
bour. 

Many fish species present in the Central Waterfront area 
have been found to be safe for human consumption; how
ever, cohoe salmon, and in some cases wh ite sucker, ale
wife, rainbow smelt and carp have recently been found to 
have unacceptable levels of PCB's." (C.W.P.C. Information 
Base, 1976) 

To safeguard public health, regular fishing in these areas 
should be prohibited. Adequate warning signs should be 
posted to inform casual fishermen of the potential health 
hazard. 

H-II. Maintenance of Water Quality 
To ensure continued public welfare it is important that water quality 
be maintained within acceptable standards set by the Ministry of En
vironment. At present, only limited areas of the harbour fail to meet 
these standards. To sustain the quality of remaining clean water, 
careful regulation is required both of direct water discharges and fill 
operations within water areas, and also of toxicant and nutrient ap
pi ications over land areas directly affecti ng the harbou r waters. 

H-IIA. APPLICATIONS OVER LAND 

H-IIA1. Restrict application of toxicants in Toxic Soil Areas. 
Extensive land areas within the harbour and along the 
Bayfront show high levels of toxicants, which are a result 
of past and current uses of these sites. Toxic levels must be 
reduced to conform to the MOE guidelines. In addition to 
undertaking detoxification measures, future toxicant ap
plication should be restricted to maintain toxicant levels in 
the soil below MOE standards. 

Soil contamination by toxic heavy metals, such as lead, 
cadmium, copper, zinc, nickel and iron, is a frequent by
product of industrial activity. Soil contamination from oil, 
coal, and salt also occurs in the Central Waterfront. The 

Soil Toxicity Guidelines 

Element 
Health 
Hazard 

Landscape 
Constraints 

Building 
Constraints 

Arsenic 40 ppm 

Cadmium 5 ppm 

Chlorine 0.1% 

Chromium 500 ppm 

Cobalt 25 ppm 

Copper 100 ppm 

Electrolysis Fluorine 400 ppm 

I ron 2.4% 

Lead 600 ppm 

Methane Gas 

Nickel 

Oil 

pH 

100 ppm 

pH < 9.5 

pH < 5.5 

Salts 

Selenium 10 ppm 

Sulphur 0.1% 

Sulphate (S04) 0.0-0.1 negative 

0.1-0.2 positive 

0.2-0.5 considerable 

> 0.5 severe 

Vanadium 50 ppm 

Zinc 400 ppm 

No Guidelines Established 

Source: M.O.E.· Phytotoxicology Section 

contamination of soil by lead is also associated with high
ways. 

"In most cases where it is expected that areas of previous 
industrial activity may undergo a change in land use to 
pu bl ic or residential pu rposes, such as housi ng, parkland, 
or play areas, potential public health hazards must be more 
carefully examined. This careful examination would entail 
the sampling and analysis of soils in specific areas in order 
to adequately demark contaminated areas in need of re
medial measures ... 
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Each site ... [should be] ... tested for lead, cadmium and In addition, oil seepage from cars, trucks, and most nota
copper because of their highly toxic nature to plants and bly trains, add to this problem in the Central Waterfront. 
people. Zinc and nickel are two other elements which The density of oil allows it to float and thus move on the 
should be taken into account because of their toxicity to surface of the ground water, and this affects both plant 
plants in low concentrations. Oil ... is highly mobile in root growth and salt accumulation .... In areas of oil 
water-saturated soil and contains both plant toxic hydro contamination, [the] adjustment condition for new plant 
carbons and heavy metals.... in some areas, contaminated material is hampered by the high concentration of hydro
soils may exist beneath present buildings and between carbons and heavy metals which retard the development of 
buildings and parking, and could prove hazardous should a new root system. The film of oil on top of the ground 
they be re-exposed and used for public purposes." water also impedes the leaching of salt through the soil 
(C.W.P.C. Information Base, Phvsical Geography, 1976) and hence its dispersal, leading to an accumulation of 

root-retarding deposits. Also associated with oil storage 
"Auto-related lead [i .e., concentration in soil] may be a facilities and service stations is the seepage and trapping 
significant factor in the Central Waterfront, most notably of explosive gases. If the presence of an explosive gas is 
adjacent to Lake Shore Boulevard, the Gardiner Express detected, further tests on the degree of explosiveness will 
way, Queen's Quay and the major north-south routes, be required." (C.W.P.C. Information Base, Physical Geog
where lead levels may exceed 600 parts per million (con 1976) 
sidered excessive by the Min istry of the Envi ronment). 

H-IIA2. Toxicants should be disposed of in such a way that they 
Due to erosion of salt piles and to the leaching of rain will not cycle in the ecosystem or pollute ground water. 
water through them, a quantity of salt water abounds in Toxicant waste products should be pretreated in the best 
the [Port area] throughout the soil base. During periods practicable manner before being applied to soil. If pre
of heavy rainfall, salt water runoff washes over the dock treatment is impractical, runoff containing toxicants 
wall directly into the slip channel. Salt ... is injurious to should be collected and stored in a retention area that 
vegetation, and salt-laden soil (a result of transportation will prevent them from being discharged to soil or water, 
and deposition of road and industrial salts by wind and and then treated to remove toxicants. 
rain) is hostile to vegetation growth. 

H-IIA3. Regulate toxicant and nutrient application in floodprone 
Coal, which was in the past present in vast quantities and low runoff areas to maintain toxicant levels in the 
throughout the Port area, and remains today in associa soil below Ministry of Environment guidelines. 
tion with the Hearn Generating Station, presents a prob Floodprone and low runoff areas are especially vulnerable 
lem of its own. In combination with rain water, a mi Id to pollution since toxicants and nutrients may easily move 
acidic solution is formed which permeates surrounding directly into Lake Ontario or into the ground water. The 
soils and could impair vegetation growth." (C.W.P.C. regulation of toxicant and nutrient application to soil in 
Information Base, Physical Geography, 1976) floodprone areas is particularly important, since anaerobic 

conditions may increase the mobil ity of some contami
"Oil and other chemical storage along the waterfront also nants in the soils. These conditions may be created when 
results in the contamination of soil to some extent. Seep the soil becomes waterlogged. For applicable standards see 
age associated with these storage areas can be fou nd, and H -IIA 1. 
while storage tanks are surrounded by berms to contain 
the bu Ik of any spi lis, seepage wh ich occu rs th rough the H-IIA4. Restrict use of septic tanks in floodprone and low runoff 
soil often creates conditions of local soil contamination. areas. 
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Septic tanks in floodprone areas should be prohibited due A monitoring program for the Central Waterfront area is 
to seasonal high water tables and to the potential pollution essential in order to define: 
hazard.* 1. Pollutant concentration vs. duration of runoff and 

frequency of runoff. 
Septic tanks in low runoff areas with a sandy soil profile 2. F low characteristics during and following weather 
should be restricted since sandy soils may not permit suf events. 
ficient fi Iteri ng of nutrients. Levels of nutrients and bac 3. Effect of land use on the amount and types of pol
teria in nearby water should be monitored to determine lutants present in runoff. 
whether water quality is being affected. 4. Quantities of pollution loads from storm and com

bined sewers for outfalls discharging directly to Lake 
H-IIA5. Restrict the application of fertilizers to amounts which Ontario and to the Don and Humber Rivers." 

will be absorbed by local vegetation with little excess. (C.W.P.C. Information Base, Water, 1976) 
To prevent degradation of water quality, excessive use of 
fertilizers should be avoided. As a rule plants requiring lit H-IIB2. Restrict discharge of toxicants and nutrients in other con
tle or no fertilizer should be used in landscaping. To en taminated water areas and in shallow water. 
sure enforcement, levels of nutrients in nearby water To ensure water quality in near shore areas, it is important 
should be periodically monitored to determine whether that all discharges in these waters be severely restricted. 
water quality is being affected. Discharges are likely to occur through sanitary and storm 

sewers, direct runoff from roads and transit networks, 
H-IIB. WATER DISCHARGES leakage from utility networks, and effluent discharge from 

boats. For appl icable standards see W-Il B1. 
H-IIB1. Monitor and regulate bacterial, nutrient, and toxicant 

levels in sewer outfall areas. H-IIB3. Regulate discharge of toxicants and nutrients in moder
"Since urban storm run-off is a possible source of signifi ately deep and deep water. 
cant amounts of both organic and inorganic waste materi Deep offshore waters are less vulnerable to degradation by 
als, it is felt that more information on various aspects of intermittent discharges than shallow water. However, a 
storm and combined sewer overflow events is required to pollution hazard to near shore water may be created if the 
better understand the impact of these storm overflows in qual ity of deeper water becomes degraded. Standards spe
to the lake and the resu Iting water quality changes. It is cified in W-IIB1 should be used as a guideline to regulate 
recognized that a precise characterization of the waste discharge activities in deeper waters. 
water may not be possi ble because of the variabi Iity in the 
character of storm, or combined wastewater, or both, and H-IIC. FILL OPERATIONS 
because of the many physical difficulties in representative 
sample collection. H-IIC1. Restrict dumping or filling with contaminated sediments 

since toxicants and nutrients may readily desorb from soil 
* 'The high water level of 248.2 feet in 1973, compounded by strong on-shore winds, colloids and contribute to water pollution. 
caused some areas of the Islands to be inundated, severaly affecting the operation of septic 
bed systems for the park facilities. Constraints were also placed on septic tank systems ser
vicing the island homes to prevent an upset situation which would lead to health problems. 

"Contaminated sediments can lead to a variety of prob
lems in the aquatic environment. Sediments high in organic 

In response to the threat of disease from contaminated ground water, the City of Toronto 
Medical Officer of Health, in a report to City Council on April 12, 1973, stated that he 
would not endorse future proposals for sewage disposal that relied upon soil dispersion. 

substances and nutrients serve as an excellent substratum 
and energy source for bacteria whose respiration exerts a 

The Metro Parks Department is presently installing a sanitary sewer system which will con
nect to the mainland and service all park facilities." (CW.P.C. Information Base, Physical 
GeographY,1976) --

high oxygen demand on the overlying waters. Such a situa
tion often leads to anoxic conditions in a stratified water 
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column which in turn detrimentally affects the survival of 
fish and all other oxygen dependent organ isms. 

"Toxic elements, such as heavy metals and PCB's, can be
come concentrated in the food web. The impact of this 
bio-magnification is greatest on top level predators. Ulti
mately, man can become affected through consumption of 
fish caught in an environment contaminated by these toxic 
elements. 

"Determination of dredge spoil suitability for open water 
disposal is based on physical and chemical qual ity of the 
sediments to be disposed of and on the benthic conditions 
at the dredge disposal site. The Ontario Ministry of the 
vironment reviews these characteristics with a view to 
maintaining acceptable water quality for all users and en
suring the protection of fish and wildlife." (C.W.P.C. Infor
mation Base, Water, 1976) 

The following guidelines may be used to identify contam
inated sediments. No guidelines are presently available for 
cadmium, lead, zinc, copper, or PCB's in subaqueous sedi
ments. Such guidelines should be applied as soon as they 
are establ ished. 

Sediment Quality Guidelines 

Parameter Concentration 

Organic Cont.ent (as % loss on ignition) 6% 
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 2 mg/g 

Oil and Grease (Ether Soluble Substances) 1500 mg/kg 

Total Mercury .30 mg/kg 

Source: C.W.P.C. Information Base, Water, 1976 

H -IIC2.	 Regulate landfill operations. 
The impact of landfi II operati ons shou Id be fu Ily assessed 
before such projects are commenced. The impact of the 
proposed landfill project on harbour exchange rates, lake 
bottom sediment quality, on turbidity, and onerosion and 
accretion patterns should be examined. 

H -III. Protection of Resource Value 
Water is abundantly present within the Central Waterfront. Its re
source value to Toronto is largely for recreation, for water related 
industry and transportation. To ensure the continued availability 
of this resource it is necessary that water quality be maintained, 
and that certain quantitative aspects of the water regimen be re
gu lated. The land-water interface, where any disruptions of the 
prevailing regimen will produce immediate impact, requires the 
most critical attention. This land-water interface extends beyond 
the grossly perceived shoreline to all adjacent lands, since water 
moves towards the Lake overland (runoff) as well as through the 
ground (recharge). Direct use of water by individual major con
sumers must also be regulated to protect its resource value for 
other uses. 

H-IIIA.	 RUNOFF-RECHARGE 

H -IliA1.	 Restrict the area covered by impervious surfaces to main
tain high recharge in floodprone and low runoff areas. 
Little runoff occurs in areas designated as low runoff* 
since most rainfall is retained at ground level by plants 
and leaf litter and gradually infiltrates the soil. This re
duces erosion and flooding. Recharged water is filtered 
to some extent as it moves through the soil before reach
ing surface or ground waters. Rainfall over floodprone 
areas tends to move rapidly into Toronto Bay or Lake 
Ontario. It is desirable to retard this flow by encouraging 
it to move through the ground. 

To ensure recharge of runoff in floodprone and low run
off areas extensive areas of paving or the disposal of fill 

*Runoff coefficients as mapped in the C.W.P.C. Information Base, Phvsica l 
are based on surface cover only; they do not take account of slope or soil profile. Low 
runoff areas are areas of bare sand or vegetation. areas such as the Central Waterfront, 
where the surficial deposits represent a conglomeration of land fill materials placed over 
a number of years, it is doubtful that any two sites (with the exclusion of the Islands) could 
be found with the same soil/fill profiles and hence the same percolation rates. This makes 
generalization of percolation rates for areas within the Central Waterfront an extremely im
practical and highly undesirable approach to this soil parameter. Historically no records 
were maintained on the content of fill as the Waterfront expanded into Toronto Bay." 
(CW.P.C. Information Base, Physical Geography) A more complete study of soil profiles 
should be undertaken before development occurs to assess more precisely the amount of 
runoff generated from specific areas. In the meantime these estimated runoff-coefficients 
provide a useful guide in predicting the amount of additional runoff generated by a change 
in land use. 
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material which would increase runoff should be severely 
restricted and permitted only as a special variance due to 
exceptional social reasons. 

H -IIIA2.	 Restrict the use of storm drainage systems which con
centrate runoff and deposit runoff directly and rapidly 
into surface water. 
The requirement of maintaining high recharge will be 
vitiated, if storm water were to be collected and conducted 
through storm sewers. Traditional storm drainage systems 
shou Id therefore be avo ided. A Iternative methods of storm 
water drainage which ensure recharge of runoff through 
retention and delayed discharge should be considered. 

H -IIIA3.	 Provide for recharge of excess runoff, if runoff is increased. 
The addition of impervious surfaces-roads, structures, and 
paved areas-will increase runoff. Certain other activities 
such as clearing vegetation for gardens or intensive recrea
tion uses such as playgrounds will also result in increased 
runoff due to compaction of the soil. This will be particu
larly pronounced over areas of soils which have a high clay 
content. 

Whenever excess runoff is generated it should be directed 
to a retention area or pond where it can be held until it 
eventually gets recharged into the soil. The size of the 
pond or retention area depends upon the infiltration rate 
of the particular soil type and the acceptability of having 
standing water. A small deep pond will hold water longer 
than a shallow extensive retention area. 

H -IIIA4.	 Prevent recharge of runoff in toxic soil areas. 
To ensure avoidance of pollution, it is important that no 
recharge be permitted over areas presently covered by 
toxic soils. An impervious layer should be installed on 
these soi I areas to prevent recharge. The ru noff from these 
areas needs to be collected and treated to remove toxicants 
to meet standards established by the Ministry of Environ
ment before d ischa rgi ng to su rface water or overland. 

H -IIIA5.	 Provide for retardation of excess runoff in high runoff 
areas. 

H -1118.
 

H -11181.
 

H -III 82.
 

Areas of high runoff coefficient, such as certain soils, 
paved areas and other impervious surfaces, produce ex
cess runoff, which presents potential flooding, erosion, 
and pollution hazards. Little or no infiltration into the 
soil occurs. To avoid these ill effects, excess runoff from 
these areas shou Id be collected and held loca lIy for gradual 
discharge after the storm generating the excess runoff has 
abated. 

A recommended practice for dealing with High Runoff 
Areas is to direct the excess runoff through surface grad
ing to adjacent Low Runoff Areas, where it can be held 
for recharge as described in W-IIIA3. If there is no adjacent 
Low Runoff Area where excess runoff might be recharged, 
a recharge area can be constructed and lined with sand and 
gravel. 

WATER USE 

Regulate use of shallow waters to ensure maintenance 
of recreation value. 
Near shore waters are in great demand to accommodate a
 
variety of uses. Certain industry-related or other intensive
 
uses, such as landfill, dredging, excessive and rapid water
 
withdrawals and discharges, may degrade the high recrea

tion value represented by these waters. In critical areas,
 
identified under Life and Location resource categories,
 
incompatible uses should be prohibited. In any case these
 
should be strictly regulated to ensure safety and comfort
 
for recreational uses.
 

Regulate use of deeper waters to maintain their recreation
 
value.
 
Although deeper waters are abundant and much less vul

nerable than shallow waters, incompatible development

related uses, such as filling and dredging, may diminish
 
their recreation value. Such uses should be regulated to
 
minimize their potential adverse impact.
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E. LIFE quires that foot traffic be diverted away from sand-binding 
plant species. Where necessary, special design solutions 
such as boardwalks should be employed. 

E-l. Protection of Unique Resources 
The land water interface represents the greatest opportu nity for a E-IA2. Ensure proper management of the habitats important for 
variety of Iife forms to ex ist. In the Centra I Waterfront these oppor continued presence of the protected wildlife species. 
tu nities are enhanced by the presence of extensive shorel ines on the Continued presence of the gull and tern colonies requires 
Toronto Islands and Outer Headland, and by the waterfront's loca provision of undiminished food and shelter provided with
tion within the major intercontinental migratory routes. Human use in their preferred habitats. See guidelines for E-IIA. 
of the waterfront has all but depleted the rich diversity of natu ral 
vegetation. Nevertheless, a few rare floral forms survive in isolated E-IB. SENSITIVE BREEDING COLONIES 
pockets, and a remarkable diversity of faunal types continue to use 
the available habitats. Presence of these resources within the urban E-l B1. Restrict use of areas designated as sensitive breeding col
confines of Toronto represents a un ique resource, the protection and onies of valuable wildlife. 
continued availability of which must be ensured. Ring Billed Gulls, Herring Gulls, Common Tern, and 

the Great Blue Heron are nesting species which have breed
E-IA. PROTECTED WI LDLI FE ing colonies sensitive to disturbance. The breeding occurs 

in their nesting habitats. Beachtls and dunes are important 
E-IA 1. Restrict use of areas designated as important habitats for all of these species, rocky areas for the gu lis and terns, 

for "protected" wildlife. open water for terns and herons, and wet meadows, 
The presence of large numbers of nesting Ring Billed Gulls marshes and lagoon edges for herons. These wetland edges 
and Herring Gulls in the waterfront is noteworthy. These are particularly important and vulnerable. It is recom
gulls, along with the Common Tern, have been identified mended that margins with a minimum 200 feet width from 
as requiring "protection" in the wider region within which the water's edge be left entirely undisturbed in these wet
Toronto is located. Responsible conservation practices of land habitats. Occasional human access to water could be 
the recent past have resulted in reversing the earlier trend provided through narrow boardwalk causeways. General 
of rapid depletion of their numbers in the region. To en restriction of recreational uses during breeding periods is 
sure full reinstatement of these species in their native habi also necessary in addition to the requirement listed under 
tat, it is necessary that their preferred habitats within the E-IA1. 
waterfront be protected. The rough shore edges, beaches, 
du nes and rocky areas are particu larly important for gu lis, E-l B2. Ensure proper management of the habitats important for 
while the tern utilizes these as well as open water. continued presence of the sensitive breeding colonies. 

Breeding species are particularly vulnerable to the de
Prohibition of high intensity and incompatible uses in gradation of their food sources and alteration of shelter 
these resoLi rce areas is requ ired to avoid their depletion. characteristics within the nesting habitat. The latter re
Even low intensity pedestrian and vehicular traffic needs qu i res strict enforcement of performance requ irement 
to be regulated to ensure survival of plants which provide E-IB1 regulating use of these habitats, while protection of 
a natural and effective means of anchoring drifting sands. the food source involves the whole region over which these 
Plant species which can tolerate the d ifficu It environment species range. As a minimum, the immediate environs in 
al conditions of a beach often are particularly susceptible the Central Waterfront must ensure maintenance of air 
to compressing or trampling. Dunes are vertically stabilized and water quality as specified under A-IA and H-IIA, B 
by these plants. Their survival and continued growth re- and C. Locally, management requirements listed under 
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E-IIA must be met. To ensure their continued survival, selected parts of the 
association within which these are found should be left 

E-IC. REGIONALLY SIGNIFICANT CONCENTRATIONS entirely undisturbed. In remaining areas, disturbance 

E-IC1. Ensure the continued presence of species currently seen 
in regionally significant concentrations. 
Saw-whet Owl is an unusual species wh ich is resident with

caused by all human uses should be carefully regulated to 
ensure continued availability of potential sites for coloni
zation by these species. Management specified for these 
areas under E-IIA should be rigorously followed. 

in the waterfront in regionally significant numbers. In ad
dition a number of unusual hawk species and a variety of Rare Plantlife of the Natural Areas of the Toronto Islands 

E-IC2. 

common shore birds provide seasonal interest, as signifi
cant popu lations of these pass th rough the area du ring an
nual migration periods. These species' preferred habitats 
include the wetland margins and also extend over wood
lands and grassy areas. Their continued presence provides 
great recreation value and depends upon undiminished 
availability of the suitable habitats. The seasonal use of 
these habitats should be regulated and incompatible land 
uses should be restricted to ensure their availability as 
food and shelter sources for the migrating species. Incom
patible land uses, such as extensive paving, are those wh ich 
alter the habitat characteristics. General recreation uses, 
though normally permissible, need to be regulated during 
critical nesting periods to reduce noise nuisance and terri
torial invasion. This may entail restricting the number of 
people entering these areas and confining these intrusions 
to small, well defined sites. 

Ensure proper management of the habitats important for 
continued presence of wildlife currently seen in regionally 
significant concentrations. 
For required management of the wetland, woodland and 
grassy areas see E-IIA, E-IIC, and E-II D. 

Source: Catling-McKay (1974) 

E-IE. SEASONAL WI LOll FE INTEREST 

Marram Grass 
Sea-rocket 
Seaside Spu rge 
European Water Horehound 

Nelson's Horsetail 
Nut-rush 
Bicolores Sedge 
Baltic Rush 
Torrey's Rush 
Arrow Grass 
Schweinitz Sedge 
Bushy Cinquefoil 
Ladies'Tresses 
Sand Dropseed 
Panic Grass 

Beard Grass 
Winged Pigweed 
Mountain Mint 
Switch Grass 
Sand Dropseed 
Bluestem 

Fringed Gentian 
Nodd ing Lad ies Tresses 
Kalm's Lobelia 
False Dragonhead 
Purple Gerardia 

Ocean-coastal species 

Great Lakes shoreline 

Wildflowers 

Prairie-like habitat also found 
in dry clearings in woodlands 

Dune Species: 

Beach Strand
Dune Species. 

Wet Meadow 
Species: 

E-ID. 

E-ID1. 

UNUSUAL PLANT SPECIES 

Restrict use of areas where unusual plant species are pre
sent. Regulate use of vegetation associations within which 
these unusual species are found. 
A number of unusual plant species are found within Beach, 
Dune, Lagoon Edge and Wet Meadow vegetation associa
tions. The rarity of these species is not only of local sig
nificance, but in some cases extends over Southern Ontario. 

E-IE1. Ensure continued presence of seasonal wildlife interest 
in areas designated as Principle Migration Corridors and 
Resting Areas. 
Although all parts of the Waterfront have seasonal wildlife 
interest, certain parts are of greater significance because 
of their special value for migrating wildlife. The land-water 
interface is an important movement corridor providing 
navigational aid and diverse food habitats for migrating 
species. The peninsular projections of the land mass are 
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favored resting areas. Certain near-shore locations, because 
of shoals or upwelling currents, provide abundant food, 
and thus attract large concentrations of migrating preda
tors. These areas are regionally valuable for the survival of 
migratory populations and locally provide spectacular 
recreation interest. Use of these areas should be regulated 
to avoid dimunition of suitable habitat value for the mi
grating species. In addition to restricting incompatible land 
use of these habitat areas, thei r seasonal use shou Id be re
gulated to ensure their availability as food and shelter 
sources for the migrating species. The implied restrictions 
to their use are similar to those for Regionally Significant 
Concentration Areas (E-IC 1). 

E-IE2.	 Ensure proper management of the habitats within areas 
of seasonal wildlife interest. 
For required management performance of the habitats 
within Principal Migration Corridors and Major Resting 
Areas see E-IIA, E-II B, E-IIC, and E-II D. 

E-IF.	 AQUATIC LI FE 

E-IF1.	 Regulate use of fishing and spawning areas to ensure con
tinued availability of this scarce resource. 
Despite abundance of water in the waterfront, notable 
fish populations are limited to sheltered waters of the 
lagoons within the Toronto Islands and the outfall area of 
the Hearn Generati ng Station. The shallowness of the 
water in the Island lagoons and the diversely vegetated 
margins provide rich habitats for spawning. The Hearn 
outfall area is also valuable for fishing and spawn ing, es
sentially because of local heating of water due to discharge 
from the Hearn Generating Plant. The natural recreation 
value of these areas is emphasized because of their scarcity, 
despite the fact that certain fish species may be declared 
unfit for human consumption because of local, seasonal 
or regional contamination. To ensure the value of these 
areas for sport fishing, use of these waters should be regu
lated to avoid undue disturbance of waters, underlying 
sediments and bordering land margins. Restriction of mo
tor boat traffic and intensive development of land margins 
up to a minimum of 200 feet is indicated. 

E-IF2. 

E-IF3. 

E-IF4. 

Ensure maintenance of water quality in fishing and spawn
ing areas. 
"Water quality requirements for the protection of aquatic 
Iife are given in the Iiterature. Dissolved oxygen is con
sidered "poor" below 5.0 ppm, "fair" between 5.0 and 7.0 
ppm and "good" above 7.0 ppm. The pH of the water is 
rated "poor" below 6.0 and above 9.0, "fair" between 6.0 
and 6.5 and between 8.5 and 9.0 and "good" between 
6.5 and 8.5. Total dissolved solids are considered "good" 
below 200 ppm, "fair" between 200 and 500 ppm and 
"poor" above 500 ppm. 

Aside from the above, definitive standards are not available 
for most water quality variables. Water temperature can be 
related to the preferred temperature ranges of fish species. 
Nutrient loads should not exceed 10 ppm for nitrate and 
0.1 ppm for phosphate. Secchi disc readings are a relative 
measure of turbidity; high readings indicate low turbid
ity." (Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, Operation 
Doorstep Angling, 1976). In addition, see guidelines for 
Water Quality, H-II B. 

Ensure proper management of land margins of fishing and
 
spawning areas.
 
Continued value of the fishing and spawning areas depends
 
upon careful maintenance of the hydrologic balance and
 
vegetation qual ity of their land margins. The hydrologic
 
balance entails regulation of runoff recharge as specified
 
under H-IIIA and toxicant and nutrient application listed
 
under H-IIA. The bordering vegetation must be managed
 
as specified in E-IIA, E-II B, E-IIC, and E-II D.
 

Regulate seasonal use of Winter Duck Areas.
 
Certain parts of the Bay are frequented by duck popula

tions during the winter. Some of the species, e.g.,Old

squaw, Bufflehead, and Greater Scaup, are self-sufficient.
 
Others, e.g., Mallard and Black Duck owe their presence
 
to misguided kindness* resulting from handouts of 
by human beings. Nevertheless, their presence represents
 

*Allan Wainio, The Cruelty of Kindness, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources. District 
Release dated February 6, 1976. 
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wildlife related recreation value. To ensure their presence followed, The beach vegetation IS In a constant stage of 
for this limited purpose, use of water areas favored by dynamic change. If human disturbance is minimized, no 
them should be regulated to minimize their disturbance. other action is necessary. But for areas already disturbed, 

a specific program for replanting beach grass (marrum 
grass) should be instituted. This species is dying out now, 

E-II. Maintenance of Vegetation Resource probably because of a decrease in moving sands. Although 
The unique visual and scenic resource value of the Central Waterfront its disappearance is a natural occurrence, its retention is 
is as much due to the dramatic land-water configuration as it is due desirable and should be encouraged. A replanting program 
to the "green" mantle of Islands floating on the not too distant hori should include sowing the grass at the onset of the rainy 
zon. The fact that this mantle also is invaluable for continued season and making sure that, once established, free sand 
presence of myriad wildlife makes it an enormously precious re movement is not hampered. This should allow for nesting, 
source. The natural diverse vegetation associations expected in such as well as for a rough, protective cover for birds and small 
situations are totally absent within the Bayfront and the Eastern mammals. No motored boats should be allowed in the 
Industrial area and are severely depleted in the Islands due to exten Island lagoons. Even mooring of sailboats and canoes in 
sive conversion into parkland. Remnants of the natural associations the lagoons should be restricted. No refuse dumping 
survive on the Islands and as a promise in prospective colonization shou Id be all owed in the lagoon areas, and Iitteri ng strictly 
of the Outer Head land. Rigorous management practices must be forbidden. No retaining walls, riprap or cement should be 
followed to ensure continued survival of vegetation forms where allowed to replace the vegetated edge of the lagoons. 
they exist today and, more importantly, to encourage a richer and 
more diverse vegetation resource for the future. E-IIA2. Maintain all physical processes critical for the continuance 

of ecological balance which is currently operative along 
E-IIA. SHORE ASSOCIATIONS the shorel ine. 

The interface of land and water is characterized by a dy
E-IIA1. Manage all shoreline vegetation to ensure survival and self namic interaction of the surface and subsurface hydrologic 

replication of the natural vegetation within presently oc reg imens. Strict enforcement of performance requ irements 
curring Beach, Dune, Wet Meadow and Lagoon Edge vege pertaining to the hydrologic regimen is needed to ensure 
tation association areas. continued survival of valuable shoreline vegetation types. 
The most natural, self-regenerating vegetation occurs along The toxicant and nutrient application and runoff recharge 
the strands (the beaches), the dunes, the wet meadows and requirements listed under H-IIA, H-IIB, and H-IIIA should 
the lagoon edges. These represent several advancing succes be followed. 
sional stages, each one able to exist because of a particular 
set of environmental conditions. These areas are subject to E-IIA3. Restore and introduce appropriate shore associations 
natural, structural and compositional changes over time, along shorelines of the waterfront where they are absent. 
which are only halted by deliberate action by man or by The naturally occurring vegetation types are best suited 
some unexpected disruption. to sustain maximum resource value of the shoreline for 

recreation and to ensure minimum maintenance cost. The 
Each is responsive to external factors in their own specific institution of appropriate shore associations along all 
way, although each and every community does function shorel ines of the waterfront is recom mended. The conse
according to similar basic biological tenets. To maintain quent limitation to human use of the shoreline necessitates 
this mixture of strands, dunes, wet meadows and lagoon careful identification of shore areas which must depart 
edges on the Islands, specific recommendations for re from the general recommendation to satisfy other social 
planting and management of existing vegetation should be needs, such as certain intensive water-related recreation. 
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E-II B. SUCCESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS off, moderating microclimatic extremes and providing use
ful wildlife and recreation resource. 

E-IIB1. Manage all areas with successional associations to ensure 
their successional progress. 
Recent fill areas and other vacant lands are colonized by 
a rich array of herbaceous plants and a variety of grasses 
characteristic of Early Successional Field association. Old
er fi II areas and other areas where d istu rbance has been 
restricted for a few years progress towards an Old Field 
association with the presence of typical native woody 
species, such as cottonwoods, sh rub wi 1I0ws and red osier 
dogwoods. In certain areas, in the limited space between 
mown areas and along other remnant spaces between d if
ferently owned and managed adjacent lands, the woody 
component of the Old Field association develops into 
Shrub Thickets and Shrub Hedgerows. Successional asso
ciations are notable for the presence of a diverse collection 
of pioneering plants which are able to thrive in hostile 
environments with little help from man. Their retention 
costs little and produces enormous benefits. 

The areas covered by these successional associations are 
generally depleted of soils or soils have not had a chance 
to develop. Any attempt to replace them with more "de
sirable" parklike landscaping is enormously expensive due 
to the need for importing topsoil. The previously adopted 
policy of an intensive fertilization and watering pro
gramme for maintenance of vegetative cover such as lawns 
and ornamentals is not recommended. This practice does 
not produce much soil build up over time, is expensive to 
maintain and is likely to degrade water quality due to high 
levels of nutrients (fertilizers) required. The added nutrient 
load is likely to prove disastrous, if the substrate already 
contains phytotoxic contaminants. The recommended 
practice wou Id be to allow continued presence of pioneer
ing species, which are perfectly well adapted to the local 
conditions. Over time the pioneering species will transform 
the surface over which they grow through addition of or
ganic matter, processes of soil building and creation of 
sheltered micro-environments which enable survival of 
higher and more stable vegetation forms. In the meantime, 
they perform a valuable role in preventing erosion and run-

E-IIC. 

E-IIC1. 

It must be real ized that these associations are dynam ica lIy 
changeable in their species make-up. Any alteration of the 
existing disturbance, such as mowing or excessive compac
tion, will produce compositional change either towards 
more woody tree-I ike forms or more grasses. Th is dyna
mism can be harnassed to assure maintenance of vegetation 
forms considered to be appropriate for local needs. Where 
openness is desired, periodic mowing will be needed. For 
more sheltered needs, judicious addition of compatible 
species without wholesale removal of existing vegetation 
can be made to accelerate the successional processes. This 
planting method is relatively inexpensive as smaller-sized 
plants can be used, the chances of survival are assured, and 
the resulting landscape is rich and changeable as it matures 
over time. 

The choice of species planted within a successional matrix 
should be made from detailed observations of plants found 
to be adventitious on that site or similar sites within the 
waterfront or the Toronto region. Requ i rements Iisted for 
Shore Associations (E-IIA) and Woodlands (E-IIC) can be 
used as gu idel ines for successional associations, as eventual
ly these wi II be the natu ral outcome. 

WOODLANDS 

Manage all woodland vegetation to ensure survival and self
replication of this scarce resource for its continued ecolog
ical and recreational value. 
Despite apparent greenness of the Islands, true woodlands 
are scarce with in the waterfront. The extensive pa rk lands 
represent a desirable resource for accommodating large 
crowds of recreating people, but are a poor substitute for 
the rich, diverse, strati fied natu ral wood lands. To ensu re 
continued presence of this scarce valuable resource, it is 
important that all uses within dense woodlands should be 
severely restricted. Management of these shou Id be re
stricted to removal of diseased and mature specimens only. 
The shrub layer, which has been eliminated in the open 
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E-IIC2. 

E-IID. 

E-IID1. 

Maintain all physical processes critical for survival of the 
woodlands associations. 
The prevention of excessive runoff, sheet erosion, and 
compaction is required to prevent damage to the valuable 
wood lands. Runoff recharge requ irements listed under 
H-IIIA should be followed. 

woodlands by past management practices, should be rein
stated. Often this can be accomplished by abandoning 
mowing in these areas and restricting human passage to 
well defined paths and rest areas. Introduction of shrub 
plantings in selected areas may be desirable to achieve 
quicker results. Small occasional clearings may also be 
desirable to diversify species choice, as cleared areas per
mit survival of herbaceous material. 

PARKLAND AND OTHER URBAN ASSOCIATIONS 

Manage all man-related vegetation associations to main
tain their present recreation value and minimize main
tenance cost. 
Extensive parts of the Islands are occupied by parkland 
vegetation, some of which is reaching beyond its age of 
maturity. These are characterized by intensive manage
ment, most notably mowing. Lawn and other less "mani
cured" grassyareasexist elsewhere, such as the Island Air
port. Other man-related vegetation exists in the form of 
small lawns and ornamental trees and shrubs associated 
with pockets of residential areas on the Islands and streets 
and parks elsewhere in the waterfront. 

The local recreational value of these areas is evident. Their 
continued presence must be ensured. As the cost of main
taining them is high and the potential for their develop
ment into more diverse life forms remains unexploited, 
new planting guidelines recommended under E-IID2 
should be followed to remedy this. 

man-related vegetation areas, this should not be done in 
such a fashion as to jeopardize any of the unusual species 
or combination of species which are there. Planting of in
teresting and unusual native and introduced species should 
be encouraged, although carefully weighted to consider all 
possible side effects. Generally, choice should be made 
from plants observed to be flourishing within the water
front. Such Iists as compiled by Professor W. E. Coats* 
could be used as additional sources for selecting new plant
ing. Native shrub vegetation should be introduced where 
possible. Shrubs with unusual berries, cones and drupes 
provide year round interest for wildlife as well as human 
recreation. Care may need to be exercised in the use of 
such fruiting species in areas with highly contaminated 
soils and atmospheric fallout to prevent hazardous toxic 
effects on dependent wildlife populations. 

In speci fic site Iocati ons, especially in industria I areas, care
ful consideration must be taken of soil toxicity and air 
pollutants in the immediate vicinity. Recent experience of 
high mortality in new street tree plantings, such as at 
Cherry Street, reinforce the need for such care. 

E-III. Maintenance of Wildlife Values 
While it is unquestionable that due protection is accorded to dis
tinctive wildlife forms which represent discretely definable unique 
values covered under E-I above, it is equally important that more 
pervasive wildlife values are also attended to. These exist in the form 
of ecological benefit resulting from interdependency, especially pre
dation, of various species which ensures population control. More im
mediately demanded and often misguided wildlife management is 
practiced in response to readily perceived nuisance represented by 
some species to man. To ensure that these essentia I management 
requirements are neither ignored nor capriciously practiced, regu
lated use and management of critical wildlife must be followed. 

E-IIIA. MAXIMUM ECOLOGICAL BENEFIT 

E-IID2. Introduce new planting to ensure greater diversification 
and low maintenance. 
Although it is important to replace the older individual 
plants with viable younger ones in parkland and other 

E-IIIA1. Safeguard presence of ecologically beneficial wildlife spe

*W.E. Coates, Shrub Selection for Surface Mining Reclamation Projects, School of Land
scape Architecture, University of Guelph, undated. 
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E-IIIA2. 

ies to ensure controlled populations of pest species. 
Ring Billed and Herring Gulls, Saw-whet and Snowy Owls, 
Great Blue Heron, Hawks and Common Tern are some of 
the most notable species, wh ich th rough scaveng ing and 
predation, ensure ecological balance. Requirements per
taining to their continued presence appearing under E-IA, 
E-IB, and E-IC should be followed. 

Manage preferred habitats of ecologically beneficial species 
to ensure their continued presence. 
Follow requirementsfor preferred habitats: Beach, Dune, 
Rocky Areas, Open Water, Wet Meadow, Lagoon Edge, 
Woodlands, Grassy Park and Old Field as listed under 
E-IIA, E-IIB, E-IIC, and E-IID. 

lem is to diversify their habitats to encourage their use by 
healthy and viable wildlife communities which ensure pre
sence of ecological beneficial species. 

Maintenance of appropriate woody vegetation shou Id con
tribute to encouraging creature diversity. Shrub and vine 
planting should be emphasized. This increases stratification 
and ava i labi Iity of hab itats for other species. Increased 
wooded margins are an added help. Fruit bearing plants 
provide year round sustenance for a variety of wildlife. 

Appropriate management requirements listed under E-IIA, 
E-IIB, and E-IID should be followed. 

E-IIIB. MINIMUM NUISANCE 

E-III B1. Manage preferred habitats of nuisance species to limit the 
numbers of these species without sacrificing the value rep
resented by these habitats for other wildlife, vegetation, 
and recreation interest. 
In addition to the noticeable annoyance caused by bur
geoning sedentary populations of Canada Geese, only a 
limited number of other wildlife species are perceived to 
be nuisance in the waterfront. The perceived nuisances 
in residential areas are generally due to damage caused to 
structures and garden crops by rodents, small mammals 
and large numbers of some avian species which are at
tracted by and nest within the shelter provided by the 
man-made environment. As the natural predators of these 
species are excluded from these environments, by their 
own choice or more often by human action, larger popu
lations resu It. Nuisance is increased, as is also the potential 
hazard for disease communication. Cottontail rabbit, 
rock dove and starling are notable in this category. As a 
ru Ie, thei r preferred habitats are highly d istu rbed ma n
related vegetation associations of Grassy Park, Old Field 
and Residential. Open Water and Beach/Dune associations 
need to be included, even though marginally. To ensure 
minimum nuisance, it is important that the population 
control of offend ing species be selectively practiced with 
great caution. A positive way of dealing with the prob
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INTRODUCTION SYNTHESIS 
The principal purpose of this study is to organize the information 
known about the environment of the Central Waterfront in such a 
way that is can be used for a wide range of planning purposes by 
government agencies, private groups, and individual citizens of To
ronto. The previous steps of this study make explicit the values as
signed to specific environmental resources and the consequences of 
future actions. Since the values are explicit, the study can be used 
by different groups with discrete needs and values. The features 
pertinent to the needs of any group or individual can readily be 
isolated. Since the consequences of future actions are made ex
plicit, any resulting conflicts with overall values can be determined. 
This permits the formulation of public policy for the Central Wa
terfront which wi II ensure that forecastable confl icts are avoided 
and also focuses public discussion on environmental issues, com
peting land uses, and resu Iting consequences before any decisions 
are made. 

Once public discussion has taken place and policies have been for
mulated, the relevant performance requirements for future actions 
are easily translated into by-laws or ordinances to regulate future 
activities in the Central Waterfront. 

When the need for prospective land uses has been determined, the 
tools provided in this study can be used to identify the most suit
able locations for specific activities or uses. This determination of 
suitabilities will aid in the development of an Official Plan for the 
Central Waterfront wh ich wi II ensu re that resources are uti Iized in 
the best publ ic interest. The same tools can also be used to set 
priorities for public action, such as land acquisition, for the pur
pose of protecting critical resources, or for the development of 
public works, ranging from conservation to intensive industry. 
Since the implications of all future actions are clear, the assess
ment of the environmental impact of specific proposals is facilitated. 

The study is also of use to the land developer, whether public or 
private. The most suitable uses for a particular parcel of land are 
easily identified, as well as the constraints which must be addressed. 
Specific design strategies and guidelines must be developed for a 
particular project to ensure meeting the specified performance 
requirements. 

OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS 
FOR FUTURE LAND USES 
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WATER RESOURCES: OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS 

The application of this study for planning purposes is demonstrated 
in three examples The first examines the opportunities and con
straints Imposed upon future actions by social values associated with 
one resource factor. The other two examples examine the suitability 
of many resource features for two land uses. 

The first example illustrates the opportunities and constraints for 
prospective land uses which result from the social values assigned to 
Water resources. Opportunities for water-related recreation and de
velopment are greatest in shallow water and at the land-water inter
face. Constraints imposed upon future actions apply to both land 
and water features. Constraints for resource features which relate to 
the same social objective are grouped together on the legend. Simi
lar performance requirements apply to the features within each 
group, and the categories follow the format of sections and sub
sections described in Performance Requirements for Future Actions. 

General Use and Management refers to the need for protecting the re
source value of water (H-III). This requires the regulation of runoff 
(H-IIIA) and water use (H-III B) All areas reqUiring runoff manage
ment are indicated on the map in vertical green stripes. All areas 
requiring the regulation of water use appear in blue vertical stripes. 
Regulation of Toxicants and Nutrients refers to the need to maintain 
water quality (H-II). To fulfill this objective, the application of toxi
cants and nutrients on land (H-IIA) must be restricted, as well as the 
discharge of toxicants to water (H-IIB). In addition, fill operations 
should be regulated (H-IIIC). Areas requiring regulation to maintain 
water quality appear in purple vertical stripes. Restrictions on 
Specific Uses are required to minimize hazard (H-I) resulting from 
flooding (H-IA) and contaminated water (H-IB). 

The synthesis of environmental data for one resource is useful to 
groups who are concerned with the management of one resource. 
The synthesis of all Water resource factors might be of particular 
interest to the Water Management Branch of the Ontario Ministry of 
Environment, for example, whereas a synthesis of Life resources 
would be valuable for a group like the Toronto Field Naturalists' 
Club. The CW.PC., charged with the responsibility of evaluating all 
resources in regard to many prospective land uses, will be concerned 
not just with one factor, but with the overlapping of all factors. 
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SUITABILITY FOR DEVELOPMENT AND RECREATION 

The Development and Recreation Suitability syntheses result from 
the superi mpositi on of all natu ra I resou rce factors accord ing to a spe
cific set of rules. The human land use factor, Location, is not con
sidered here since the imperatives imposed by it are likely to pre
empt consideration of all but one specific land use in a particular 
place. For example, the fact that the majority of the Toronto Islands 
are public parkland renders their suitability for development pur
poses of academic interest. Nevertheless, it is useful to identify,the 
intrinsic suitability of the whole waterfront for the accommodation 
of development or any other land use. The limitations imposed on 
future actions by Location factors will be considered during the 
next planning step. 

The purpose of the suitability synthesis is to determine those areas 
best suited for a particu lar land use. The synthesis procedure em
ployed here is a two-step process. The fi rst step is an inventory of all 
resource features which represent some opportunity or constraint for 
the specific land use under consideration. This is readily accomp
Iished by a review of the Resou rce Interpretation Charts, on wh ich 
opportunities and constraints are explicitly identified for a range of 
use categories. In order to use these charts, it is necessary to define a 
prospective land use in the same terms as the use categories on the 
charts. These categories are described in the Introduction to the Re
sou rce Interpretation section of th is study (p. 68). Any land use is 
composed of a major use and one or more supporting uses. For ex
ample, a recreation complex such as a stadium is both an intensive 
recreation use (RR) and a heavy structure (DH). It requires support
ing uses of extensive paving (DP) for parking and major roads and 
transit systems (AH), as well as minor supporting uses of utilities 
(AU) and landscaping (AU. A natural history study area, on the 
other hand, is a special recreation use (RS), which may also imply 
conservation (RC), and which requires only one supporting use
minor roads and trails (AT). To determine the applicable opportun
ities and constraints for the land use under consideration, all major 
and su pporti ng use categories shou Id be considered. 

Once an inventory has been made of the opportunities and con
straints applicable to each major and supporting use, it is possible to 
ascer"tain an overall suitability for the composite land use. Ideally, 
the most suitable location for the intended land use is where high 

opportunities exist for both major and supporting uses, with an ab
sence of high constraints. If such an ideal concurrence is found, the 
search for the most suitable location is over. Failing such concur
rence, a less suitable place must be found. If the search method is 
explicit in identifying the reason why a location is less than ideal
either through diminished opportunity and/or the occurrence of con
straint-compensating actions may be considered which will over
come the limiting factor. 

For example, a site may be extraordinarily endowed with resources 
wh ich represent a great opportu nity for water rei ated recreati on 
(such as swimming or sailing), but the fragile shoreline vegetation 
may pose a severe constraint to the construction of required support
ing public facilities (access to water, bathhouses). The overwhelming 
need of catering to the social demand for such a faci Iity may be met 
by designing the facilities in such a way that the fragile vegetation 
remains undisturbed. This may necessitate designing a special founda
tion for housing the required facilities and providing access by spe
cially designed public use areas, such as boardwalks, which will mini
mize the loss of precious vegetation. 

In another instance, the presence of good foundation conditions, 
spectacular scenic views, and accessibility to transportation may 
represent a great opportunity for some institutional use, while the 
absence of vegetation, the presence of toxic soils, and exposure to 
strong storm winds represent constraining site factors. In this case, 
the constraining features may be compensated for by special design 
features such as sheltered walkways and imported soils and land
scaping. So long as limiting factors are made explicit, compensating 
actions may be considered. 

The synthesis procedure is applied here to determine the most suita
ble locations in the Central Waterfront for two extremes in intensity 
of use. The requirements for accommodating high intensity industri
al, commercial, residential, and transportation uses are exam ined 
under the general category of Development. Lower intensity uses 
which require little alteration of the existing environment are exam
ined under the general category of Recreation. Although specific 
su itab iIities wi II need to be identified in the futu re in response to 
detai led plan ning requ irements, these genera I categories are suffi
cient for demonstration purposes. 
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DEVELOPMENT SYNTHESIS, OPPORTUNITIES 

Development Type 

MAJOR RESOURCE FEATURE 

Suoonrt I I SUODO/t 

Lnnl" 

The first synthesis step for the Development Su itabi Iity Synthesis is 
the identification of the major and supporting use categories. The 
suitability for two dominant uses is examined: heavy structures 
(DH) and light structures (OS). Small residential, commercial, or in
stitutional structures (OS) require supporting uses of minor roads 
(AT) and uti Iities (AU). Heavy apartment or office bu ild ings or large 
industrial structures (DH) require extensive paved areas (DP) for 
parking or storage and major roads and transit systems (AH). All re
sou rce featu res wh ich represent opportu n ities or constrai nts for 
these use categories are aggregated on the Development Suitabil ity 
Charts. 

In the second synthesis step, the resource features are examined to 
reveal their suitabil ity for development, ranging from the greatest 
opportunity with the least constraint to the most constraint with 
the absence of opportunity. For example, woodlands vegetation 
represents an opportu nity as a pleasant setti ng for development 
with concu rrent constra ints resu Iti ng from the need to restrict 
clearing, while floodprone areas are constraining due to measures 
which must be taken for flood protection with no simultaneous op
portunity value. The list of resource features determining develop
ment suitability appears next to the Development Suitability map. 

DEVELOPMENT SYNTHESIS, CONSTRAINTS 

Development Type 

MAJOR RESOURCE FEATURE 
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It is evident that three distinct resource groups represent opportuni
ties for development within the Central Waterfront. Selected vegeta
tion types and "tempered" cl imatic zones offer opportu n ities for 
pleasant settings. Constraints related to these features entail regula
tions to ensure that the social values which they represent for the 
overall community are not compromised. These features are essen
tially confined to the Toronto Islands and the Outer Headlands and 
appear on the Development Suitability map as a yellow pattern. The 
second and third opportunity groups are related to the thickness 
of surficial deposits and the depth of water. The related constraints 
manifest themselves as real development costs, rather than social 
costs. These features are identified on the map in red and purple 
vertical stripes. 

Underlying the opportunity areas are those resource features which 
represent constraints to development with no accompanying oppor
tunities. These result from the requirements of protecting wildlife, 
maintaining air quality, and maintaining and protecting a unique 
geologic resource (littoral deposits), in order to minimize the loss of 
resources to society. These limiting factors are identified in brown on 
the map. The meeti ng of performance requ irements for other re
source features is necessitated to ensure avoidance of social cost, but 
also entails measurable development cost. Run-off management and 
protection against flooding, unstable land and inclement micro
climate are such features. These are identified in pink-lavender on 
the map. 

The Recreation Suitability Synthesis follows the same procedure as 
that employed in the Development Su itabil ity Synthesis. The su ita
bility for two major uses is examined: general, low intensity recrea
tion (R P) and intensive recreation (R R/R M). The major category of 
general use recreation (RP) requires supporting uses of minor roads 
and trai Is (AT), conservation (R C), and special recreation (RS). In
tensive recreation for specific uses can be land related (R R) or water 
related (RM) and requires supporting uses of landscaping (AU and 
extensive paving for parking (DP). Resource features which repre
sent constrai nts and opportu nities for these use categories are ag
gregated in the Recreation Synthesis Charts. 

The two disti nct resou rce grou ps represent opportun ities for recrea
tion in the Central Waterfront. Water related opportunities are ex
tensive, but qualified by constraints imposed by regulations to en-

RECREATION SYNTHESIS: OPPORTUNITIES 
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sure health in contaminated water areas, to maintain water quality, 
and to minimize disturbance to aquatic wildlife. Deep blue stripes 
identify these areas on the Recreation Suitability map. Opportuni
ties for land-based recreation are essentially related to the presence 
of vegetation and wildlife. Related constraints are minimal for pas
sive use and moderate for intensive uses which must ensure mini
mum disturbance of vegetation and wildlife habitats. These re
source features are identified in green textures on the map. The 
darker textu res emphasize the resou rce val ues for both land and 
water-related recreation forms. 
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RECREATION SYNTHESIS, CONSTRAINTS Extensive areas of the mainland represent little natural opportun
Recreation Type ity for recreation. In addition, the accommodation of recreation 

MAJOR RESOURCE FEATURE 
."..----""'f demand is constrained due to the need for avoiding hazards related 

RR to unstable land, toxic soils, flooding, pollution vulnerability, and 
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inclement microclimate, and for maintaining the recharge of runoff. 
Deepening shades of brown on the map indicate the relative severity 
of constra ints for recreati on wh ich are present with in the waterfront. 

The Development and Recreation Suitability Syntheses reveal all 
LAND 

parts of the Central Waterfront to have opportunities and constraints 
for these uses. As far as possible, overlapping values have been map
ped. The allocation of any site for a specific development or rec

\NA r l-H reation type should entail the relative weighting of the concurrent 
values represented by environmental features on that site. Future 
planning action must address itself to the elucidation of the relative 
importance of competing values, and to the most feasible means for 
ensuring the maintenance of the assigned values. Decisions about 
allocations of these resou rces can then follow. In the end, the fi nal 
synthesis which leads to a plan for the Central Waterfront will re
flect the social and economic environments as well as the natural 
environment. This is a future task outside the scope of the present 
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The preceding suitability syntheses for development and recreation 
provide a base reference for future planning action. The rules em
ployed in combining data have been explicitly defined and any 
weighting of competing values avoided. It is inevitable that, in the 
preparation of the Official Plan, conflicts between competing values FUTURE PLANNING ACTION 
will have to be resolved. The resolution of conflicting values will 
emerge from an evaluation of the consequent environmental impact 
of each proposed use. In some instances, identification of the fu II 
impact may not be possible because of insufficient data. It is there
fore necessary that future planning action places a high priority on 
the completion of the data base as recommended in Inventory: 
Future Data Requirements. 

Recommendations for the acquisition of additional data have been 
made to ensure a comprehensive understanding of the waterfront 
environment so that all social objectives may be addressed. During 
the course of the study, it became obvious that certain environment
al factors are of particular and immediate concern. Most of these per
tain to the locational features and some of these are identified as 
"Problem/ Issue" featu res under the Locati on resou rce category. 
Speci ficati on of performance requ irements for Locati on resou rces 
are the task of future planning action. At that time, the need for 
specific add itional data wi II become evident. Some of these can be 
foreseen, and it is worthwhile to highlight them here for immediate 
future action. 

Although air quality monitoring within the waterfront will continue 
and local air emissions will be regulated according to M.O.E. stan
dards, the issue of cumulative effects must be addressed. This is es
pecially important to downwind recipients of air emissions both 
within and outside the Central Waterfront. 

Early resolution is needed of the conflict between two operative 
policies pertaining to noise control. The provincial policy of estab
lishing noise criteria which requires conformity by all sources regard
less of their location differs markedly from the City of Toronto's 
policy of designated noise zones within which "fit" uses are permit
ted. This issue is of particular relevance to the expressed objectives 
of protecting certain noise sensitive areas. Such areas need to be 
clearly defined and specific gu idel ines for them developed. Better 
definition of curren t noise characteristics also needs to be clearly 
establ ished through weekday and weekend monitoring, as recom
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mended in Future Data Requirements. 

The planned water quality studies by M.O.E. will contribute to a 
more comprehensive understanding of the water regimen within the 
waterfront and specific actions needed to ensure better water qual
ity. In the meantime, early action should be undertaken in those 
areas where immediate problems are clearly evident. The prime con
tributor to the degradation of water quality within the waterfront is 
the discharge from the Don River. An immediate commitment must 
be made to improve the qual ity of the Don's lower reach through 
study and regu lation of contributory uses. The value of beaches and 
the safety of prospective water contact sports is fu Ily dependent 
upon maintenance of water quality in the Outer Harbour. This in 
turn is dependent upon the quality of water within the Turning Ba
sin, which gets transferred to the Outer Harbour through the cooling 
system of the Hearn Generating Plant. Sewer and toxic runoff dis
charges into the Turning Basin should be immediately curtailed. 

The sewer separation programme presently underway will alleviate 
the current problem of raw sewage entering the harbour waters dur
ing storm periods. Nevertheless, the quality of runoff from urban 
streets and developed areas still poses a threat to the maintenance of 
satisfactory water quality. An investigation must be made of the 
contributory effect of urban runoff upon water quality, and if neces
sary, a system should be devised for directing early storm runoff into 
the sewage system to ensu re its treatment before discharge. The poor 
quality of water in the boating basin at Ontario Place, the northwest 
corner of the Inner Harboul-, the slips at Spadina, Simcoe and Yonge 
Streets and the combined sewer discharge area between Jarvis and 
Pari iament Streets is suspected to be partially a resu It of th is ru noff 
pollution. 

To safeguard against far reaching effects of poor water quality, it IS 

worth rei terati ng the recommendation made earl ier that the water 
quality guidelines for the discharge of elemental and chemical toxins 
be related to the resu Itant exchangeable ions wh ich permit the pas
sage of these toxicants to other life forms through plant growth and 
animal ingestion. 

The vegetation is the most grossly perceived aspect of the natural en
vironment, thus its presence in sufficient numbers and quality is sub
ject to public attention. The mature vegetation on the Toronto 

1?8 

Islands requires immediate attention towards its renewal. Careful 
planting and management policies should be developed for early 
realization of mature vegetation. These policies should be compatible 
with the present vegetation and its cu rrent recreational use. On the 
mainland, the sparse vegetative resource needs to be augmented with 
careful regard to the current disturbed, sometimes toxic, local con
ditions. An extensive "greening" of the mainland parts of the water
front can go a long way in providing micro-climatic amelioration and 
aesthetic and wildlife interest. 

The rich wi Id life resou rce val ue of the waterfront resu Its from its 
location within the major lakeshore migration corridor. The sus
tained presence of migratory wildlife is assured due to responsible 
public policies which have ensured the protection of valuable rest 
areas within this corridor on either side of Toronto. The Toronto 
Islands and newly formed Outer Headlands also serve a similar 
function. Projected development of Aquatic Park on the Headlands 
and future management of the Toronto Islands must ensure that this 
valuable function is safeguarded. 

Decisions about cu rrent and fu tu re land uses are critical in determ i
ning the future of the waterfront environment. The City of Toronto 
Planning Board through its future planning actions will assume the 
responsibility for ensuring that this future is a source of pride for the 
citizens of Toronto. To this end, the outline of the future work by 
the Waterfront Staff of the City of Toronto Planning Board follows. 

In August, 1976, the C.W.P.C. adopted a schedule for the comple
tion of its second-phase work programme wh ich saw preparation of 
Policy Proposals taking place in three stages following completion 
of the Information Base Reports and the Environmental Synthesis. 
The three stages wou Id consist of the preparation by staff of Pol icy 
Advancement Papers for each sub-area (e.g., the Bayfront, Port and 
Outer Harbour areas), Draft Proposals, and Final Proposals. Each 
stage will be subject to comprehensive review. Policy Proposals are 
expected to be ready for public debate in July, 1977. This entire pro
cess is dependent on consensus being achieved by C.W.P.C. members 
on crucial issues such that the policy recommendations which emerge 
have the prior backing of the implementing agencies and the public. 
Without such backing there is little likelihood of any implementa
tion. 
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The methodology put forward in this report should materially assist 
Planning Committee members and staff in this process. The C.W.P.C. 
and Area Task Group members should use the Information Base 
material to identi fy envi ron mental issues particu la r to the su b-areas 
and those common to the entire Central Waterfront which must be 
resolved in the Official Plan policy development process. As their 
work advances to consideration of different pol icy choices, the 
C.W.P.C. will be able to use the synthesis tools to evaluate the envi
ronmental consequences of the proposals, and to assess the environ
mental capability of the various resource features for a range of land 
and water uses. 

Section 1 of this report, Inventory, points out that there are data 
gaps, some quite serious. But the overall methodology is compre-
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hensive and as further data become available it will not be difficult 
to make adjustments. 

With respect to the fu tu re Information Base, there are two issues 
which must be resolved. First is the assignment of responsibility for 
conducting the fu rther stud ies needed to fi II information gaps de
scribed in th is report. Conclusions must be reached early in 1977 
to permit the designated agencies to allocate necessary funds for the 
1977 Fiscal Year. Second is the need to incorporate the additional 
data into the framework established by the Environment Informa
tion Base and th is synthesis study. Computerization of the data is 
a recommended next step. Again, responsibility for this work must 
be assigned (to one or more agencies) and funds allocated. 
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Planning Issues in the Central Waterfront Sourc"l: C.W.P.C., Programme for Planning, 1974. 
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Computerization of the Synthesis stage for a portion of the Central 
Waterfront has been completed as a demonstration. Its purpose is to 
ensure a rapid response to planning questions regarding the synthesis 
material and to incorporate changes to the resource data or the social 
values attached to these. As matters stand, the method perm its and 
accomplishes this manually. The manual procedure, in addition to 
being time-consuming, restricts the number of options which can be 
tested. The demonstration computer program has been designed for a 
small area, but can be extended to the entire Central Waterfront. 
This should be undertaken in 1977. The agency best suited to accom
plish this task is ideally the one which is able to assume overali re
sponsib iIity for data gatheri ng, incorporati on and computerizati on. 

The performance requirements developed in this report will assist 
planning staff and Committee members in evaluating specific land use 
proposals and in working with proponents to ensure that the CWPC's 
social objectives are met. Implementation of the gu idel ines is likely 
to requ ire extensive cooperati on, as vari ous ju risd icti ons wi II be in
volved in the legal aspects of implementation. The general perfor
mance requirements should be expanded particularly in areas such as 
the Harbourfront or the East Bayfront, where detailed, site specific 
guidelines are needed to maintain (or improve) environmental values. 
Preliminary Part I and II Official Plan work will identify areas where 
such detail is required, and, where vital, studies will be undertaken 
prior to development of final pol icy recommendations. 

This approach to planning has wider applicability in the Metro Toron
to region. Areas such as the Valley Lands, adjacent waterfronts, and 
regional watersheds should benefit from this approach. The responsi
ble agencies should consider this and benefit from the experience 
gained over the last two years and the tools that have been developed. 
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